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SECTION I - INTRODUCTION 

Vision, Mission and Values 
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Summary financial information in relation to the annual results for the fiscal period 

Sompo Japan Sigorta generated 2.236 million TL GWP as at the end of 2016 with 110.3% 
increase. Breakdown of premium production by line of businesses realized as below 
table.   
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By Line of Businesses
(thousands TL) 2016 2015 Δ (%) 2016 2015
Fire 163.840 158.772 3,2 7,3 14,9
Financial Losses 5.088 5.785 -12,0 0,2 0,5
Marine 26.517 30.068 -11,8 1,2 2,8
Watercraft 1.858 2.049 -9,3 0,1 0,2
Watercraft Liability 2.436 2.630 -7,4 0,1 0,2
Motor Vehicles 376.883 263.971 42,8 16,9 24,8
Motor Vehicles Liability 1.403.116 377.011 272,2 62,7 35,7
General Losses 165.626 149.598 10,7 7,4 14,1
General Liability 22.799 20.721 10,0 1,0 1,9
Aircraft 467 722 -35,3 0,0 0,1
Legal Protection 5.427 5.688 -4,6 0,2 0,5
Surety 5.113 4.418 15,7 0,2 0,4
Accident 13.404 8.855 51,4 0,6 0,8
I llness/Health 43.581 33.186 31,3 1,9 3,1
Total 2.236.156 1.063.474 110,3 100,0 100,0

Premium Production Share (%)

Summary financial information in relation to the annual results for the fiscal period 

(million TL) 
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Company's historical development and amendments to the articles of association 
during the fiscal period and grounds for these amendments, if applicable 
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During our General Assembly dated 28 March 2013, Company's articles of association 
was amended to ensure harmonization with the Turkish Code of Commerce numbered 
6102. The amended articles of association of the Company was published in the trade 
registry gazette dated 7 June 2013. 
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(*)   Sompo Japan Nipponkoa Insurance Incorporated 
 
Sompo Japan Insurance Inc. merged with Nipponkoa Insurance Co., Ltd. and its trade name has 
been changed to Sompo Japan Nipponkoa Insurance Inc. as of September 2014. 
 
 
(**) European Bank for Reconstruction and Development 

Company's historical development and amendments to the articles of association 
during the fiscal period and grounds for these amendments, if applicable 



Information related to the Company's partnership structure, changes made to the 
partnership structure during the fiscal period and the titles and shares of real or 
legal entities with qualified shares 
Our Company's paid capital is 40 million TL.  
 
According with decision taken at extraordinary meeting dated 31 October 2016, a 
nominal price of TL 3.996.000 pieces 399.600.000 shares which are owned by European 
Bank for Reconstruction and development , Sompo Japan Nipponkoa insurance Inc. 
have been transferred to. 
 
Following the relevant transfer, Sompo Japan Nipponkoa Insurance Inc. is the sole 
shareholder of Sompo Japan Sigorta. 

Our Company's board of directors chairman and members and general manager and 
deputy general managers do not own any of the shares.  
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Shareholders do not have privileged shares. 

The Company does not have any shares that it has acquired itself. 

(*) Sompo Japan Insurance Inc. merged with Nipponkoa Insurance Co., Ltd. and its trade name has 
been changed to Sompo Japan Nipponkoa Insurance Inc. as of September 2014. 

Shareholder
Amount of 
Capital (TL)

Number of 
Shares

Share 
Percentage (%)

Sompo Japan Nipponkoa Insurance Inc. (*) 40.000.000 4.000.000.000 100,00
40.000.000 4.000.000.000 100,00

Sompo Japan  
Nipponkoa 

Insurance Inc.,  
100,00 

Pay oranı 
(%) 

Assessments of the chairman of the board of directors and general manager 
related to the fiscal period and expectations from the future 

Message from the Chairman of the Board of Directors 
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With the continuing effects of the global financial crisis and deepening of the uncertainty 
surrounding the markets , the global economy maintained its slow growth trend in 2016 as 
well. The shocking impact of the Britain's Brexit decision,  American presidential election 
on global markets, concerns about China that is one of the world's largest economies, the 
historical sharp decline in the oil prices, the immigrant crisis deepened with increasing 
geopolitical risks in the Middle East, decision of the Federal Reserve System(FED) on 
increasing the policy interest rate and their disclosures signalling an increase in 2017 as 
well were the important economic activities of the year.  The global economy is 
expected to grow by around 3% in 2016 as a result of macroeconomic uncertainties 
triggered by this negative sentiment, fluctuations in exchange rates, declining commodity 
prices, decelerating international trade, and slowing in the economic growth in the 
developed and developing countries. 
 
The year 2016 was a very difficult year for Turkey's economy. The impact of the coup 
attempt, tensions in our borders, terrorism, the political uncertainty created by the 2017 
presidential referendum on the markets, the fluctuations in the exchange rates put 
pressure on the national economy. In addition,  adverse effects of the crises experienced 
with Russia, especially on the tourism and food sectors, were another important factor 
directly affecting the Turkish economy. Such developments have led to the effect that 
Turkey's credit rating falls below the investment grade. On the other hand, the 
continuation of the growth trend and  continuing stability in public finance sector despite 
all the  adverse events encountered, have been seen as positive developments of the 
year 2016. It is predicted that the Turkish economy, which is affected  by both  the global 
economy and the developments within the country, will grow by 3%, indicating decline 
below the potential of 2016. 

 
From the perspective of non-life insurance, non-life insurance sector grew by 2.4% in 2016, 
compared to the previous year. Despite the low growth in developed economies, the 
global non-life insurance sector also provided technical profitability in 2016, as a result of 
reduction in the catastrophic damage from natural disasters, compared to the previous 
years.  

 
Turkish non-life insurance sector, on the other hand, managed to grow by 31% in 2016. 
Despite the recession in the global and national economies, main reason of the growth in 
the non-life insurance sector is the increase in the average prices of auto insurance. The 
increase in the average price of auto insurance also contributed to the technical 
profitability, and the sector which reported technical losses last year generated technical 
profits in 2016. 



Assessments of the chairman of the board of directors and general manager 
related to the fiscal period and expectations from the future 
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In this period, our company has increased its premium generation capacity by 110% and 
achieved TL 177 million profit before tax. Sompo Japan Insurance Inc.  increased its 
market share to  6.5% versus 2.4% in 2011, showing that “selective and disciplined” 
investment policy of SJNK Group has positive outcomes, Our company is taking firm steps 
towards the future by positioning itself as the "insurance company providing the best 
services to customers" in Turkish non-life insurance sector. 

 
Creative and self-sacrificing activities of  our qualified and qualified personnel, especially 
the senior management staff are the driving forces behind this success achieved by our 
company. In addition, our agents, business partners and our esteemed customers who 
choose to work with us made great contributions.  

 
We would like to express our deepest gratitude and respect to our partners, employees, 
agents and customers on behalf of our Board of Directors for their support in 2016 that has 
been as fruitful as the previous years. 

 
 

 
 

Junichi Tanaka 
Chairman Board of Directors  
 

Assessments of the chairman of the board of directors and general manager 
related to the fiscal period and expectations from the future 
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Message from the General Manager 

2016 has been a very important and successful year for our company. 
 
The most important developments in the Turkish non-life insurance sector in 2016 were 
again in auto insurance segment. The continued decline in technical losses in parallel 
with the increasing average premiums in traffic insurance, price cap agenda and 
increasing price competition in the comprehensive coverage are the most important 
events of the year. 
 
In 2016, our company achieved more than three times the growth rate of the non-life 
insurance sector and reached  market share of 6.5% with a premium production of TL 
2.23 billion, and became the fifth biggest insurance company in terms of premium 
production. When we look at profitability, we have reached our targets with TL 177 
million profit before tax. Our equity has reached TL 420 million and we have maintained 
our position as one of the top companies in the sector by completing the year with a 
return on equity of 40.7%. 
 
With our breakthrough in 2016, our company has entered a successful, non-reversible 
turnaround and carried its capacity to a higher level by placing its weight on the 
sector. While achieving this success, we do not ignore our corporate culture by giving 
priority to sincerity and creativity, and we continue our journey by adopting the goal of 
offering the best services to our customers. Our management approach that is a part of 
our culture and different from the competitors, has been maintained for years, and in 
2016 our company sustained a profitable growth in a sustainable way.  
 
As in the past, Sompo Japan Insurance will continue to be one of the most successful 
companies in the sector by implementing the right strategies in the right place and time 
in the coming years. The sponsorship agreement with Beşiktaş JK has been renewed this 
year in order to develop brand awareness which is one of our long-term targets. 
Shaping its activities on the basis of being better than ever before, our company 
develops its technological infrastructure every day in order to achieve a competitive 
advantage. Last but not least, I would like to point out the service growth in our sector. 
At present, we have a network of distribution channels working with 13 regional 
directorates / branches, over 1800 agencies, 3 banks and many brokers.  
 
I would like to extend my thanks to all of our employees, who play an important role in 
the success of Sompo Japan Sigorta, our partners for their valuable support, our 
insurance agencies, , and all of our customers and stakeholders for placing their trust in 
us by choosing Sompo Japan Sigorta. 

 
 
 
Recai Dalaş 
Chairman of the Board of Directors and Chief Executive Officer 
 



Number of personnel and regional department, contact office and number of 
branches, types of services rendered by the Company and issues of activity and 
evaluation of the Company's position within the industry based on these 

Number of Personnel 
 
As of 2016, the number of our employees is 466. 77% of the employees are assigned to 
the General Management Office, 22% work in regional offices and 1% work at the 
branches.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Regional department, contact office and number of branches 
 
Company's Trade Registry Number is 455439. 
 
Company's trade center and General Management Office is located in Istanbul and conducts 
business at the address Beykoz Kavacık Rüzgarlıbahçe Mahallesi, Cumhuriyet Caddesi, No: 10 
Acarlar İş Merkezi, C Blok 34805 Istanbul. 
 
Our Company's sales organization has been structured in the form of branches and regional 
management office across the country and the number of these structures are proliferated in 
line with the growth requirements of our Company. We have 8 Regional Management Offices as 
Istanbul Anatolian Region, Istanbul European Region, Central Anatolia Region, Aegean Region, 
South Anatolia Region, Bursa Region, Black Sea Region and Mediterranean Region and 3 
branches in total as Kayseri, Denizli and Eskişehir. 
 
Types of services rendered by the Company and fields of operation 
 
Our Company conducts business in all of the non-life branches (Fire and Natural Disasters, 
Financial Losses, Marine, Watercraft, Watercraft Liability, Motor Vehicles, Motor Vehicles Liability, 
Accident, Rail Vehicles, Aircraft, Aircraft Liability, General Losses, General Liability, Surety, Legal 
Protection, Credit, Illness/Health, Support).  
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Sompo Sector 
Men (%) Women (%) Men (%) Women (%) 

55 45 49 51 
    Men (%) Women (%) Total (%) 
    Sompo Sector Sompo Sector Sompo Sector 
Primary School 0 1 0 0 0 0 
Junior School or Equivalent 2 1 1 0 2 1 
High School or Equivalent 10 13 12 10 11 12 
2-Year College 13 10 20 18 16 14 
University   61 65 60 63 61 63 
Postgraduate   14 10 7 9 10 10 
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As of January 1, 2017, we started our ERP project for strong finance and strong technological 
infrastructure and took one of the important steps for  becoming the best insurance company in 
Turkey. SAP Simple Finance 9, consisting of finance, procurement, treasury, cost accounting 
modules, will be operated in an integrated manner with the main system. The use of SAP will 
enable all operations of the financial affairs department to be carried out using an end-to-end 
system, automatic control mechanisms  to be utilized and process performance to be 
monitored. 

 
With the 'Ejento Mobile Agency' application that is a part of the Digitalization strategy launched 
in February 2017, Agencies can receive offers and effect sales using  mobile phones tablets 
without the need to work in an office, they can display new jobs and renewals, portfolio, 
campaigns, help and training information and pending tasks  and they can follow loss reports 
and assessments.  

 
The "Health Project” that supports growth strategy targets in health insurance sector has been 
initiated in Q3 2016 and the relevant operations are under progress to start all production and 
loss processes for both Conventional and Supplementary Health Insurance products.   

 
For the auto-insurance operations, IPU system was implemented to carry out risk analysis and we 
gained ability to follow some loss procedures with photographs thanks to the new “Digital Loss 
Management” infrastructure.  With the completion of the improvements in the ICAP and Auto-
Analysis systems, the loss processes that were started in the beginning of 2017 will be completed.  

 
Within the scope of "Central Operation Project (MOP)" aimed at management of the business 
processes in the operations department,  proposal and policy issuance processes of auto-
accident and building-DAK products received via banking channels and “Agency Rent a Car” 
authorization process went live in MOP system.  

 
KPIs of loss operations units have been determined and measured systematically with Loss File 
Manager KPI system project, and system for the target performance indicators have been 
prepared and used based on these KPIs. 

Information related to research and development practices with regard to new 
services and activities 
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In the 'Agency Segmentation' project, new agency segmentation definitions have 
been made based on criteria such as potentials of agencies and probability of working 
with us and target system of the sale staff in the regions have been revised based on 
this segmentation. 

 
'Bank Sales Management System' allowed targets of the bank sales units  to be defined 
for each branch and field operations of banks to be managed over this system. 
  
The NPS application designed to measure customer satisfaction about loss operations 
went live in the last quarter of 2016.  

 
Our Digital Transformation unit  has been designed for the purpose of steering our 
company's digitalization strategies, conducting researches in the new technology 
fields, establishing collaborations with techno parks, incubation centres and start-up 
companies to develop innovative ideas and projects, and helping our departments to 
carry out their innovation processes based on the know-how obtained. 
  
We went live with our web services enabling proposal and sales operations on traffic 
and comprehensive auto insurance products to be carried out over Finansbank Mobile 
Internet Banking application. 

 
The integration of Goecode-based risk maps into Corporate UW products allowed 
instant enabling of business rules in guarantees based on the risk address during 
proposal entry. In addition, monitoring has been enabled through creation of policy 
and loss intensity maps. 

 
COBIT5 compliance operations have been completed at Level 1 within the scope of IT 
Governance under the supervision of SJNK head office in Japan. 

Information related to research and development practices with regard to new 
services and activities 

SECTION II – INFORMATION 
RELATED TO MANAGEMENT AND 

CORPORATE MANAGEMENT PRACTICES 



Company’s Organizational Structure 
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Names and surnames, term of office, responsibility areas, educational 
backgrounds and professional experience of the chairman and members of the 
board of directors, general manager and deputy general managers and the 
administrators of the units within the scope of internal inspection systems 
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Junichi Tanaka 
Board of Directors Chairman 
(Appointment Date : 13 May 2016) 

Educational Background 
Keio University / Business Administration-Political Sciences 

Professional Experience 
1984 –  2002       Yasuda Fire & Marine Insurance Co.  
2002 –  present  Sompo Japan Nipponkoa Insurance Inc. – Executive 

Chikayoshi Kono 
Board of Directors Vice Chairman 
(Appointment Date  : 2 August 2013) 

Educational Background 
Waseda University / Economics 

Professional Experience 
1995 –  present    Sompo Japan Nipponkoa Insurance Inc. –   
       Executive 



Recai Dalaş 
Board of Directors Member / Chief Executive Officer 
(Appointment Date  :11 December 2001) 

Educational Background    
Istanbul University / Business Administration 
Istanbul University / Accounting Inspection - Postgraduate 
Degree 

Professional Experience 
1985 –  2001        Axa Oyak Insurance   
2001 –  present   Sompo Japan Sigorta AŞ  –  Chief Executive 
      Officer 
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Gen Iwao 
Board of Directors Member / Chief Corporate 
Governance Officer 
(Appointment Date  : 28 March 2013) 

Educational Background 
Waseda University / Law 

Professional Experience 
1992  –  2013        Sompo Japan Nipponkoa Insurance Inc. – Executive 
2013  –  present   Sompo Japan Sigorta AŞ – Chief Corporate       
       Governance Officer 

Names and surnames, term of office, responsibility areas, educational 
backgrounds and professional experience of the chairman and members of the 
board of directors, general manager and deputy general managers and the 
administrators of the units within the scope of internal inspection systems 

Recai Dalaş 
Board of Directors Member / Chief Executive Officer 
(Appointment Date  :11 December 2001) 

Educational Background    
Waseda University / Science and Technology 

Professional Experience 
1995 –  2016      Sompo Japan Nipponkoa Insurance Inc. – Executive  
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Names and surnames, term of office, responsibility areas, educational 
backgrounds and professional experience of the chairman and members of the 
board of directors, general manager and deputy general managers and the 
administrators of the units within the scope of internal inspection systems 
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Uğur Özer 
Chief Corporate UW and Claims Officer 
(Appointment Date  : 1 August 2013) 

Educational Background 
Marmara University / Economics 
Istanbul University / Accounting and Financial Control - Postgraduate Degree 
University of East Anglia / Economics – Postgraduate Degree and PhD 

Professional Experience 
1991 – 2010      Undersecretariat of Treasury – Insurance Inspection  
                             Specialist 
2010 – 2013      Generali Insurance – Deputy General Manager 
2013 – present    Sompo Japan Sigorta AŞ – Chief Corporate UW and 
                             Claims Officer 

Educational Background 
Marmara University / Business Administration 

Professional Experience 
1995 – 2002     AXA Oyak  Insurance – Marketing Manager 
2002 – 2004        Sompo Japan Sigorta AŞ –  Department Head 
2004 – present   Sompo Japan Sigorta AŞ – Chief UW Officer 

Şenol Ortaç 
Chief UW Officer  
(Appointment Date  : 5 May 2004) 

DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD gggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggeggggggeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee eeeeeeeeeeeereeeererererererrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr eeeeee

Names and surnames, term of office, responsibility areas, educational 
backgrounds and professional experience of the chairman and members of the 
board of directors, general manager and deputy general managers and the 
administrators of the units within the scope of internal inspection systems 

Kemal Beceren 
Chief Information Officer 
(Appointment Date  : 2 April 2010) 

Educational Background    
Boğaziçi University / Department of Computer 
Engineering 

Professional Experience 
1991 –  2000       Finansbank – IT Group Manager 
2001 –  2007       Carrefoursa – IT Group Manager 
2007 –  2010       Sompo Japan Sigorta AŞ – Coordinator 
2010 –  present  Sompo Japan Sigorta AŞ – Chief Information Officer 
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Names and surnames, term of office, responsibility areas, educational 
backgrounds and professional experience of the chairman and members of the 
board of directors, general manager and deputy general managers and the 
administrators of the units within the scope of internal inspection systems 

Fahri Uğur 
Chief Financial Officer 
(Appointment Date  : 1 July 2015) 

Educational Background 
Hacettepe University / Accounting 
New York University / MBA 

Professional Experience 
2002 – 2013    Undersecretariat of Treasury –  Insurance Inspection  
                           Specialist 
2013 – 2014    Turkey P&I Insurance – Board of Directors Member 
2013 – 2015    Halk Sigorta – Deputy General Manager (Technical) 
2015 – present  Sompo Japan Sigorta AŞ – Chief Financial Officer 
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Names and surnames, term of office, responsibility areas, educational 
backgrounds and professional experience of the chairman and members of the 
board of directors, general manager and deputy general managers and the 
administrators of the units within the scope of internal inspection systems 

Işın Mengenli 
Chief Human Resources Officer 
(Appointment Date  :16 February 2015) 

Educational Background 
Boğaziçi University / Department of Teaching English 
New York University / Management and Organization 

Professional Experience 
1995 – 1998 Yapı Kredi Bank – Human Resources Specialist 
1998 – 2000 Dışbank – Human Resources Executive 
2000 – 2005 Deloitte – Human Resources and Management  
                        Consultancy Manager 
2005 – 2007 Deloitte – Human Resources Director 
2008 – 2010 Hay Group – Human Resources Consultancy Director 
2011 – 2014 Mercer – Human Resources Consultancy Director 
2015 – present  Sompo Japan Sigorta AŞ – Chief Human Resources Officer 

 
Seda Gülkaya 
Internal Control and Risk Management Officer 
 

Educational Background    
Istanbul Technical University / Economics 
State University of New York/Liberal Sciences 
 
Professional Experience 
2008 –  2009        Stone Tile Direct Inc. Orlando –  Marketing Officer 
2009 –  2012        Pricewaterhouse Coopers – Senior Consultant 
2012 –  2014        Sompo Japan Sigorta AŞ – Risk and Internal Control Expert 
2014 –  2016        Sompo Japan Sigorta AŞ – Risk and Internal Control Deputy    
    Manager 
2016 –  present   Sompo Japan Sigorta AŞ – Corporate Governance Senior 
    Manager 

Ali Topraktepe 
Internal Inspection Manager 
                        Educational Background 
                          Istanbul University / Business Administration 
                                  
                         Professional Experience 
                          1983 –  1991        Nordstern Insurance – Accountancy Manager 
                          1991 –  1996        Rumeli Hayat Insurance – Financial Affairs Manager  
                          1996 –  1999        Nordstern İmtaş Insurance – Financial Affairs Group Manager 
                          1999 –  2004        Axa Oyak Insurance – Budget Planning Manager 
                          2005 –  present   Sompo Japan Sigorta AŞ – Internal Inspection Manager 
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Kamil Benan Yavuz Lazoğlu 
Masak Compliance Officer 
 

Educational Background    
Dokuz Eylül University / Finance 
 
Professional Experience 
1995  –  1997      Nordstern Insurance  – Deputy Collection Expert 
1997  –  1998      Nordstern İmtaş Insurance  – Collection Expert 
1999  –  2002      Axa Oyak Insurance  – Collection Expert 
2002  –  2004      Sompo Japan Sigorta AŞ  – Collection Expert 
2004  –  2007      Sompo Japan Sigorta AŞ – Recourse Expert 
2007  –  2010      Sompo Japan Sigorta AŞ –  Deputy General Manager for Recourse 
2010  –  2013      Sompo Japan Sigorta AŞ – Collection and Recourse Deputy Manager 
2013  –  present Sompo Japan Sigorta AŞ – Collection and Recourse Manager 

Seda Gülkaya
Internal Control and Risk Management Officer

Educational Background
Istanbul Technical University / Economics
State University of New York/Liberal Sciences

Professional Experience
2008 – 2009       Stone Tile Direct Inc. Orlando – Marketing Officer
2009 –  2012       Pricewaterhouse Coopers – Senior Consultant
2012 –  2014       Sompo Japan Sigorta AŞ – Risk and Internal Control Expert
2014 –  2016       Sompo Japan Sigorta AŞ – Risk and Internal Control Deputy  

  Manager
2016 –  present   Sompo Japan Sigorta AŞ – Corporate Governance Senior 

  Managegg r

Ali Topraktepe
Internal Inspection Manager
                       Educational Background
                         Istanbul University / Business Administration
                                 
         Professional Experience
                         1983 –  1991        Nordstern Insurance – Accountancy Manager
                         1991 –  1996        Rumeli Hayat Insurance – Financial Affairs Manager 

1996 – 1999        Nordstern İmtaş Insurance – Financial Affairs Group Manager
                         1999 –  2004        Axa Oyak Insurance – Budget Planning Manager
                         2005 –  present   Sompo Japan Sigorta AŞ – Internal Inspection Manager

Kamil Benan Yavuz Lazoğlu
Masak Compliance Officer

Educational Background
Dokuz Eylül University / Finance

Professional Experience
1995 – 1997      Nordstern Insurance  – Deputy Collection Expert
1997 – 1998      Nordstern İmtaş Insurance  – Collection Expert
1999 – 2002      Axa Oyak Insurance  – Collection Expert
2002 – 2004      Sompo Japan Sigorta AŞ  – Collection Expert
2004 – 2007      Sompo Japan Sigorta AŞ – Recourse Expert
2007 – 2010      Sompo Japan Sigorta AŞ – Deputy General Manager for Recourse
2010 – 2013     Sompo Japan Sigorta AŞ – Collection and Recourse Deputy Manag rer
2013 – present Sompo Japan Sigorta AŞ – Collection and Recourse Manager

Names and surnames, term of office, responsibility areas, educational 
backgrounds and professional experience of the chairman and members of the 
board of directors, general manager and deputy general managers and the 
administrators of the units within the scope of internal inspection systems 



Information about the members of the initial board of directors 
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Kanako Sekine has been appointed as member of the Board of Directors subject to 
approval in the Extraordinary General Assembly Meeting held on 31.10.2016 due to 
the resignation of Joon Young Park on 31.03.2016. 

 
Hiroyuku Hayashi has been appointed as member of the Board of Directors subject to 
approval in the Extraordinary General Assembly Meeting held on 31.10.2016 due to 
the resignation of Shinobu Arimoto on 13.05.2016.  

 
Junichi Tanaka has been appointed as Chairman of the Board of Directors, which was 
vacated due to the resignation of Shinobu Arimoto on 13.05.2016.  

 
In the Extraordinary General Assembly Meeting held on 31.10.2016, a resolution has 
been passed to dismiss Kanako Sekine from Membership of the Board of Directors and 
set the number of the Board Members as 5.   

Information on transactions between the company and members of the 
management body on its own behalf or on behalf of another person subject to 
the permission of the general assembly and other activities subject to non-
competition restriction. 
None 

Explanations on the administrative and judicial sanctions imposed on the 
company and members of the management body due to practices in breach of 
the legislative provisions 
None 

Financial rights granted to board members and senior executives 
Financial rights provided to the members of the management body and executive 
management are included in the note  «1.6 Wages and similar benefits provided to 
executive management» in the audit report that is included in 2016 activity report.  

Information on the attendance of the members of the board of directorsto the 
meetings held in the accounting period.  
14 Board of Directors’ meetings have been held in the accounting period with the 
participation of the Chairman and member of the Board of Directors. 
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If an extraordinary general assembly meeting has taken place during the year, 
information related to the extraordinary general assembly including the 
resolutions adopted during the meeting and the procedures carried out in this 
regard 

All of the resolutions adopted by the Ordinary General Assembly have been 
implemented. 

Information on whether general assembly resolutions have been implemented 

Information about the general assembly 

Extraordinary General Assembly meeting about the transfer of EBRD shares to 
Sompo Japan Nipponkoa Insurance Inc was held in 31 October 2016. 



Summary board of directors report submitted to the general assembly 

Our Company has grown by 110% in 2016 and generated premiums in the amount of 
2.236 million TL. 
  
As a result of the activities carried out during the year, our Company has yielded pre-
tax profit in the amount of 177,3 million TL.  
  
Our equities reached 40 million TL together with paid capital which corresponds to 420 
million TL, our liquid assets reached 2.020 million TL and the size of our assets reached 
2.423 million TL. 
  
Given these results, return on equity ratio for 2016 had been 40.7%.  
  
  
  
Recai Dalaş 
Board of Directors Member and Chief Executive Officer 
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Information related to human resources practices 

As of 2016, the total number of personnel working at our Company is 466 with 106 of 
these working at executive positions.  
 
A performance system where the executives are able to evaluate the employees 
based on their targets, competences and development and a 360 degree executive 
evaluation system where the employees evaluate the executives are implemented at 
our Company since it has been founded. 
 
Evaluation results play a determinant role in career planning and determining 
education requirements.  
 
Career paths are pre-determined at our Company. Horizontal transfers between the 
departments are allowed depending on the qualifications of the individuals. Apart from 
this, employees can also develop themselves specializing on a specific issue apart from 
management career and follow a technical career path.  
 
Our Company places emphasis on the personal development of the personnel. Training 
requirement analyses are conducted for this purpose and according to the results 
obtained, training sessions that would support the development of technical and 
competence areas are constantly planned.  
 
We renumerate our employees within the framework of a systematique that is sensitive 
towards the market and observes internal balances. The performance levels of the 
individuals are also considered among the renumeration inputs.  
 
In 2016, a new career management structure has been implemented at Sompo Japan 
Sigorta. Titles were restructured to reflect the content of the works carried out. Two types 
of career recommendations were developed to provide flexibility for the employees: 
Management and technical expertise. Career paths that would allow the employees 
to progress further were provided so that they could develop technical expertise and 
not necessarily becoming managers.  
 
In line with the principles of the separation of powers, changes were made in the 
organizational structure and reporting relations to ensure efficiency and productivity. 
 
The performance target systematic that will be implemented in 2016 was developed 
based on the logic of establishing targets which complement each other from top to 
bottom and from bottom to top and in compliance with each other. 
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Information related to the Company's risk group and the procedures performed 

Our Company's reassurance procedures are carried out internal, independent of 
Sompo Japan Nipponkoa Insurance Inc. and in line with the terms and operating 
principles valid for third parties. 
 
We collaborate with reassurance companies which have been rendering services and 
acknowledged within the Turkish Insurance industry for long years and graded as 
acceptable by various rating institutions on the other hand. 
 
The information on the transactions carried out by our Company with the risk group that 
it is included in have been provided in the footnote numbered "45. Related Party 
Transactions" within the auditing report provided as part of 2016 annual report. 
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SECTION III - FINANCIAL 
INFORMATION AND ASSESSMENTS 
RELATED TO RISK MANAGEMENT 



Information related to internal inspection activities 

Internal auditing activities at our Company are being carried out in accordance with 
the legal framework determined with the regulation published on 21.06.2008 by our 
Internal Auditing Unit and under the supervision of the Board of Directors.  
  
Annual inspection plan and program is prepared to be submitted for the approval of 
the Board of Directors and inspections are carried out in line with this program.  
Risk assessment has been carried out for the unit processes in 2016 and auditing has 
been focused on high risk areas as a process. Within this framework, risk based auditing 
activities were carried out in 18 units comprised of the general management and 
regional management offices, reports issued following the audit were subject to 
monitoring in 6-month periods and inspection reports were issued on various issues.  
  
Recommendations related to the findings determined during inspection activities were 
established and in line with this, the relevant unit is asked to take action for the solution 
and the developments in this regard are monitored in 6-month periods while our reports 
are being updated. In case of demand, consultancy services are provided for senior 
management and company units.  
 
Internal Inspection Unit carries out internal inspection activities with regard to the 
targets of; 
  

• Protection of Company Assets, 
• Ensuring the compliance of company activities with the laws, insurance 

legislation, company policies, procedures and instructions, 
• Conformity of account records with generally acknowledged accounting 

principles and accuracy and reliability of financial tables, 
• Efficient and effective use of company resources 

  
and utilizes compliance inspection, annual inspection, system appraisal and related 
control techniques while carrying these out. 
  
Internal Inspection Unit works to ensure maximum benefit from the existing information 
processing system. While accepting jobs, for pricing, payment and similar issues, 
inspection activities are support with various controls that include various controls, 
restrictions and authorization procedures designed to guarantee the performance of 
the works in accordance with the Company policies and within the framework of the 
authorities and rules presented in the procedures and placed in automation systems.  
 
During the auditing activities carried out during 2016, any issues that would have a 
significant negative impact on the Company's financial status were not observed. 
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Explanations related to private and public audits carried out during the fiscal period 

At our Company, Yetkin Yeminli Mali Müşavirlik A.Ş. (KPMG) carried out tax inspection 
once every three months and Güney Bağımsız Denetim ve Serbest Muhasebeci Mali 
Müşavirlik A.Ş. (Ernst &Young) carried out an independent inspection at the end of June 
and at the end of the year. 
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Assessment of financial standing with financial tables and information about 
financial structure, profitability and solvency 
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  2016 2015 
RATIOS RELATED WITH CAPITAL REQUIREMENT     
Written Premium / Equity 5,33 3,82 

Equity / Total Assets (%) 17,3 22,7 

Equity / Technical Privisions (%) 24,3 36,4 

5,33 

3,82 

2016

2015

Written Premium / Equity 

17,3 

22,7 

2016

2015

Equity / Total Assets (%) 

24,3 

36,4 

2016

2015

Equity / Technical Privisions (%) 
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Assessment of financial standing with financial tables and information about 
financial structure, profitability and solvency 

  2016 2015 
RATIOS RELATED WITH ASSET QUALITY AND LIQUIDITY     
Liquid Assets / Total Assets (%) 81,5 71,9 
Liquidity Ratio 0,99 0,95 
Current Ratio 1,21 1,30 
Premium and Reinsurance Receivables / Total Assets 
(%) 11,3 16,3 
Receivables from Agencies / Equity (%) 40,4 49,0 

0,99
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2016

2015

Liquidity Ratio

1,21

1,30

2016

2015

Current Ratio

40,4

49,0
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2015

Receivables from Agencies / Equity (%)

11,3
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2015

Premium and Reinsurance 
Receivables / Total Assets (%)

81,5
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2016

2015

Liquid Assets / Total Assets (%)
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Assessment of financial standing with financial tables and information about 
financial structure, profitability and solvency 

  2016 2015 
OPERATIONAL RATIOS (%)     

Conservation Ratio 79,3 68,6 

Claims Payment Ratio (net) 38,4 50,5 
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Assessment of financial standing with financial tables and information about 
financial structure, profitability and solvency 
  2016 2015 
PROFITABILITY RATIOS (%)     
Loss Ratio (net) 70,7 72,9 
Expense Ratio 20,2 27,5 
Other Ratio (Equalization Reserve / Earned Premium) 0,3 0,6 
Combined Ratio 93,8 101,1 
Profit Before Tax / Written Premium 7,9 3,3 
Financial Profit (*) / Written Premium 0,3 0,2 
Net Technical Income / Written Premium 7,6 3,1 
Return on Equity 40,7 10,3 
(*) Investment income transferred from non-technical section to technical section is excluded in calculation 

      of financial profit. 
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Reports on whether the Company's capital is unreciprocated or whether the 
Company is in debt and assessments of the executive organ 

  2016 2015 
CAPITAL REQUIREMENT  (thousands TL)     
Amount of Equity Capital Required for the Company 545.535 227.127 

Equity Capital 441.744 296.494 
Result of the Capital Solvency     (103.791) 19.367 

The capital adequacy ratio of our company is 0.81 as of the end of 2016. 
 
Capital adequacy ratio of 0.81 in 2016 is temporary because it depends on production 
increase. It is expected that the ratio will be above 1.15 next year with the contribution 
of the production expectation in 2017 and right steps taken about proper management 
of the risk. 

Whether targets stated in previous periods were achieved 

(million TL) 
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Information related to the justifications for the failure to reach the targets or 
implement the resolutions and evaluations 
 
Premiums generated were parallel to the budget at the technical division balance and 
above the budget. 



Information related to the risk management policies applied as per risk types 
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As per the "Regulation on the Internal Systems of Insurance and Reassurance and 
Pension Companies" ("Internal Systems Regulation") published in the Official Gazette 
dated 21 June 2008 and numbered 26913 by the Undersecretariat of Treasury, our 
Company's activities related to internal systems are carried out by internal inspection, 
internal control and risk management functions. Within this scope, internal inspection 
functions are carried out by Internal Inspection Management Department whereas 
internal control and risk management functions are carried out by Corporate 
Management Department.  
 
At our Company, in order to determine and control risks in a healthy manner and in 
those cases when the risks are actually materialized, in order to determine the controls 
with regard to tackling their effects at a sufficient level beforehand, evaluate the risks 
being exposed to accurately and procure the Company's financial strength and avoid 
claims and losses that cannot be foreseen, risk management policies and standards 
have been established. During the establishment of these, the following issues are taken 
into account. 
 
1.Strategies, policies and implementation procedures with regard to company activities 
2.Compliance with the volume, quality and complexity of the Company's activities 
3.Level of risk that may be undertaken by the Company 
4.Company's monitoring and management capacity 
5.Company's previous experience and performance 
6.Levels of expertise on issues related to the areas of the executives of the units which 
carried out the activities 
7.Policies and practices of company subsidiaries  
8.Obligations foreseen with the law and other relevant legislation 
 
Establishment of a risk management structure and all of the liabilities related to its 
supervision are borne by the Board of Directors. Important issues related to risk 
management are handled at the Corporate Management Committee as of the 
quarter periods. Corporate Management Committee supports the Board of Directors 
with regard to emergency actions to be adopted in case of capital inadequacy apart 
from the decisions related to the Company's risk strategy and risk appetite.  
 
In order to detect the existing risks at our Company and to determine the risks that 
might occur, risks in operational activities are determined by unit managers and Deputy 
General Managers and the operational process related to the risk management system 
are being carried out by Corporate Management Department. Risks identified with the 
Operational Risk Evaluation study prepared within this scope cover system risks, active 
risks, workforce risks and reputational risks. 

This evaluation which is conducted separately for each unit scores the possibility of the 
realization of these risks along with the effects that these risks will have from a financial 
and operational perspective due to their nature and the impacts that these risks will 
create on the Company in case they are realized and the potential losses that will occur 
are determined. This risk management activity also includes the detection of the degree 
of controllability of the risks. The study evaluates the determination of the risks for 
preventing the risks and/or controls for reducing their effects and the degree to which 
the risks may be reduced and risks are reviewed regularly to reflect the changes made 
to market conditions, processes and products and services rendered and the efficiency 
and sufficiency of the controls are monitored. 
 
Company reviews critical risks as of quarterly periods in terms of current/potential risks 
and each risk is examined in detail and the relevant analysis documents are revised. 
Changes to be made to the Company critical risks document are resolved during 
Corporate Management Committee meetings.  
 
Our Company manages the risks in accordance with their properties and conditions 
under the following main categories to ensure that each department under the 
supervision of our Company or its subsidiaries in question can perform risk assessments 
and therefore evaluate the risks that may have a material effect on the management 
accurately.  
 

• Risks related to Asset Management 
• Risk Acceptance/Underwriting Risk 
• Operational risks 
• Liquidity risk 

 
In order to avoid being excessively exposed to these risks at our Company, we act to 
ensure the maintenance of a balance between the risks and assets. 
 
In order to ensure that the financial status of the Company is robust, our Company 
measures the extent to which is it exposed to insurance risk acceptance/underwriting 
risks, active risks and operational risks and establish a correlation among these to 
calculate the cumulative risk level and making a comparison with equities to manage 
the economic risk capital in an integrated manner and ensures that the capital 
allocation is not exceeded. 
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Information related to the risk management policies applied as per risk types 



Our Company determines risk acceptance policies with regard to the products that it 
carries out activities with on an annual basis and if it deems necessary, these are revised 
during the year. The risks in question and minimum and maximum limits with regard to risk 
analysis are determined on the basis of products during the period from the proposal 
process until the preparation of the policy and the risks that will fall outside the scope 
are also determined. Business acceptance principles established specifically for the 
Company and similar procedures support this policy. Our Company takes its financial 
status into account for high risks and catastrophic events and ensures its protection with 
reassurance agreements.      
 
Apart from these, various committees have been formed at our Company to monitor 
the aspects that might lead to risks for our Company with the finest details. Distribution 
Channels Risk Monitoring Committee, Tariff Monitoring Committee and Claim 
Committee are among the primary committees.  
 
Communication channels have been established at our Company to ensure that our 
personnel can report the problems they have encountered at our Company, the issues 
that they suspect based on ordinary practices to management levels and Internal 
Auditing unit and the appropriate environment has been prepared to determine the 
risks arising from inside the Company. Administrative policies established at our 
Company, functional task allocation, determined distribution of tasks and authorization 
limits and restrictions and authorities identified systematically along with this annual 
declaration given by our personnel that the Company policies and procedures have 
been read, understood and will be implemented are among the internal control 
mechanisms established to prevent internal risks.  
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Information related to the risk management policies applied as per risk types Summary Financial Information of Last 5-Year Period Including Reporting Period 
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Main Indicators of Last 5-Year Period       
(thousands TL) 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 
Written Premium 450.962 555.811 686.789 1.063.474 2.236.156 
Net Technical Income 30.639 39.104 35.530 33.280 153.909 
Net Financial Result 2.051 6.440 15.392 2.176 99.005 
Profit Before Tax 32.690 45.544 50.922 35.456 177.345 
Tax 3.399 10.694 11.386 8.264 35.322 
Net Profit 29.291 34.850 39.536 27.192 142.021 
            
Paid-in capital 40.000 40.000 40.000 40.000 40.000 
Equity 176.851 211.628 251.136 278.221 419.859 
Total Assets 545.487 681.772 848.126 1.224.957 2.423.305 



Sompo Japan Sigorta distributes profits in accordance with the Turkish Code of 
Commerce, Tax Laws and Insurance Business legislation in line with the Company's 
targets and Company group strategy.  
  
The balance between the interests of the shareholders and Company interests are 
preserved during profit distribution and the adequacy of the resources subject to 
distribution, cash status, profitability, capital requirements and financing policies are 
taken into account for the legal records while making a profit distribution decision. 
  
Company's profit distribution is resolved by the General Assembly pursuant to the offer 
of the Board of Directors. General Assembly is authorized to adopt decisions on the 
transfer of some or all of the net profit to next year or emergency reserve, cash 
payment of the dividends to be distributed or adding these to the capital and to make 
a distribution during the legal periods foreseen in the legislation. General Assembly has 
the right to make transactions on company revenues remaining after the necessary 
reservations are made as per the law and agreement provisions and it is independent 
of the Board of Directors proposal. 
  
Profit distribution is carried out over the net period profit and distributable profit 
included in the financial tables prepared within the framework of effective legislations 
and have been subject to independent inspection. Sums are determined after the 
legal and voluntary reserves and other monies that have to be reserved as per the laws 
and the provisions of the articles of association are reserved from the net profit.  
  
It is possible to pay a profit that has been accrued during the profit distribution process 
at once or with a few installments. 
  
Issues related to profit distribution are presented to the information of the shareholders 
at the General Assembly meeting and indicated within the annual report and they are 
disclosed to the public within the framework of information disclosure policy.  
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Information related to profit share distribution policy and if profit distribution is not 
going to be carried out, justification and recommendations on how to use the 
undistributed profit 

Our Company's profit distribution information related to 2016 are provided in the 
footnote numbered "47.6 Profit Distribution table" in the auditing report provided as 
part of the annual report. 

Other Issues 
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Remarks related to incidents of particular significance that may affect the rights 
of the partners, creditors and other relevant individuals and organizations and 
that occur at the Company after the end of the fiscal year 

Remarks related to incidents of particular significance that may affect the rights 
of the partners, creditors and other relevant individuals and organizations and 
that occur at the Company after the end of the fiscal year 

Not found. 

The information on the investment related expenses of our Company have been 
provided in the footnote numbered "6. Tangible Fixed Assets" and "8. "Intangible 
Fixed Assets" within the auditing report provided as part of 2016 annual report.   

The information on our Company's subsidiaries have been provided in the 
footnote numbered "9. "Investments in Subsidiaries" within the auditing report 
provided as part of 2016 annual report. 

Information related to the investments carried out by the Company during the 
relevant fiscal period 

Information related to the Company's direct and indirect subsidiaries and their 
share percentages 

Information related to the donations and aids provided by the Company during 
the year and expenses incurred within the framework of social responsibility 
projects 

The information on the lawsuits that might affect the financial status and activities of 
our Company have been provided in the footnote numbered "42. Risks" within the 
auditing report provided as part of 2015 annual report. 

Lawsuits filed against the Company and that may affect the financial status and 
activities of the Company and information about their potential results 

Our company spent TL 45 thousand for the social  responsibility project «Var mısın 
akıllım?». Entertaining activities have been organized to allow children show their skills 
and talents. 
 
Our company provided TL thousand aids and donations within the year. 

Information on developments of particular importance that arose after the expiry 
of the activity year are specified in the note «46 developments after expiry of the 
reporting  period» of 2016 activity report. 
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Loyalty Report 

Shareholders of Sompo Japan Sigorta AŞ Shareholder Structure (%)
Sompo Japan Nipponkoa Insurance Inc. Sompo Japan Nipponkoa Holdings Inc. 100%

It has been understood that, an appropriate counter-undertaking has been provided in 
each transaction and there is no action that was taken or avoided in a manner 
incurring losses for the Company and no transaction or action is available requiring 
adjustment for this purpose, given the circumstances and conditions known by us and 
prevailing on the date of making transaction, taking or avoiding actions in connection 
with all dealings entered with the principal shareholder and affiliates of the principal 
shareholder in 2016. 
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Convenience translation of the balance sheet
As of December 31, 2016
(Amounts expressed in Turkish Lira (“TL”) unless otherwise indicated.)

The accompanying notes form an integral part of these financial statements.

(3)

Assets
Audited Audited

I- Current Assets Note December 31, 2016 December 31, 2015

A- Cash and Cash Equivalents 2.12, 14 1.951.526.623 849.346.420
1- Cash - -
2- Cheques Received - -
3- Banks 2.12, 14 1.512.991.801 584.202.352
4- Cheques Given and Payment Orders (-) - -
5- Receivables From Credit Cards with Bank Guarantee Due Less Than Three Months 2.12, 14 437.818.457 264.204.425
6- Other Cash and Cash Equivalents 2.12, 14 716.365 939.643
B- Financial Assets and Investments with Risks on Policy Holders - 31.132.956
1- Financial Assets Available for Sale - -
2- Financial Assets Held to Maturity 11 - 10.425.440
3- Financial Assets Held for Trading 11 - 20.707.516
4- Loans - -
5- Provision for Loans (-) - -
6- Investments with Risks on Policy Holders - -
7- Equity Shares - -
8- Impairment in Value of Financial Assets  (-) - -
C- Receivables From Main Operations 12 270.125.580 217.277.880
1- Receivables From Insurance Operations 12 273.416.465 218.323.768
2- Provision for Receivables From Insurance Operations  (-) 12 (4.548.197) (2.531.126)
3- Receivables From Reinsurance Operations - -
4- Provision for Receivables From Reinsurance Operations  (-) - -
5- Cash Deposited For Insurance & Reinsurance Companies - -
6- Loans to Policyholders - -
7- Provision for Loans to Policyholders  (-) - -
8- Receivables from Pension Operation - -
9- Doubtful Receivables From Main Operations 12 49.897.585 40.452.642
10- Provisions for Doubtful Receivables From Main Operations  (-) 4.2,12 (48.640.273) (38.967.404)
D- Due from Related Parties 1.158 18.427
1- Due from Shareholders 12,45 1.158 18.427
2- Due from Affiliates - -
3- Due from Subsidiaries - -
4- Due from Joint Ventures - -
5- Due from Personnel - -
6- Due from Other Related Parties - -
7- Rediscount on Receivables Due from Related Parties (-) - -
8- Doubtful Receivables Due from Related Parties - -
9- Provisions for Doubtful Receivables Due from Related Parties (-) - -
E- Other Receivables 4.2,12 1.064.537 749.720
1- Leasing Receivables - -
2- Unearned Leasing Interest Income (-) - -
3- Deposits and Guarantees Given 67.489 62.308
4- Other Receivables 47.1 997.048 687.412
5- Discount on Other Receivables (-) - -
6- Other Doubtful Receivables - -
7- Provisions for Other Doubtful Receivables  (-) - -
F- Prepaid Expenses and Income Accruals 166.143.288 100.381.785
1- Deferred Commission Expenses 17 156.557.030 94.793.346
2- Accrued Interest and Rent Income - -
3- Income Accruals - -
4- Other Prepaid Expenses 17 9.586.258 5.588.439
G- Other Current Assets 4.512.835 2.922.881
1- Inventories - -
2- Prepaid Taxes and Funds 19 3.999.453 2.526.542
3- Deferred Tax Assets - -
4- Business Advances 344.082 319.506
5- Advances Given to Personnel 169.300 76.833
6- Stock Count Differences - -
7- Other Current Assets - -
8- Provision for Other Current Assets (-) - -

I- Total Current Assets 2.393.374.021 1.201.830.069

Sompo Japan Sigorta Anonim irketi

Convenience translation of the balance sheet
As of December 31, 2016
(Amounts expressed in Turkish Lira (“TL”) unless otherwise indicated.)

The accompanying notes form an integral part of these financial statements.

(4)

Assets
Audited Audited

II- Non Current Assets Note
December 31,

2016
December 31,

2015

A- Receivables From Main Operations - -
1- Receivables From Insurance Operations - -
2- Provision for Receivables From Insurance Operations (-) - -
3- Receivables From Reinsurance Operations - -
4- Provision for Receivables From Reinsurance Operations (-) - -
5- Cash Deposited for Insurance & Reinsurance Companies - -
6- Loans to Policyholders - -
7- Provision for Loans to Policyholders (-) - -
8- Receivables From Pension Operations - -
9- Doubtful Receivables from Main Operations - -
10-Provision for Doubtful Receivables from Main Operations - -
B- Due from Related Parties - -
1- Due from Shareholders - -
2- Due from Affiliates - -
3- Due from Subsidiaries - -
4- Due from Joint Ventures - -
5- Due from Personnel - -
6- Due from Other Related Parties - -
7- Discount on Receivables Due from Related Parties (-) - -
8- Doubtful Receivables Due from Related Parties - -
9- Provisions for Doubtful Receivables Due from Related Parties (-) - -
C- Other Receivables - -
1- Leasing Receivables - -
2- Unearned Leasing Interest Income (-) - -
3- Deposits and Guarantees Given - -
4- Other Receivables - -
5- Discount on Other Receivables (-) - -
6- Other Doubtful Receivables - -
7- Provisions for Other Doubtful Receivables  (-) - -
D- Financial Assets 9 220.125 220.125
1- Investments In Associates - -
2- Affiliates 9 220.125 220.125
3- Capital Commitments to Affiliates (-) - -
4- Subsidiaries - -
5- Capital Commitments to Subsidiaries (-) - -
6- Joint Ventures - -
7- Capital Commitments to Joint Ventures (-) - -
8- Financial Assets and Investments with Risks on Policy Holders - -
9- Other Financial Assets - -
10- Diminution in Value of Financial Assets (-) - -
E- Tangible Fixed Assets 6 14.305.334 9.583.263
1- Investment Properties 6,7 1.651.000 1.410.850
2- Diminution in Value for Investment Properties (-) - -
3- Owner Occupied Properties - -
4- Machinery and Equipments - -
5- Furnitures and Fixtures 6 13.901.329 9.549.299
6- Vehicles 6 322.587 322.587
7- Other Tangible Assets (Including Leasehold Improvements) 6 6.902.790 5.871.622
8- Leased Tangible Fixed Assets 6 72.809 797.040
9- Accumulated Depreciation (-) 6 (8.545.181) (8.545.103)
10- Advances Paid for Tangible Fixed Assets (Including Construction In Progresses) 6 - 176.968
F- Intangible Fixed Assets 8 6.761.933 4.781.103
1- Rights - -
2- Goodwill - -
3- Establishment Costs - -
4- Research and Development Expenses - -
6- Other Intangible Assets 8 12.525.795 10.269.484
7- Accumulated Amortizations (-) 8 (7.258.691) (5.688.381)
8- Advances Regarding  Intangible Assets 8 1.494.829 200.000
G- Prepaid Expenses and Income Accruals 273.277 87.931
1- Deferred Commission Expenses - -
2- Accrued Interest and Rent Income - -
3- Other Prepaid Expenses 273.277 87.931
H- Other Non-current Assets 8.370.776 8.454.478
1- Effective Foreign Currency Accounts - -
2- Foreign Currency Accounts - -
3- Inventories - -
4- Prepaid Taxes and Funds - -
5- Deferred Tax Assets 21 8.370.776 8.454.478
6- Other Non-current Assets - -
7- Other Non-current Assets Amortization (-) - -
8- Provision for Other Non-current Assets (-) - -

II- Total Non-current Assets 29.931.445 23.126.900

Total Assets 2.423.305.466 1.224.956.969



Sompo Japan Sigorta Anonim irketi

Convenience translation of the balance sheet
As of December 31, 2016
(Amounts expressed in Turkish Lira (“TL”) unless otherwise indicated.)

The accompanying notes form an integral part of these financial statements.

(5)

Liabilities
Audited Audited

III- Short Term Liabilities Note December 31, 2016 December 31, 2015

A- Borrowings 20 - 663.359
1- Loans to Financial Institutions - -
2- Finance Lease Payables - -
3- Deferred Finance Lease Borrowing Costs (-) - -
4- Current Portion of Long Term Borrowings - -
5- Principal, Installments and Interests on Issued Bills (Bonds) - -
6- Other Financial Assets Issued - -
7- Value Differences on Issued  Financial Assets (-) - -
8- Other Financial Borrowings (Liabilities) 20 - 663.359
B- Payables From Main Operations 19 121.319.863 90.619.238
1- Payables Due to Insurance Operations 19 112.612.700 77.782.450
2- Payables Due to Reinsurance Operations - -
3- Cash Deposited by Insurance & Reinsurance Companies - -
4- Payables Due to Pension Operations - -
5- Payables from Other Operations 19 8.707.163 12.836.818
6- Rediscount on Other Payables From Main Operations (-) - -
C- Due to Related Parties - -
1- Due to Shareholders - -
2- Due to Affiliates - -
3- Due to Subsidiaries - -
4- Due to Joint Ventures - -
5- Due to Personnel - -
6- Due to Other Related Parties - -
D- Other Payables 19 43.924.126 24.644.176
1- Deposits and Guarantees Received - -
2- Due to SSI regarding Treatment Expenses 2.25, 19 38.281.713 21.686.823
3- Other Payables 23 6.065.813 3.278.273
4- Discount on Other Payables (-) (423.400) (320.920)
E- Insurance Technical Reserves 1.705.633.099 746.791.779
1- Unearned Premiums Reserve - Net 2.24,17 966.644.394 442.643.271
2- Unexpired Risk Reserves - Net 2.27,17 147.191 17.494.337
3- Mathematical Reserves - Net - -
4- Outstanding Claims Reserve - Net 2.25,17 738.841.514 286.654.171
5- Provision for Bonus and Discounts - Net - -
6- Other Technical Reserves - Net - -
F- Taxes and Other Liabilities and Relevant Provisions 19 56.423.711 20.954.584
1- Taxes and Dues Payable 37.584.339 20.290.210
2- Social Security Premiums Payable 1.804.815 664.374
3- Overdue, Deferred or By Installment Taxes and Other Liabilities - -
4- Other Taxes and Liabilities - -
5- Corporate Tax Liability Provision on Period Profit 19, 35 35.322.692 8.263.889
6- Prepaid Taxes and Other Liabilities on Period Profit (-) 19 (18.288.135) (8.263.889)
7- Provisions for Other Taxes and Liabilities - -
G- Provisions for Other Risks 4.511.821 3.696.208
1- Provision for Employment Termination Benefits - -
2- Pension Fund Deficit Provision - -
3- Provisions for Costs 23 4.511.821 3.696.208
H- Deferred Income and Expense Accruals 19 41.012.557 35.115.723
1- Deferred Commission Income 10,19 37.964.557 33.446.835
2- Expense Accruals 15.005 290.363
3- Other Deferred Income 19 3.032.995 1.378.525
I- Other Short Term Liabilities - -
1- Deferred Tax Liability - -
2- Inventory Count Differences - -
3- Other Short Term Liabilities - -

III - Total Short Term Liabilities 1.972.825.177 922.485.097
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Liabilities
Audited Audited

IV- Long Term Liabilities Note
December 31,

2016 December 31, 2015

A- Borrowings - -
1- Loans to Financial Institutions - -
2- Finance Lease Payables - -
3- Deferred Finance Lease Borrowing Costs (-) - -
4- Bonds Issued - -
5- Other Issued Financial Assets - -
6- Value Differences on Issued Financial Assets (-) - -
7- Other Financial Borrowings (Liabilities) - -
B- Payables From Main Operations - -
1- Payables Due to Insurance Operations - -
2- Payables Due to Reinsurance Operations - -
3- Cash Deposited by Insurance & Reinsurance Companies - -
4- Payables Due to Pension Operations - -
5- Payables from Other Operations - -
6- Discount on Other Payables From Main Operations (-) - -
C- Due to Related Parties - -
1- Due to Shareholders - -
2- Due to Affiliates - -
3- Due to Subsidiaries - -
4- Due to Joint Ventures - -
5- Due to Personnel - -
6- Due to Other Related Parties - -
D- Other Payables 19 5.286.639 3.344.077
1- Deposits and Guarantees Received 5.286.639 3.344.077
2- Due to SSI regarding Treatment Expenses - -
3- Other Payables - -
4- Discount on Other Payables (-) - -
E- Insurance Technical Reserves 17 21.884.710 18.273.545
1- Unearned Premiums Reserve - Net - -
2- Unexpired Risk Reserves - Net - -
3- Mathematical Reserves - Net - -
4- Outstanding Claims Reserve - Net - -
5- Provision for Bonus and Discounts – Net - -
6- Other Technical Reserves – Net 2.26,17 21.884.710 18.273.545
F- Other Liabilities and Provisions - -
1- Other Liabilities - -
2- Overdue, Deferred or By Installment Other Liabilities - -
3- Other Liabilities and Expense Accruals - -
G- Provisions for Other Risks 1.709.776 1.193.153
1- Provision for Employment Termination Benefits 23 1.709.776 1.193.153
2- Provisions for Employee Pension Fund Deficits - -
H- Deferred Income and Expense Accruals 31.905 -
1- Deferred Commission Income - -
2- Expense Accruals - -
3- Other Deferred Income 47 31.905 -
I- Other Long Term Liabilities 23 1.708.300 1.440.204
1- Deferred Tax Liability - -
2- Other Long Term Liabilities 23 1.708.300 1.440.204

IV- Total Long Term Liabilities 30.621.330 24.250.979
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Shareholders’ Equity
Audited Audited

V- Shareholders’ Equity Note
December 31,

2016
December 31,

2015

A- Paid in Capital 40.000.000 40.000.000
1- (Nominal) Capital 2.13,15 40.000.000 40.000.000
2- Unpaid Capital (-) - -
3- Positive Inflation Adjustment on Capital - -
4- Negative Inflation Adjustment on Capital (-) - -
B- Capital Reserves 36.097 36.097
1- Equity Share Premiums - -
2- Cancellation Profits of Equity Shares - -
3- Profit on Sale to be Transferred to Capital - -
4- Translation Reserves - -
5- Other Capital Reserves 36.097 36.097
C- Profit Reserves 15 237.800.936 210.992.885
1- Legal Reserves 18.908.567 17.548.971
2- Statutory Reserves 15 - -
3- Extraordinary Reserves 2.19,23 210.676.226 184.843.911
4- Special Funds (Reserves) (591.914) (208.054)
5- Revaluation of Financial Assets 15 - -
6- Other Profit Reserves 8.808.057 8.808.057
D- Previous Years' Profits - -
1- Previous Years' Profits - -
E- Previous Years' Losses (-) - -
1- Previous Years' Losses - -
F- Net Profit of the Period 142.021.926 27.191.911
1- Net Profit of the Period 142.021.926 27.191.911
2- Net Loss of the Period (-) - -

Total Shareholders' Equity 419.858.959 278.220.893

Total Liabilities and Shareholders' Equity (III+IV+V) 2.423.305.466 1.224.956.969
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Audited Audited

I-Technical Part Note
January 1 –

December 31, 2016
January 1 –

December 31, 2015

A- Non-Life Technical Income 1.375.516.049 560.385.444
1- Earned Premiums (Net of Reinsurer Share) 1.267.570.883 508.701.585
1.1 - Written Premiums (Net of Reinsurer Share) 17 1.774.224.861 729.565.908
1.1.1 - Gross Written Premiums (+) 17,24 2.236.156.139 1.063.474.233
1.1.2 - Ceded  Premiums to Reinsurers (-) 10,17,24 (322.192.156) (296.661.805)
1.1.3 - Ceded  Premiums to SSI (-) (139.739.122) (37.246.520)
1.2- Change in Unearned Premiums Reserve (Net of Reinsurers Shares and Reserves Carried Forward) (+/-) 17 (524.001.123) (213.283.931)
1.2.1 - Unearned Premiums Reserve (-) (595.057.129) (275.836.294)
1.2.2 - Reinsurance Share of Unearned Premiums Reserve (+) 22.246.275 43.108.507
1.2.3 - SSI of Unearned Premiums Reserve (+) 48.809.731 19.443.856
1.3- Changes in Unexpired Risks Reserve (Net of Reinsurer Share and Reserves Carried Forward)(+/-) 17 17.347.146 (7.580.392)
1.3.1 - Unexpired Risks Reserve (-) 16.067.233 (422.234)
1.3.2 - Reinsurance Share of Unexpired Risks Reserve (+) 1.279.913 (7.158.158)
2- Investment Income Transferred from Non-Technical Part 92.054.663 38.633.227
3- Other Technical Income (Net of Reinsurer Share) - -
3.1 - Gross Other Technical Income (+) - -
3.2 - Reinsurance Share of Other Technical Income (-) - -
4- Accrued Subrogation and Salvage Income (+) 15.890.503 13.050.632
B- Non-Life Technical Expense (-) (1.205.122.408) (527.105.415)
1- Total Claims (Net of Reinsurer Share) 17 (912.089.068) (370.803.872)
1.1- Claims Paid (Net of Reinsurer Share) 17 (459.901.725) (292.868.141)
1.1.1 - Gross Claims Paid (-) 17 (553.378.333) (383.982.568)
1.1.2 - Reinsurance Share of Claims Paid (+) 10 93.476.608 91.114.427
1.2- Changes in Outstanding Claims Reserve (Net of Reinsurer Share and Reserves Carried Forward) (+/-) 17 (452.187.343) (77.935.731)
1.2.1 - Outstanding Claims Reserve (-) 17 (571.618.098) (211.290.280)
1.2.2 - Reinsurance Share of Outstanding Claims Reserve (+) 17 119.430.755 133.354.549
2- Changes in Bonus and Discount Reserve (Net of Reinsurer Share and Reserves Carried Forward) (+/-) - -
2.1 - Bonus and Discount Reserve (-) - -
2.2 - Reinsurance Share of Bonus and Discount Reserve (+) - -
3- Changes in Other Technical Reserves (Net of Reinsurer Share and Reserves Carried Forward) (+/-) 17 (3.611.165) (3.211.407)
4- Operating Expenses (-) 32 (255.820.896) (139.813.675)
5- Changes in Mathematical Reserves (Net of Reinsurer Share and Reserves Carried Forward) (+/-) - -
5.1- Mathematical Reserves (-) - -
5.2- Reinsurance Share of Mathematical Reserves (+) - -
6.- Other Technical Expenses (-) (33.601.279) (13.276.461)
6.1.- Gross Other Technical Expenses (-) (33.601.279) (13.276.461)
6.2.- Reinsurance Share of Other Technical Expenses (+) - -
C- Non Life Technical Net Profit (A-B) 170.393.641 33.280.029
D- Life Technical Income - -
1- Earned Premiums (Net of Reinsurer Share) - -
1.1 - Written Premiums (Net of Reinsurer Share) - -
1.1.1 - Gross Written Premiums (+) - -
1.1.2 - Ceded  Premiums to Reinsurers (-) - -
1.2- Change in Unearned Premiums Reserve (Net of Reinsurers Shares and Reserves Carried Forward) (+/-) - -
1.2.1- Unearned Premium Reserves (-) - -
1.2.2- Unearned Premium Reserves Reinsurer Share  (+) - -
1.3- Changes in Unexpired Risks Reserve (Net of Reinsurer Share and Reserves Carried Forward)(+/-) - -
1.3.1- Unexpired Risks Reserves (-) - -
1.3.2- Unexpired Risks Reserves Reinsurer Share  (+) - -
2- Life Branch Investment Income - -
3- Unrealized Income from Investments - -
4-Other Technical Income (Net of Reinsurer Share) (+/-) - -
4.1- Gross Other Technical Income (+/-) - -
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Audited Audited

I-Technical Part Note

January 1 -
December 31,

2016

January 1 -
December 31,

2015

E- Life Technical Expense - -
1- Total Claims (Net of Reinsurer Share) - -
1.1- Claims Paid (Net of Reinsurer Share) - -
1.1.1- Gross Claims Paid (-) - -
1.1.2- Claims Paid Reinsurer Share (+) - -
1.2- Changes in Outstanding Claims Provisions (Net of Reinsurer Share and Reserves Carried Forward) (+/-) - -
1.2.1 - Outstanding Claims Reserve (-) - -
1.2.2 - Reinsurance Share of Outstanding Claims Reserve (+) - -
2- Changes in Bonus and Discount Reserve (Net of Reinsurer Share and Reserves Carried Forward) (+/-) - -
2.1 - Bonus and Discount Reserve (-) - -
2.2 - Reinsurance Share of Bonus and Discount Reserve (+) - -
3- Changes in Mathematical Reserves (Net of Reinsurer Share and Reserves Carried Forward) (+/-) - -
3.1- Mathematical Reserves (-) - -
3.1.1- Actuarial Mathematical Reserve (-) - -
3.1.2- Profit Share Reserve (Reserves for Life Insurance Policies Including Investment Risk) (-) - -
3.2- Reinsurer Share of Mathematical Reserves (+) - -
3.2.1- Reinsurance Share of Actuarial Mathematical Reserve (+) - -
3.2.2- Reinsurance Share of Profit Share Reserve (Reserves for Life Insurance Policies Including Investment Risk) (-) - -
4- Changes in Other Technical Reserves (Net of Reinsurer Share and Reserves Carried Forward) (+/-) - -
5- Changes in Other Technical Reserves (Reinsurer Share and Reserves Carried Forward) (+/-) - -
6- Operating Expenses  (-) - -
7- Investment Expenses (-) - -
8- Unrealized Losses from Investments (-) - -
9- Investment Income Transferred to Non- Technical Part (-) - -
F- Life Technical Profit (D-E) - -
G- Individual Retirement Technical Income - -
1- Fund Management Fee - -
2- Management Fee Deduction - -
3- Initial Contribution Fee - -
4- Management Fee In Case Of Temporary Suspension - -
5- Withholding tax - -
6- Increase in Market Value of Capital Commitment Advances - -
7-Other Technical Income - -
H- Individual Retirement Technical Expense - -
1- Fund Management Expenses (-) - -
2- Decrease in Market Value of Capital Commitment Advances (-) - -
3- Operating Expenses (-) - -
4- Other Technical Expense (-) - -
I- Individual Retirement Technical Profit (G-H) - -
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Audited Audited

II-Non Technical Part Note
January 1 –

December 31, 2016
January 1 –

December 31, 2015

C- Non Life Technical Profit (A-B) 170.393.641 33.280.029
F- Life Technical Profit (D-E) - -
I - Individual Retirement Technical Profit (G-H) - -
J- Total Technical Profit (C+F+I) 170.393.641 33.280.029
K- Investment Income 133.589.338 69.454.279
1- Income From Financial Investment 4 119.392.259 56.260.325
2- Income from Sales of Financial Investments - -
3- Revaluation of Financial Investments - -
4- Foreign Exchange Gains 4 14.264.807 13.169.971
5- Income from Affiliates - -
6- Income from Subsidiaries and Joint Ventures - -
7- Income Received from Land and Building 4 36.590 9.418
8- Income from Derivatives - -
9- Other Investments 4.2, 47.1 (104.318) 14.565
10- Investment Income transferred from Life Technical Part - -
L- Investment Expenses (-) (115.959.133) (53.224.242)
1- Investment Management Expenses (including interest) (-) (7.729.558) (3.426.039)
2- Valuation Allowance of Investments (-) - -
3- Losses On Sales of Investments (-) - -
4- Investment Income Transferred to Non-Life Technical Part (-) 1.7 (92.054.663) (38.633.227)
5- Losses from Derivatives (-) - -
6- Foreign Exchange Losses (-) 4 (11.521.181) (7.675.418)
7- Depreciation Expenses (-) 6,8 (4.653.731) (3.489.558)
8- Other Investment Expenses (-) - -
M- Income and Expenses From Other and Extraordinary Operations (+/-) (10.679.228) (14.054.267)
1- Provisions Account (+/-) 47 (11.240.036) (14.941.888)
2- Discount account (+/-) 47 (1.081.357) (1.547.638)
3- Mandatory Earthquake Insurance Account (+/-) - -
4- Inflation Adjustment Account (+/-) - -
5- Deferred Tax Asset Accounts(+/-) 21 - 1.485.992
6- Deferred Tax Expense Accounts (-) 21 (179.667) -
7- Other Income and Revenues 47 2.127.450 1.069.337
8- Other Expense and Losses (-) 47 (305.618) (120.070)
9- Prior Period Income - -
10- Prior Period Losses (-) - -
N- Net Profit / (Loss) 142.021.926 27.191.911
1- Profit /(Loss) Before Tax 177.344.618 35.455.800
2- Corporate Tax Liability Provision (-) 35 (35.322.692) (8.263.889)
3- Net Profit (Loss) - -
4- Inflation Adjustment Account - -
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Audited Audited
Note December 31, 2016 December 31, 2015

A. CASH FLOWS FROM THE OPERATING ACTIVITIES
1. Cash inflows from the insurance operations 2.416.784.989 1.211.042.861
2. Cash inflows from the reinsurance operations - -
3. Cash inflows from the pension operations - -
4. Cash outflows due to the insurance operations (-) (2.160.459.437) (953.549.776)
5. Cash outflows due to the reinsurance operations (-) - -
6. Cash outflows due to the pension operations (-) - -
7. Cash generated from the operating activities (A1+A2+A3-A4-A5-A6) 256.325.552 257.493.085
8. Interest payments (-) - -
9. Income tax payments (-) (19.940.714) (9.341.049)
10. Other cash inflows 42.843.133 39.415.185
11. Other cash outflows (-) (277.661.784) (162.563.205)
12. Net cash generated from the operating activities 1.566.187 125.004.016

B. CASH FLOWS FROM THE INVESTING ACTIVITIES
1. Sale of tangible assets 6 387.205 1.440.282
2. Purchase of tangible assets (-) 6,8 (11.743.837) (4.637.051)
3. Acquisition of financial assets (-) (11.029.093) (44.315.483)
4. Sale of financial assets 11 43.936.488 52.176.300
5. Interest received 118.484.483 58.832.315
6. Dividends received - -
7. Other cash inflows 7 36.590 9.418
8. Other cash outflows (-) (19.738.917) (11.194.331)
9. Net cash generated from the investing activities 120.332.921 52.311.450

C. CASH FLOWS FROM THE FINANCING ACTIVITIES
1. Issue of equity shares - -
2. Cash inflows from the loans to policyholders - -
3. Payments of financial leases (-) - -
4. Dividend paid (-) - -
5. Other cash inflows - -
6. Other cash outflows (-) - -
7. Cash generated from the financing activities - -

D. EFFECTS OF EXCHANGE RATE DIFFERENCES ON CASH AND CASH
EQUIVALENTS - -
E. Net increase/(decrease) in cash and cash equivalents (A12+B9+C7+D) 121.899.108 177.315.466
F. Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of the period 2.12, 14 296.988.890 119.673.424
G. Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the period (E+F) 2.12, 14 418.887.998 296.988.890
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A
udited the statem

ent of changes n shareholders’ equ
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1 General Information

1.1 Name and Structure of the Parent Company

As of December 31, 2016 and December 31, 2015, capital group of Sompo Japan Sigorta Anonim irketi
("Company") whose capital is directly or indirectly controlled is Sompo Japan Nipponkoa Insurance Inc.

The Company was established in Turkey on March 30, 2001, pursuant to the license obtained from
Republic of Turkey Prime Ministry Undersecretaries of Treasury (the “Turkish Treasury”) to engage in
all types of property and casualty insurance and reinsurance business under the name of Fiba Sigorta
Anonim irketi. The Company's legal title was changed to Finans Sigorta Anonim irketi from Fiba
Sigorta Anonim irketi on June 5, 2002 and changed back to Fiba Sigorta Anonim irketi from Finans
Sigorta Anonim irketi through Board of Directors’ Resolution numbered 2007/150 and dated August
13, 2007.

As at June 15, 2010, Fiba Holding A , the Company’s main shareholder, has signed Share Purchase
Agreement with Sompo Japan Insurance Inc. in order to transfer all shares. Following the approval of
Turkish Treasury dated October 8, 2010 numbered 47481, the Company’s majority portion of shares
are transferred to Sompo Japan Insurance Inc. on November 2, 2010.

As per the resolution of the Board of Directors dated November 3, 2010 and 2010/245 numbered the
Company has decided to change the commercial title as “Sompo Japan Sigorta Anonim irketi”. The
commercial title change has been approved on the General Shareholders' Meeting dated February 21,
2011.

399.600.000 shares with nominal value of TL 3.996.000 owned by European Bank For Reconstruction
have been transferred to Sompo Japan Nipponkoa Insurance Inc. with the decision of Board of Directors
numbered 538 dated at October 31, 2016.

1.2 Residency and legal nature of the organization, its country of incorporation and registered
address (or if different than the place of the registered office, the main place of the
operation)

The Company is registered at Turkey in 2001 and has the nature of a Joint Stock Company established
and organized under the provisions of the Turkish Commercial Code. The Company operates in address
of Beykoz-Kavac k, Rüzgarl bahçe Mahallesi Cumhuriyet Caddesi No:10 Acarlar  Merkezi C-Blok in
stanbul, Turkey.

1.3 Main Operations of the Company

The Company, operates all branches including fire and natural disasters, marine, water crafts, water
crafts liability, motor vehicle, third party liability for motor vehicles (MTPL), accident, rail vehicles,  air
crafts, air crafts liability, general losses, general liability, suretyship, legal protection, credit,
illness/health, support and financial losses branches except health branch within the framework of
operating licenses received from the Undersecretariat of Treasury.

1.4 Explanation of main fields and operations of the Company

The Company operates in compliance with the Insurance Law No.5684 (the “Insurance Law”) issued on
June 14, 2007 in Official Gazette No.26552 and and the other regulations and regulations issued by the
Undersecretariat of Treasury. The Company operates in insurance branches stated in Note 1.3. As of
December 31, 2016, the Company works with all authorized 1.836 agencies (December 31, 2015 –
1.479 agencies).
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1 General Information (Continued)

1.5 Average number of employees during the period by category

The average number of employees working in the period by category is as follows:

December 31, 2016 December 31, 2015

Senior-level executives 8 9
Other personnel 424 363

Total 432 372
1.6 Salaries and similar benefits provided to senior-level executives

Total amount of salaries and similar benefits provided to senior-level executives such as chairman and
members of Board of Directors and general manager, assistant general managers in current period is
TL 5.816.932 (December 31, 2015: TL 5.339.563).

1.7 Keys used in distribution of investment income and operating expenses (personnel,
management, research & development, marketing and sales, outsourced utilities and
services and other operating expenses) in the financial statements

Within the frame of circular letter of the Republic of Turkey Prime Ministry Undersecretariat of Treasury,
the number of policies generated for each sub-branch in the last 3 years is distributed according to
average of 3 ratios that are proportion of gross written premium number and claim notification number
to total issued policy number, proportion of gross written premium number and claim notification number
to gross written premium number and proportion of gross written premium number and claim notification
number to claim notification number.

The Company transferred the entire income it obtained from investment of financial assets form non-
technical section to technical section, and left the other investment income in the non-technical section.
The income transferred from non-technical to technical section this way is TL 92.054.663 (December
31, 2015: TL 38.633.227).

1.8 Whether the financial statements contain a single company or a group of companies

The accompanying financial statements contain the financial information of Japan Sigorta Anonim
irketi only.

1.9 Name and other identification of the reporting entity and any changes occurred in this
information since the previous balance sheet date

Company Legal Title : Sompo Japan Sigorta Anonim irketi
Company Headquarter Address : Kavac k Rüzgarl bahçe Mahallesi

Cumhuriyet Caddesi, No:10
Acarlar  Merkezi, C Blok,
Beykoz / stanbul

Company’s Web page Address : www.sompojapan.com.tr

The information presented above has not changed since the end of the previous balance sheet period.

1.10 Events Occurred after the Balance Sheet Date

The financial statements prepared as of December 31, 2016 were approved by the Board of Directors
on February 28, 2017. Events occurred after the balance sheet date have been disclosed in Note 46.
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2. Summary of Significant Accounting Policies

2.1 Principles of Preparation

2.1.1 Basis of Preparation of Financial Statements and Specific Accounting Policies Used

Insurance and Reinsurance and Pension Companies prepares financial statements according to
Communiqué on Presentation of Financial Statements of the Undersecretariat of Treasury that entered
into force and published on the Official Gazette dated April 18, 2008 and numbered 26851.

Since January 01, 2008, the Company recognizes its operations in compliance with the "Regulation on
Financial Reporting of Insurance and Reinsurance and Pension Companies" that was published on July
14, 2007 and entered into force on January 01, 2008 and within the frame of the said regulation, Turkish
Accounting Standards ("TMS") and Turkish Financial Reporting Standards ("TFRS") and other
regulations, explanations and circulars published by the Undersecretariat of Treasury in relation to the
accounting and financial reporting principles. Pursuant to the letter of Undersecretariat of Treasury dated
February 18, 2008, numbered 9, “TMS 1-Financial Statements and Presentation”, “TMS 27-
Consolidated and Non-consolidated Financial Statements”, “TFRS 1-Transmission to TFRS” and “TFRS
4-Insurance Contracts” were excluded from the scope of this practice in 2008. In addition, the insurance
companies are required to apply the Communiqué on Preparation of Consolidated Financial Statements
of Insurance and Reinsurance and Pension Companies that was published on the Official Gazette dated
December 31, 2009, numbered 27097 ("Consolidation Communiqué") starting from March 31, 2009.
Partnerships other than insurance and reinsurance and pension companies have been excluded from
the scope till March 31, 2010 under the provisional article 2 of the said Communiqué.

The Public Oversight Accounting and Auditing Standards Authority (POA) that was established in
compliance with the Statutory Decree published on the Official Gazette dated November 02, 2011,
besides its other duties and authorities, is authorized to establish and spread the TMSs (Turkish
Accounting Standards) that comply with the international standards in order to ensure reliability,
transparency, understandability, comparability, consistency and fit for need of the financial statements
of the companies who are legally required to keep books, and to make secondary regulations for
implementation of TMSs, and to approve the arrangements to be made in this matter by the
organizations and institutions which are authorized in their fields.

Pursuant to the "Board Decision on Determination of the Implementation Scope of Turkish Accounting
Standards" numbered 6102, dated January 13, 2011, the organizations that concern the public benefit
defined in KHK numbered 660 will be subject to the independent audit upon decision of the Council of
Ministers within the frame of the article 397 of the Law numbered 397, and the companies listed in
paragraph two of the article 1534 of the same law apply Turkish Accounting Standard while preparing
their separate and consolidated financial statements.

The organizations established to operate in  at least one of the activities stipulated in the Banking Law
dated October 19, 2005, numbered 5411 are an example to the financial statements to be prepared by
the companies required to apply TAS, except for development and investment banks and financial
holding companies, and the financial institutions established to operate in insurance, private pension or
capital markets within the frame of the Capital Markets Law No. 6362 dated December 06, 2012,
Insurance Law No. 5684 dated June 03, 2007 and Private Pension Saving and Investment System Law
no. 4632 dated March 28, 2001 and their related legislations.

Financial Statements are prepared accordance with the prevailing accounting principles and standards
as per the insurance legislation and Turkish Accounting Standards decree for the matters not regulated
by insurance legislation; “Insurance Accounting and Financial Reporting Legislation”.
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2. Summary of Significant Accounting Policies (Continued)

2.1 Principles of Preparation (Continued)

2.1.2 Other accounting policies as applicable for better understanding of financial statements

Adjustment of Financial Statements in High Inflation Periods

In accordance with the Undersecretariat of the Treasury’s statement no: 19387 issued on April 4, 2005,
the Company’s financial statements as of December 31, 2004 are adjusted and its 2005 openings are
prepared based on the requirements set out in “the preparation of financial statements in
hyperinflationary periods” specified in the Capital Market Board’s (CMB) Decree Volume: XI, No: 25
“Accounting Standards in Capital Markets” which was published in the Official Gazette No: 25290 on
November 15, 2003. In addition, the preparation of financial statements in hyperinflationary periods has
not been applied in accordance with the statement of the Undersecretariat of the Treasury. Therefore,
as of December 31, 2015, non-monetary balance sheet assets and liabilities and equity items, including
capital share, are calculated by indexing of inputs as of December 31, 2004 (for inputs prior to December
31, 2004) and carrying inputs subsequent to December 31, 2004 at nominal value.

2.1.3 Functional and presentation currency

Financial statements are presented in TL, which is the Company’s functional currency. Except as
otherwise indicated, financial information presented in TL, has been rounded to the nearest full TL
values.

2.1.4 Rounding grade of amounts presented in financial statements

Financial information given in TL is rounded to the nearest full TL value.

2.1.5 Measurement basis used to prepare financial statements

The financial statements have been prepared on the historical cost basis, adjusted for the effects of
inflation accounting until December 31, 2004, which is the end of the hyperinflationary period, except
for those financial assets held for trading that are measured at fair value where reliable measurement is
possible.

2.1.6    The new standards, amendments and interpretations

The new standards, amendments and interpretations

The accounting policies adopted in preparation of the financial statements as at December 31, 2016 are
consistent with those of the previous financial year, except for the adoption of new and amended TFRS
and TFRIC interpretations effective as of January 1, 2016. The effects of these standards and
interpretations on the Company’s financial position and performance have been disclosed in the related
paragraphs.
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2. Summary of Significant Accounting Policies (Continued)

2.1 Principles of Preparation (Continued)

2.1.6 The new standards, amendments and interpretations (Continued)

i) The new standards, amendments and interpretations which are effective as at January 1, 2016
are as follows

TFRS 11 Acquisition of an Interest in a Joint Operation (Amendment)

TFRS 11 is amended to provide guidance on the accounting for acquisitions of interests in joint
operations in which the activity constitutes a business. This amendment requires the acquirer of an
interest in a joint operation in which the activity constitutes a business, as defined in TFRS 3 Business
Combinations, to apply all of the principles on business combinations accounting in TFRS 3 and other
TFRSs except for those principles that conflict with the guidance in this TFRS. In addition, the acquirer
shall disclose the information required by TFRS 3 and other TFRSs for business combinations. The
amendments did not have an impact on the financial position or performance of the Company.

TAS 16 and TAS 38 - Clarification of Acceptable Methods of Depreciation and Amortization
(Amendments to TAS 16 and TAS 38)

The amendments to TAS 16 and TAS 38, have prohibited the use of revenue-based depreciation for
property, plant and equipment and significantly limiting the use of revenue-based amortization for
intangible assets. The amendments did not have an impact on the financial position or performance of
the Company.

TAS 16 Property, Plant and Equipment and TAS 41 Agriculture (Amendment) – Bearer Plants

TAS 16 is amended to provide guidance that bearer plants, such as grape vines, rubber trees and oil
palms should be accounted for in the same way as property, plant and equipment in TAS 16. Once a
bearer plant is mature, apart from bearing produce, its biological transformation is no longer significant
in generating future economic benefits. The only significant future economic benefits it generates come
from the agricultural produce that it creates. Because their operation is similar to that of manufacturing,
either the cost model or revaluation model should be applied. The produce growing on bearer plants will
remain within the scope of TAS 41, measured at fair value less costs to sell. The amendment is not
applicable for the Company and did not have an impact on the financial position or performance of the
Company.

TAS 27 Equity Method in Separate Financial Statements (Amendments to TAS 27)

Public Oversight Accounting and Auditing Standards Authority (POA) of Turkey issued an amendment
to TAS 27 to restore the option to use the equity method to account for investments in subsidiaries and
associates in an entity’s separate financial statements. Therefore, an entity must account for these
investments either:
• At cost
• In accordance with IFRS 9,
Or
• Using the equity method defined in TAS 28

Companies need to apply the same accounting to each category of investment. The amendment does
not apply to the Company and does not affect the Company's financial position or performance.
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2.  Summary of Significant Accounting Policies (Continued)

2.1      Principles of Preparation (Continued)

2.1.6  The new standards, amendments and interpretations (Continued)

TFRS 10 and TAS 28: Sale or Contribution of Assets between an Investor and its Associate or
Joint Venture (Amendments)

Amendments issued to TFRS 10 and TAS 28, to address the acknowledged inconsistency between the
requirements in TFRS 10 and TAS 28 in dealing with the loss of control of a subsidiary that is contributed
to an associate or a joint venture, to clarify that an investor recognizes a full gain or loss on the sale or
contribution of assets that constitute a business, as defined in TFRS 3, between an investor and its
associate or joint venture. The gain or loss resulting from the re-measurement at fair value of an
investment retained in a former subsidiary should be recognized only to the extent of unrelated investors’
interests in that former subsidiary. The amendment is not applicable for the Company and did not have
an impact on the financial position or performance of the Company.

TFRS 10, TFRS 12 and TAS 28: Investment Entities: Applying the Consolidation Exception
(Amendments to IFRS 10 and IAS 28)

Amendments issued to TFRS 10, TFRS 12 and TAS 28, to address the issues that have arisen in
applying the investment entities exception under TFRS 10 Consolidated Financial Statements in
February, 2015. The amendment is not applicable for the Company and did not have an impact on the
financial position or performance of the Company.

TAS 1: Disclosure Initiative (Amendments to TAS 1)

The amendments issued to TAS 1. Those amendments include narrow-focus improvements in the
following five areas: Materiality, Disaggregation and subtotals, Notes structure, Disclosure of accounting
policies, Presentation of items of other comprehensive income (OCI) arising from equity accounted
investments. These amendments did not have significant impact on the notes to the financial statements
of the Company

Annual Improvements to TFRSs - 2012-2014 Cycle

POA issued, Annual Improvements to TFRSs 2012-2014 Cycle. The document sets out five
amendments to four standards, excluding those standards that are consequentially amended, and the
related Basis for Conclusions. The standards affected and the subjects of the amendments are:

- TFRS 5 Non-current Assets Held for Sale and Discontinued Operations – clarifies that changes
in methods of disposal (through sale or distribution to owners) would not be considered a new
plan of disposal, rather it is a continuation of the original plan

- TFRS 7 Financial Instruments: Disclosures –  clarifies that i) the assessment of servicing contracts
that includes a fee for the continuing involvement of financial assets in accordance with TFRS 7;
ii) the offsetting disclosure requirements do not apply to condensed interim financial statements,
unless such disclosures provide a significant update to the information reported in the most recent
annual report

- TAS 19 Employee Benefits – clarifies that market depth of high quality corporate bonds is
assessed based on the currency in which the obligation is denominated, rather than the country
where the obligation is located

- TAS 34 Interim Financial Reporting –clarifies that the required interim disclosures must either be
in the interim financial statements or incorporated by cross-reference between the interim
financial statements and wherever they are included within the interim financial report

The amendment did not have significant impact on the financial position or performance of the Company.
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2. Summary of Significant Accounting Policies (Continued)

2.1     Principles of Preparation (Continued)

2.1.6   The new standards, amendments and interpretations (Continued)

ii) Standards issued but not yet effective and not early adopted

Standards, interpretations and amendments to existing standards that are issued but not yet effective
up to the date of issuance of the financial statements are as follows. The Company will make the
necessary changes if not indicated otherwise, which will be affecting the financial statements and
disclosures, when the new standards and interpretations become effective.

TFRS 1� Revenue from Contracts with Customers

In September 201�, POA issued TFRS 15 Revenue from Contracts with Customers. The new standard
issued includes the clarifying amendments to IFRS 15 made by IASB in April 201�. The new five-step
model in the standard provides the recognition and measurement requirements of revenue. The
standard applies to revenue from contracts with customers and provides a model for the sale of some
non-financial assets that are not an output of the entity’s ordinary activities (e.g., the sale of property,
plant and equipment or intangibles). TFRS 15 effective date is �anuary 1, 2018, with early adoption
permitted. Entities will transition to the new standard following either a full retrospective approach or a
modified retrospective approach. The modified retrospective approach would allow the standard to be
applied beginning with the current period, with no restatement of the comparative periods, but additional
disclosures are required. The Company is in the process of assessing the impact of the standard on
financial position or performance of the Company.

TFRS � Financial Instruments

In �anuary 2017, POA issued the final version of TFRS 9 Financial Instruments. The final version of
TFRS 9 brings together all three aspects of the accounting for financial instruments project: classification
and measurement, impairment and hedge accounting. TFRS 9 is built on a logical, single classification
and measurement approach for financial assets that reflects the business model in which they are
managed and their cash flow characteristics. Built upon this is a forward-looking expected credit loss
model that will result in more timely recognition of loan losses and is a single model that is applicable to
all financial instruments subject to impairment accounting. In addition, TFRS 9 addresses the so-called
�own credit’ issue, whereby banks and others book gains through profit or loss as a result of the value
of their own debt falling due to a decrease in credit worthiness when they have elected to measure that
debt at fair value. The Standard also includes an improved hedge accounting model to better link the
economics of risk management with its accounting treatment. TFRS 9 is effective for annual periods
beginning on or after 1 �anuary 2018, with early application permitted by applying all requirements of
the standard. Alternatively, entities may elect to early apply only the requirements for the presentation
of gains and losses on financial liabilities designated as F�TP� without applying the other requirements
in the standard. The Company is in the process of assessing the impact of the standard on financial
position or performance of the Company.

iii)  The new standards, amendments and interpretations that are issued by the International
Accounting Standards �oard (IAS�) but not issued by Public �versight Authority (P�A)

The following standards, interpretations and amendments to existing IFRS standards are issued by the
IASB but not yet effective up to the date of issuance of the financial statements. However, these
standards, interpretations and amendments to existing IFRS standards are not yet adapted�issued by
the POA, thus they do not constitute part of TFRS. The Company will make the necessary changes to
its financial statements after the new standards and interpretations are issued and become effective
under TFRS.
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2. Summary of Significant Accounting Policies (Continued)

2.1 Principles of Preparation (Continued)

2.1.6   The new standards, amendments and interpretations (Continued)

IFRS 10 and IAS 28: Sale or Contribution of Assets between an Investor and its Associate or
Joint Venture (Amendments)

In December 2015, the IASB postponed the effective date of this amendment indefinitely pending the
outcome of its research project on the equity method of accounting. Early application of the amendments
is still permitted.

Annual Improvements � 2010�2012 Cycle

IFRS 13 Fair �alue Measurement

As clarified in the Basis for Conclusions short-term receivables and payables with no stated interest
rates can be held at invoice amounts when the effect of discounting is immaterial. The amendment is
effective immediately.

Annual Improvements � 2011�2013 Cycle

IFRS 16 Leases

The IASB has published a new standard, IFRS 1� ��eases�. The new standard brings most leases on-
balance sheet for lessees under a single model, eliminating the distinction between operating and
finance leases. �essor accounting however remains largely unchanged and the distinction between
operating and finance leases is retained. IFRS 1� supersedes IAS 17 ��eases� and related
interpretations and is effective for periods beginning on or after �anuary 1, 2019, with earlier adoption
permitted if IFRS 15 �Revenue from Contracts with Customers� has also been applied. The Company is
in the process of assessing the impact of the standard on financial position or performance of the
Company.

IAS 12 Income Taxes: Recognition of Deferred Tax Assets for �nreali�ed Losses
(Amendments)

The IASB issued amendments to IAS 12 Income Taxes. The amendments clarify how to account for
deferred tax assets related to debt instruments measured at fair value. The amendments clarify the
requirements on recognition of deferred tax assets for unrealized losses, to address diversity in practice.
These amendments are to be retrospectively applied for annual periods beginning on or after �anuary
1, 2017 with earlier application permitted. However, on initial application of the amendment, the change
in the opening equity of the earliest comparative period may be recognized in opening retained earnings
(or in another component of equity, as appropriate), without allocating the change between opening
retained earnings and other components of equity. If the Company��roup applies this relief, it shall
disclose that fact. The Company is in the process of assessing the impact of the amendments on
financial position or performance of the Company.
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2. Summary of Significant Accounting Policies (Continued)

2.1 Principles of Preparation (Continued)

2.1.6   The new standards, amendments and interpretations (Continued)

IAS � Statement of Cash Flows (Amendments)

The IASB issued amendments to IAS 7 �Statement of Cash Flows�. The amendments are intended to
clarify IAS 7 to improve information provided to users of financial statements about an entity�s financing
activities. The improvements to disclosures require companies to provide information about changes in
their financing liabilities. These amendments are to be applied for annual periods beginning on or after
�anuary 1, 2017 with earlier application permitted. � hen the Company��roup first applies those
amendments, it is not required to provide comparative information for preceding periods. The Company
is in the process of assessing the impact of the amendments on financial position or performance of the
Company.

IFRS 2 Classification and �easurement of Share-based Payment Transactions (Amendments)

The IASB issued amendments to IFRS 2 Share-based Payment, clarifying how to account for certain
types of share-based payment transactions. The amendments, provide requirements on the accounting
for:
a. the effects of vesting and non-vesting conditions on the measurement of cash-settled share-based
payments;
b. share-based payment transactions with a net settlement feature for withholding tax obligations; and
c. a modification to the terms and conditions of a share-based payment that changes the classification
of the transaction from cash-settled to equity-settled.

These amendments are to be applied for annual periods beginning on or after �anuary 1, 2018. Earlier
application is permitted. The amendment are not applicable for the Company and will not have an impact
on the financial position or performance of the Company.

IFRS 4 Insurance Contracts (Amendments)

In September 201�, the IASB issued amendments to IFRS 4 Insurance Contracts. The amendments
introduce two approaches: an overlay approach and a deferral approach. The amended Standard will:

a) give all companies that issue insurance contracts the option to recognize in other comprehensive
income, rather than profit or loss, the volatility that could arise when IFRS 9 Financial instruments is
applied before the new insurance contracts Standard is issued; and

b) give companies whose activities are predominantly connected with insurance an optional temporary
exemption from applying IFRS 9 Financial Instruments until 2021. The entities that defer the application
of IFRS 9 Financial instruments will continue to apply the existing Financial Instruments Standard IAS
39.

These amendments are to be applied for annual periods beginning on or after �anuary 1, 2018. Earlier
application is permitted. The Company is in the process of assessing the impact of the amendments on
financial position or performance of the Company.
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2. Summary of Significant Accounting Policies (Continued)

2.1 Principles of Preparation (Continued)

2.1.6   The new standards, amendments and interpretations (Continued)

IAS 40 Investment Property: Transfers of Investment Property (Amendments)

The IASB issued amendments to IAS 40 �Investment Property �. The amendments state that a change
in use occurs when the property meets, or ceases to meet, the definition of investment property and
there is evidence of the change in use. These amendments are to be applied for annual periods
beginning on or after �anuary 1, 2018. Earlier application is permitted. The amendment are not
applicable for the Company and will not have an impact on the financial position or performance of the
Company.

IFRIC 22 Foreign Currency Transactions and Advance Consideration

The interpretation clarifies the accounting for transactions that include the receipt or payment of advance
consideration in a foreign currency.

The Interpretation states that the date of the transaction for the purpose of determining the exchange
rate to use on initial recognition of the related asset, expens e or income is the date on which an
entity initially recognizes the non-monetary asset or non-monetary liability arising from the payment or
receipt of advance consideration. An entity is not required to apply this Interpretation to income taxes;
or insurance contracts (including reinsurance contracts) it issues or reinsurance contracts that it holds.

The interpretation is effective for annual reporting periods beginning on or after �anuary 1, 2018. Earlier
application is permitted. The interpretation is not applicable for the Company and will not have an impact
on the financial position or performance of the Company.

Annual Improvements to IFRSs - 2014-2016 Cycle

The IASB issued Annual Improvements to IFRS Standards 2014–201� Cycle, amending the following
standards:

- IFRS 1 First-time Adoption of International Financial Reporting Standards: This amendment
deletes the short-term exemptions about some IFRS 7 disclosures, IAS 19 transition provisions
and IFRS 10 Investment Entities. These amendments are to be applied for annual periods
beginning on or after �anuary 1, 2018.

- IFRS 12 Disclosure of Interests in Other Entities: This amendment clarifies that an entity is not
required to disclose summarized financial information for interests in subsidiaries, associates or
joint ventures that is classified, or included in a disposal group that is classified, as held for sale
in accordance with IFRS 5 Non-current Assets Held for Sale and Discontinued Operations. These
amendments are to be applied for annual periods beginning on or after �anuary 1, 2017.

- IAS 28 Investments in Associates and �oint �entures: This amendment clarifies that the election
to measure an investment in an associate or a joint venture held by, or indirectly through, a
venture capital organization or other qualifying entity at fair value through profit or loss applying
IFRS 9 Financial Instruments is available for each associate or joint venture, at the initial
recognition of the associate or joint venture. These amendments are to be applied for annual
periods beginning on or after �anuary 1, 2018. Earlier application is permitted.

The amendments are not applicable for the Company and will not have an impact on the financial
position or performance of the Company.
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2. Summary of Significant Accounting Policies (Continued)

2.2 Consolidation

It is requested to publish consolidated financial statements according to �Communiqu� on the
Preparation of Consolidated Financial Statements of Insurance and Reinsurance Companies and
Pension Companies� (�Consolidation Communiqu��) published by the �ndersecretariat of Treasury in
the Official �azette No: 21097 dated December 31, 2008 and insurance, reinsurance and pension
companies; In accordance with the Consolidation Communiqu�, consolidated financial statements have
not been prepared due to the Company has no subsidiaries.

2.3 Segment Reporting

An operating segment includes the performance of the Company�s business activities, including
revenues and expenses incurred from transactions with other segments of operations, generating
revenue and expenses, and ensuring that the results of operations are regularly audited and measured
by the Board of Directors (as the competent authority to make decisions) and it is a part of financial
information noticed. Due to the fact that the main geographical area in which the Company is operating
is Turkey, no geographical segment reporting has been presented. Moreover, since the Company
continues its activities in the field of non-life insurance, no reports have been presented according to
segment.

2.4 Provisions for Foreign Currency

Transactions have been booked in T�, which is the functional currency of the Company. The
transactions realized in foreign currency during preparation of the financial statements are converted
into the functional currency over the rates effective on the transaction date. Assets and liabilities in
foreign currency in the balance sheet are converted into Turkish �ira over the foreign exchange
purchase rate of Turkish Central Bank. The exchange rate difference arising from these transactions is
included in the income statement. The rate differences occur on the discounted values of the financial
assets classified as marketable financial assets in foreign currency are reflected to the income
statement, while all the other changes in fair value of these assets and the rate differences occur on
them are reflected to the relevant accounts in the equity.

2.� Tangible Fixed Assets

Tangible assets have been booked adjusted costs in accordance with inflation for the period until
December 31, 2004. Any inflation adjustment is made for tangible assets in after period, the amount has
been adopted as the cost amount indexed for inflation as of December 31, 2004. Since �anuary 1, 2005
if the cost of the tangible assets purchased after financial expenses and foreign exchange differences
are recognized as amounts deducted from their remaining value. �ains and losses arising on the
disposal of tangible assets are calculated as the difference between net proceeds and net book value
of the related tangible asset and reflected in the income statement of the related period.

Normal maintenance and repair costs incurred for tangible assets booked as expense.

The rates used for the depreciation of tangible fixed assets and the estimated useful life are as
follows:

Tangible assets
Estimated useful life

(year)
Depreciation

rate (�)
Buildings 50 2
Fixtures and installations 3-5 20-33.3
Motor vehicles 5 20
Other tangible assets (including leasehold improvements) 3-15 �.7-33.3
Tangible assets acquired through lease 5 20
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2. Summary of Significant Accounting Policies (Continued)

2.6 Investment Properties

Investment property is held to obtain rental income or capital gains or both. Investment properties are
measured at acquisition costs to include transaction costs in initial recognition. The Company
measures investment property on a cost basis for property, plant and equipment (cost minus
accumulated depreciation, minus impairment loss if any) after initial recognition

2.� Intangible Fixed Assets

The Company�s intangible assets consist of software programs. Intangible assets are carried at cost in
accordance with TAS 38 - Intangible Assets Accounting Standard. The costs of intangible assets are
subject to inflation adjustment considering the period until the end of the high inflation period, which is
the date of the entry into force of the law, for the assets entered into the currencies before December
31, 2004 and entries after December 31, 2004 have been reflected to financial statements considering
purchase price.

The Company deducts the amortization expense for intangible assets over their useful lives using the
straight-line method over their cost value.

2.8 Financial Assets

A financial asset is any asset that is cash, an equity instrument of another entity, a contractual right to
receive cash or another financial asset from another entity; or to exchange financial assets or financial
liabilities with another entity under conditions that are potentially favorable to the entity.

Financial assets are classified into the following specified categories: financial assets as �financial
assets held for trading�, available-for-sale’ (AFS) financial assets, �financial assets at fair value through
profit and loss� and �loans and receivables�.

Financial assets held for trading are measured at their fair value and the resulting gains or losses are
reflected in profit or loss. The difference between the fair value of the financial assets and the acquisition
costs of the interest income earned during the acquisition of the financial assets held for trading is stated
as interest income in the income statement and the gain or loss arising from the exclusion of such
financial assets before the due date of the financial assets is accounted as commercial income
�expense.

�oans and receivables are non-derivative financial assets that have fixed or determinable payments,
are not traded on an active market, and are created by providing money, goods and services to the
debtor. �oans and receivables in the financial statements of the Company and provision for impairment
are deducted and if there is interest receivable there is discounted value; if it is an interest rate
receivable, it is accounted with the amortized cost calculated by the effective interest method.

Financial assets held to maturity are financial assets acquired with the intention to hold to maturity, other
than fixed and determinable payments with fixed maturity and loans and receivables, including funding
capability, conditions necessary to be held until maturity. Financial assets held to maturity are initially
recognized at amortized cost using the effective interest method, less impairment losses, if any.

Investments other than held-to-maturity, held for trading, or loans and receivables are classified as
available-for-sale financial assets.
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2. Summary of Significant Accounting Policies (Continued)

2.8 Financial Assets (Continued)

Available-for-sale financial assets are measured at subsequent reporting dates at fair value except
available-for-sale investments that do not have quoted prices in an active market and their fair values
cannot be reliably measured are stated at cost and restated to the equivalent purchasing power. �ains
and losses arising from available-for-sale financial assets are included in profit or loss for the period.
Changes in the fair value of such these assets are recognized in the equity. � hen the related asset is
disposed of or is determined to be impaired, at which time the cumulative gain or loss previously
recognized in equity is included in the profit or loss for the period. Impairment losses recognized in profit
or loss for equity investments classified as available-for-sale are not subsequently reversed through
profit or loss.

Impairment losses recognized in profit or loss for debt instruments classified as available-for-sale are
subsequently reversed if an increase in the fair value of the instrument can be objectively related to an
event occurring after the recognition of the impairment loss.

��nrealized profits and losses� arising from changes in the fair value of available-for-sale securities are
not reflected in the income statement for the period until the realization of the asset corresponding to
the financial asset, sale of the asset, elimination of the asset or impairment of the asset is realized and
accounted under ��aluation of financial assets� in equity. Such financial assets are reflected to the
income statement on the basis of accumulated fair value differences that are accounted for in equity
when maturity or when they are derecognized.

Purchase and sale transactions of securities are accounted at the date of delivery.

Subsidiaries are classified as financial assets available-for-sale in the Company�s financial statements.
Subsidiaries that are not traded in organized markets and whose fair value can not be reliably measured
are recognized in the financial statements at cost after impairment losses are recognized.

Derecognition of financial assets

Financial assets are derecognized when the Company loses control of the contractual rights on those
assets. In this case, the realization of these rights, and the maturity occurs when the expiration or
delivery.

2.� Impairment of Assets

Impairment of financial assets

For each reporting period, the Company assesses whether there is objective evidence that a financial
asset or group of financial assets has suffered an impairment. A financial asset or group of financial
assets, and only about being the first to recognize that after one or more loss � damage event that
occurred, and such loss event of the related financial asset or group of assets that can be estimated
reliably as a result of the impact on the estimated future cash flows when there is objective evidence
that an impairment is assumed to be impaired and an impairment loss occurs.

Receivables are measured at the lower of the net amounts at the end of the period. In the event of a
situation that shows that the amounts of the loans and receivables will not be collected on a regular
basis, a provision is made up to the amount that can be collected for receivables.

The recoverable amount of equity instruments is the fair value of the instrument. The estimated
recoverable amount of debt instruments that are measured at fair value is the present value of future
cash flows discounted at the current rate of interest on the market.
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2. Summary of Significant Accounting Policies (Continued)

2.� Impairment of Assets (Continued)

An event that occurs after impairment records is reversed if the objective is objectively reversing the
impairment. The reversal of the impairment in the financial assets measured at amortized cost and debt
securities classified as available-for-sale is based on the income statement. Reversal of impairment on
financial assets, which are classified as equity securities classified as available-for-sale financial assets,
is directly attributable to equity.

Impairment of fixed assets

The Company assesses at each reporting date whether there is any indication that its assets may have
been impaired. If such an indication exists, it estimates the recoverable amount of the related asset
within the scope of TAS 3� - �Accounting Estimates of Impairment of Assets� and allocates provision for
impairment if the recoverable amount is less than the carrying amount of the related asset.

The rediscount and provision expenses for the period have been disclosed in detail in Note 47.

2.10 Derivative Financial Instruments

As of the reporting date, the Company does not have derivative financial instruments.

2.11 �ffsetting Financial Instruments

Financial assets and liabilities are offset only when there is a legally enforceable right to offset the
recognized amounts and there is an intention to settle on a net basis, or when the acquisition of the
asset and the settlement the liability take place simultaneously.

Revenue and expenses has been stated net as to the profit or loss that arise only as long as the reporting
standards permit, or for similar transactions such as the trading of the Company.

2.12 Cash and Cash E�uivalents

�Cash and cash equivalents� that are essential for the preparation of cash flow statements can be
expressed as cash on hand, cheques received, other cash and cash equivalents and demand deposits,
time deposits in banks with original maturity of three months or less and securities which are not blocked
for use.

As of December 31, 201� and 2015 breakdown of cash and cash equivalents are as follows:

December 31,
2016

December 31,
201�

Banks 1.512.991.801 584.202.352
Receivables From Credit Cards with Bank �uarantee Due �ess
Than Three Months 437.818.457 2�4.204.425
Other Cash and Cash Equivalents 71�.3�5 939.�43

1.��1.�26.623 84�.346.420

Interest Income Accruals of Banks (58.181.�31) (23.993.898)
Other Cash and Cash Equivalents Discount 4.094.�91 3.311.728
Banks Deposits with Due More Than Three Months (1.478.551.�85) (531.�75.3�0)

Cash and cash e�uivalents in the cash flow statement 418.88�.��8 2�6.�88.8�0
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2. Summary of Significant Accounting Policies (Continued)

2.13 Capital

Capital group of the Company whose capital is directly or indirectly controlled is Sompo �apan
Nipponkoa Insurance Inc.

As of December 31, 201� and 2015, capital and shareholding structure of the Company is as follows:

As of December 31, 2016�

Title Share amount (TL) Share ratio (�)

Sompo �apan Nipponkoa Insurance Inc. 40.000.000 100,00

Paid-in capital 40.000.000 100,00

As of December 31, 201�

Title Share amount (TL) Share ratio (�)

Sompo �apan Nipponkoa Insurance Inc. 3�.004.000 90,01
European Bank For Reconstruction and Development 3.99�.000 9,99

Paid-in capital 40.000.000 100,00

As at �une 15, 2010, Fiba Holding A. , the Company’s previous main shareholder, has signed Share
Purchase Agreement with Sompo �apan Insurance Inc. in order to transfer all shares. Following the
approval of Turkish Treasury dated October 8, 2010 numbered 47481, the Company’s majority portion
of shares are transferred to Sompo �apan Insurance Inc on November 2, 2010.

As per the resolution of the Board of Directors dated November 1, 2010 numbered 2010�235, total
228.379.200 shares with nominal value of T� 2.283.792 owned by the real person-shareholders before
the share transfer to Sompo �apan Insurance Inc., is transferred to Fiba Holding A. .

As per the resolution of the Board of Directors dated November 2, 2010 numbered 2010�237,
2.807.87�.700  shares owned by Fiba Holding A. . with nominal value of T� 28.078.7�7 is transferred
to Sompo �apan Asia Holdings Pte, 10.000 shares owned by Fiba Holding A, , with nominal value of
T� 100 is transferred to Sompo �apan Insurance (Singapore) Pte. �td, 10.000 shares owned by Fiba
Holding with nominal value of T� 100 is transferred to Sompo �apan Insurance Company of America,
10.000 shares owned by Fiba Holding A, , with nominal value of T� 100 is transferred to �apan
Insurance Company of Europe �imited. 385.000.000 shares owned by Fiba Holding A  with nominal
value of T� 3.850.000 are transferred to Sompo �apan Insurance Inc. 385.000.000 shares owned by
Fiba Holding A  with nominal value of T� 3.850.000 are transferred to Sompo �apan Insurance Inc.
385.000.000 shares owned by �iri im Faktoring A  with nominal value of T� 3.850.000 are transferred
to Sompo �apan Nipponkoa Insurance Inc.

399.�00.000 shares owned by Sompo �apan Insurance Inc. with nominal value of T� 3.99�.000 is
transferred to European Bank for Reconstruction and Development on December 15, 2010.

As per the resolution of the Board of Directors dated December 29, 2010 numbered 2010�2�8, total
370.833.000 shares with nominal value of T� 370.833 owned by the real person-shareholders is
transferred to Sompo �apan Insurance Inc.
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2. Summary of Significant Accounting Policies (Continued)

2.13 Capital (Continued)

According to the resolution of Board of Directors No. 354 dated �anuary 30, 2013, Sompo �apan
Nipponko Asia Holdings Pte. �td. owns 10.000 shares with a nominal value of T� 100, which is owned
by Sompo �apan Nipponko Insurance (Singapore) Pte. 10.000 shares with a nominal value of T� 100
which the Company owns in the company, 10.000 shares with a nominal value of T� 100 with the shares
of Sompo �apan Nipponko Insurance Company of America, 10,000 shares with a nominal value of T�
100 have been transferred to Sompo �apan Nipponkoa Insurance Inc.

According to the resolution of Board of Directors numbered 538 dated October 31, 201�, 399.�00.000
shares with nominal value of T� 3.99�.000 owned by European Bank For Reconstruction and
Development were transferred to Sompo �apan Nipponkoa Insurance Inc.

Capital increases and resources made during the period: None.

The privileges granted to the shares representing the capital: None

Registered capital system of the Company: None.

The company�s own shares bought back: None.

2.14 Insurance and investment contracts- Taxonomy

An insurance contract is a contract under which the �roup accepts significant insurance risk from
another party (the policyholder) by agreeing to compensate the policyholder if a specified uncertain
future event (the insured event) adversely affects the policyholder. Insurance risk covers all risks except
for financial risks. All premiums received within the scope of insurance contracts are recognized as
income under the written premiums account.

Investment contracts are those contracts which transfer financial risk without significant insurance risk.
Financial risk is the risk of a possible future change in a specified interest rate, financial instrument price,
commodity price, foreign exchange rate, index of prices or rates, credit rating or credit index or other
variable, provided, that it is not specific to a party to the contract, in the case of a non-financial variable.

As of the balance sheet date, the Company does not have any contracts that are classified as investment
contracts.

2.1� Discretionary Participation Features in Insurance and Investment Contracts

The Company does not have any insurance and investment contracts that have the discretionary
participation feature

2.16 Investment Contracts without the Discretionary Participation Feature

As of the balance sheet date, the Company does not have investment contracts.

2.1� Payables

Financial liabilities represent liabilities resulting from transactions that require the transfer of cash or
another financial asset to another entity. Financial liabilities in the Company�s financial statements are
stated at discounted value. � hen a financial liability is paid, it is deducted from the records.
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2. Summary of Significant Accounting Policies (Continued)

2.18 Taxes

Corporate tax

Statutory income is subject to corporate tax at 20� (2014 – 20�). This rate is applied to accounting
income modified for certain exemptions (like dividend income) and deductions (like investment
incentives), and additions for certain non-tax deductible expenses and allowances for tax purposes. If
there is no dividend distribution planned, no further tax charges are made.

Dividends paid to the resident institutions and the institutions working through local offices or
representatives are not subject to withholding tax. � ithholding tax rate on the dividend payments other
than the ones paid to the non-resident institutions generating income in Turkey through their operations
or permanent representatives and the resident institutions is 15�. In applying the withholding tax rates
on dividend payments to the non-resident institutions and the individuals, the withholding tax rates
covered in the related Double Tax Treaty Agreements are taken into account. Appropriation of the
retained earnings to capital is not considered as profit distribution and therefore is not subject to
withholding tax.

The prepaid taxes are calculated and paid at the rates valid for the earnings of the related years. The
payments can be deducted from the annual corporate tax calculated for the whole year earnings.

In accordance with the tax legislation, tax losses can be carried forward to offset against future taxable
income for up to five years. Tax losses cannot be carried back to offset profits from previous periods.

In Turkey, there is no procedure for a final and definite agreement on tax assessments. Companies file
their tax returns with their tax offices by the end of the 25th day of the fourth month following the close
of the accounting period to which they relate. Tax returns are open for five years from the beginning of
the year that follows the date of filing during which time the tax authorities have the right to audit tax
returns, and the related accounting records on which they are based, and may issue re-assessments
based on their findings.

Deferred Tax

In accordance with TAS 12 - Turkish Accounting Standard for Income Taxes, deferred tax assets and
liabilities are recognized, on all taxable temporary differences arising between the carrying values of
assets and liabilities in the financial statements and their corresponding balances considered in the
calculation of the tax base, except for the differences not deductible for tax purposes and initial
recognition of assets and liabilities which affect neither accounting nor taxable profit.

The deferred tax assets and liabilities are reported as net in the financial statements if, and only if, the
Company has a legally enforceable right to set off current tax assets against current tax liabilities and
the deferred tax assets and deferred tax liabilities relate to income taxes levied by the same taxation
authority.

In case where gains�losses resulting from the subsequent measurement of assets and liabilities are
recognized in profit or loss, then the related current and�or deferred tax effects are also recognized in
profit or loss. On the other hand, if such gains�losses are recognized as an item under equity, then the
related current and�or deferred tax effects are also recognized directly in the equity.

Transfer pricing

In Turkey, the transfer pricing provisions have been stated under the Article 13 of Corporate Tax �aw
with the heading of �disguised profit distribution via transfer pricing�. The �eneral Communiqu� on
disguised profit distribution via Transfer Pricing, dated 18 November 2007 sets details about
implementation.
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2. Summary of Significant Accounting Policies (Continued)

2.18 Taxes (Continued)

If a taxpayer enters into transactions regarding the sale or purchase of goods and services with related
parties, where the prices are not set in accordance with the arm’s length principle, then related profits are
considered to be distributed in a disguised manner through transfer pricing. Such disguised profit
distributions through transfer pricing are not accepted as tax deductible for corporate income tax purposes.

2.1� �enefits Provided to Employees

Provision for employee termination benefits

In accordance with existing Turkish �abor �aw, the Company is required to make lump-sum termination
indemnities to each employee who has completed one year of service with the Company and whose
employment is terminated due to retirement or for reasons other than resignation or misconduct. The
computation of the liability is based upon the retirement pay ceiling announced by the �overnment. The
applicable ceiling amount as at December 31, 201� is T� 4.297 (December 31, 2015 – 3.828 T�). The
Company reserved for employee severance indemnities using actuarial method in compliance with the
TAS 19-Employee Benefits. The major actuarial assumptions used in the calculation of the total liability
as at December 31, 201� and 2015 are as follows:

December 31, 2016 December 31, 201�
� �

Discount Rate 1,18 3,74
Expected Rate of Salary��imit Increase 10,00 12,00

�ther benefits

The Company has provided for undiscounted short-term employee benefits earned during the period as
per services rendered in compliance with TAS 19 in the accompanying financial statements.

2.20 Provisions

In accordance with TAS 37, provision is made for an existing obligation resulted from past events if it is
probable that the commitment will be settled and a reliable estimate can be made of the amount of the
obligation. Provisions are calculated based on the best estimates of management on the expenses to
incur as of the balance sheet date and, if material, such expenses are discounted to their present values.
If the amount is not reliably estimated and there is no probability of cash outflow from the Company to
settle the liability, the related liability is considered as �contingent� and disclosed in the footnotes to the
financial statements.

In accordance with TAS 37, a contingent asset is a possible asset that arises from past events and
whose existence will be confirmed only by the occurrence or nonoccurrence of one or more uncertain
future events not wholly within the control of the Company. Contingent assets are not recognized in
financial statements since this may result in the recognition of income that may never be realized.
Contingent assets are assessed continually to ensure that developments are appropriately reflected in
the financial statements. If it has become virtually certain that an inflow of economic benefits will arise,
the asset and the related income are recognized in the financial statements of the period in which the
change occurs. If an inflow of economic benefits has become probable, the Company discloses the
contingent asset.
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2. Summary of Significant Accounting Policies (Continued)

2.21 Recognition of Income

� ritten premiums

� ritten premiums represent the remaining amount after cancellations and tax deductions of policy
premiums issued in previous years as well as policies issued during the period.

Subrogation and salvage income and other similar income

The accrued or collected subrogation, salvage and similar income items cannot be discounted in
calculations related to the provision for outstanding claims that are accrued and determined on account
(file outstanding), but are  recognized in the income statement and under the relevant receivables
account on the active side of the balance sheet.

To accomplish the assessment of salvage and subrogation receivables or income, the acquisition of the
right of subrogation, to determine the exact amount and the term should not have been charged by the
end of. According to the Turkish Commercial Code, in order to acquire the right of subrogation,
compensation must be paid.

According to the Circular No. 2010�13 of the �ndersecretariat of Treasury dated September 20, 2010,
the insurance companies must pay compensation to the insurers without having to obtain repayment
from the insurance companies and must have received the insurance from the insurers and notify the
insurance company or third parties. It is accrued to the extent that the indebtedness of the insurance
company to the collateral limit. However, this amount is reserved against the counter insurance company
within six months following the payment of the indemnity payment, or against the third party within four
months.

On the other hand, if a protocol is signed between the debtor insurance company or the third parties
and the repayment receivable together with the payment plan not exceeding twelve months in total
within the six and four month periods described above, or if a document such as check or promissory
note is taken for payment, Six months for the third person, and four months for the third person, and for
the installments that are in the process of acceptance and collection.

As of December 31, 201�, the Company has presented no proceedings in gross salvage and
subrogation receivables amounting to T� 25.743.7�5 (December 31, 2015 – T� 18.�92.�31) and
reinsurer’s share amounting to T� 985.024 (December 31, 2015 - T� 939.814) as subrogation and
salvage receivables in receivables from main activities in technical income accounts. The receivable
and salvage receivables amounting to gross 97�.918 T� (December 31, 2015 - 2�8.�94 T�) and the
reinsurer share of 74.540 T� (December 31, 2015 - 5.947 T�), which are not collected in the above
periods, have been provision in this receivable amount.

However, if a protocol that includes a payment plan exceeding 12 months in total is made or a document
is received, a protocol must be signed for the receivable amount exceeding 12 months or maturity, or
provision must be made on the date of receipt of the document. In addition, regardless of the payment
dates specified in the protocol or received document, all of the installments received or outstanding in
the event of any payment made in the twelve month period from the date of payment of the indemnity
to the payment plan or in the event of a single maturity, it is necessary for the provision.

If the claim is made through litigation � execution the accrual will be made as of the date of
commencement of these transactions and the provision for doubtful receivables is set as of the same
date.

The Company has classified the net subrogation amounting to T� 43.755.793 (December 31, 2015 - T�
34.082.503) in the doubtful receivables arising from the main activity by allocating the doubtful
receivables provision for the remaining portion in the retirement of the proceeds from the litigation
conducted through litigation and execution.
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2. Summary of Significant Accounting Policies (Continued)

2.21 Recognition of Income (Continued)

In order to accrue salvage income, all insurance costs of damaged goods should be compensated and
those goods should be owned by insurance company or under the condition of secondarily ownership
(salvage) by insurance company, the income generated from the sale of those goods has to be accrued
on the related periods like salvage receivables. In that case, if goods which are under secondary
ownership by insurance company are sold via 3rd party (real�corporate) or given over to insurer or directly
sold by Company, salvage income should be accrued and should not be deducted from paid claims or
outstanding claims.

Details of the net salvage and salvage income collected for the years ended December 31, 201� and
2015 are as follows:

December 31, 2016 December 31, 201�

Motor vehicles 121.538.575 92.702.527

Third party liability for motor vehicles (MTP�) 3.�97.1�2 2.219.5�3
Fire and natural disaster 918.878 910.495
Marine 372.179 449.419
�eneral losses 15.078 1�1.755
Other 14.948 9.023

Total 126.��6.820 �6.4�2.�82

As of December 31, 201� and December 31, 2015, the details of net repayment and salvage income
accrued on a branch basis are as follows:

December 31, 2016 December 31, 201�

Motor vehicles 19.401.325 1�.018.2�2

Third party liability for motor vehicles (MTP�) 4.753.132 1.1�1.912
Fire and natural disaster 403.200 37�.378
Marine 154.037 175.�11
�eneral losses 25.302 20.�54
Other 21.745 -

Total 24.��8.�41 1�.��2.81�

Commission income and expense

As further disclosed in Note 2.24, commissions paid to the agencies related to the production of the
insurance policies and the commissions received from the reinsurance firms related to the premiums
ceded are recognized over the life of the contract by deferring commission income and expenses within
the calculation of reserve for unearned premiums for the policies produced before 1 �anuary 2008 and
recognizing deferred commission income and deferred commission expense in the financial statements
for the policies produced after 1 �anuary 2008.
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2. Summary of Significant Accounting Policies (Continued)

2.21 Recognition of Income (Continued)

Interest income and expense

Interest income and expense are recognized in the statement of income using the effective interest
method. The effective interest rate is the rate that exactly discounts the estimated future cash payments
and receipts through the expected life of the financial asset or liability (or, where appropriate, a shorter
period) to the carrying amount of the financial asset or liability. The effective interest rate is established
on initial recognition of the financial asset and liability and is not revised subsequently.

The calculation of the effective interest rate includes all fees and points paid or received transaction
costs, and discounts or premiums that are an integral part of the effective interest rate. Transaction costs
are incremental costs that are directly attributable to the acquisition, issue or disposal of a financial asset
or liability.

Trading income�expense

Trading income�expense includes gains and losses arising from disposals of financial assets held for
trading purpose and available-for-sale financial assets. Trading income and trading expenses are
recognized as �Income from disposal of financial assets� and ��oss from disposal of financial assets� in
the accompanying financial statements.

Dividends

Dividend income is recognized when the Company’s right to receive payment is ascertained.

2.22 Leasing transactions

The maximum period of the lease contracts is 4 years. Tangible assets acquired by way of finance
leasing are recognized in tangible assets and the obligations under finance leases arising from the lease
contracts are presented under finance lease payables account in the financial statements. In the
determination of the related assets and liabilities, the lower of the fair value of the leased asset and the
present value of leasing payments is considered. Financial costs of leasing agreements are expanded
in lease periods at a fixed interest rate.

If there is impairment in the value of the assets obtained through financial lease and in the expected
future benefits, the leased assets are valued with net realizable value. Depreciation for assets obtained
through financial lease is calculated in the same manner as tangible assets.

Payments made under operating leases are recognized in the statement of income on a straight-line
basis over the term of the lease.

2.23 Dividend distribution

Transferring the net profit for the period resulting from the Company�s activities to reserves was decided
at the Ordinary �eneral Meeting on March 29, 201�.
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2. Summary of Significant Accounting Policies (Continued)

2.24 Provisions for �nearned Premiums

In accordance with the �Communiqu� on Technical Reserves for Insurance, Reinsurance and Pension
Companies and the Related Assets That Should Be Invested Against Those Technical Reserves�
(�Communiqu� on Technical Reserves�) which was issued in 2��0� numbered and 7 August 2007 dated
Official �azette and put into effect starting from 1 �anuary 2008, the reserve for unearned premiums
represents the proportions of the gross premiums written without deductions of commission or any other
allowance, in a period that relate to the period of risk subsequent to the balance sheet date for all short-
term insurance policies. In commodity transport insurance contracts with no specific due date, 50� of
the remaining amount accrued in the last three months is reserved as unearned premiums reserve.

Reserve for unearned premiums is calculated for all insurance contracts except for the contracts for
which the Company provides mathematical reserve. Reserve for unearned premiums is also calculated
for the annual premiums of the annually renewed long term insurance contracts.

Since the Technical Reserves Regulation published on 7 August 2007 entered into force on 1 �anuary
2008, The �ndersecretariat of the Treasury has issued the �Circular on the Provision of Insurance and
Reassurance and Pension Companies� Provisions for Compliance with the Provisions of the Insurance
�aw No. 5�84� dated �uly 4, 2007 and numbered 2007�3 within the period between the publication date
of the Technical Reserves Regulation and the date of entry into force (� Compliance Circle �). In previous
calculations, earthquake premiums were deducted during the calculation of unearned premiums; After
�une 14, 2007 and the Circular for compliance of policies issued, net of unearned premiums should not
be stated that during the earthquake premium provisions. Accordingly, the Company began to calculate
the unearned premium reserves for the earthquake premiums written after this date, when the Company
did not calculate the unearned premium reserves for the earthquake premiums written before �une 14,
2007.

According to the Regulation on the Amendment of the Technical Reserves of Insurance and
Reinsurance Companies and Pension Funds and the Amendment of the Regulation on the Assets to be
Invested in These Reserves, published in the Official �azette dated �uly 28, 2010 and numbered 27�55,
all the policies are started at 12:00 pm and finished at 12:00 pm so provisions for unearned premiums
have been calculated as half day for the starting day and end day for all the policies.

In previous years, the reserve for unearned premiums had been calculated after deducting commissions
given and commissions received. In order to prevent possible problems during the transfer of the
reserves calculated before 1 �anuary 2008, on 28 December 2007 the Turkish Treasury issued �2007�25
Numbered Circular Related to the Calculation of the Reserve for �nearned Premiums and Accounts
That Should Be �sed for Deferred Commission Income and Expenses�. In accordance with the related
circular, the reserve for unearned premiums should be calculated by deducting commissions for the
policies produced before 1 �anuary 2008, but it should be calculated on gross basis for the policies
produced after 1 �anuary 2008.

According to the Regulation Regarding the Technical Provisions of Insurance and Reinsurance
Companies and Pension Funds and the Amendment of the Regulation on the Assets That This
Provisions are Invested, published in the Official �azette dated 28 �uly 2010, numbered 27�55, during
the calculation of the unearned premiums liabilities related to insurance contracts that is indexed to
currency, if not determined any currency on the insurance contracts, the selling currency rate announced
by the Central Bank of the Republic of Turkey on the Official �azette is taken into consideration.

As of the balance sheet date, the Company has allocated reinsurer share in the financial statements for
unearned premium reserves amounting to T� 1.228.527.91� (December 31, 2015 - T� �33.470.787)
and unearned premiums amounting to T� 18�.237.499 (December 31, 2015 - T� 1�3.991.224). In
addition, the share transferred to Social Security Institution for unearned premiums have been T�
75.�4�.023. (December 31, 2015 - T� 2�.83�.292).
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2. Summary of Significant Accounting Policies (Continued)

2.2� Provision for outstanding claims

Claims are recorded in the year in which they occur, based on reported claims or on the basis of
estimates when not reported. Provision for outstanding claims represents the estimate of the total
reported costs of notified claims on an individual case basis at the balance sheet date as well as the
corresponding handling costs. Incurred but not reported claims (�IBNR�) are also provided.

Claims incurred before the accounting periods but reported subsequent to those dates are accepted as
incurred but not reported (�IBNR�) claims.

In accordance with the circular issued by Turkish Treasury dated December 5,2014 and numbered
2014�1�, as of �anuary 1, 2015 selection of data to be used in the calculation of branch-basis, adjusting
prices, selection of most appropriate method to be interfere with the development factors are performed
by the Company’s actuary. Incurred but not reported (�IBNR�) calculation methods are Standard Chain,
Claim�Premium, Cape Cod, Frequency�Severity, Munich Chain or Bornhuetter Ferguson. The selection
of the data to be used on a branch basis will be made by the company actuary by using the actuarial
methods to intervene in the development factors and the selection of the most appropriate method and
development factors and the adjustment factors and these issues will be detailed in the actuarial report
to be submitted to the �ndersecretariat of Treasury in accordance with Article 11 of the Actuarial
Regulation.

IBNR is used to estimate the amount of provision that should be set aside in the current period based
on the historical loss incurred. As of December 31, 201� and December 31, 2015, the Company has
preferred the Standard Chain Method in all branches. In the AC�M table the large loss elimination was
made as outlined on September, 20 2010 (Box Plot method). �ogarithmic loss distribution in suretyship
and  third pary liability for motor vehicles branch was examined and large loss elimination was done
according to percentile method and for other branches according to Box Plot method.

December 31, 2016 December 31, 201�

File number
eliminated

Large loss
threshold

amount
File number

eliminated

Large loss
threshold

amount

Suretyship 7 �.500.000 8 3.000.000
Financial loss - - 13 5.0�3
�eneral loss 8 3.902.5�8 3 �.000.000
Facultative motor liability - - 1 250.000
Motor vehicles - - 3 500.000
� ater crafts liability - - 1 1.029.297
Fire and natural disaster 87 358.427 94 294.320
Third party liability for motor
vehicles (MTP�) 15 �0�.3�4 ��5 115.515
�eneral liability - - 13 340.000
Credit - - - 5.0�3

Total 11� 801
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2. Summary of Significant Accounting Policies (Continued)

2.2� Provision for outstanding claims (Continued)

The circular numbered 201��11 published by the �ndersecretariat of Treasury has made it possible for
companies to gradually increase, between the financial years 2015, 201�, 2017, 2018 and 2019, their
IBNR levels to the levels of IBNR calculations that have been done according to circular number 2014�1�
(per actuarial basis) quarterly from IBNR amount that has been determined performing the previous
methods that had been outlined by the �ndersecretariat of Treasury. Applicable quarterly incremental
increases have been stated by �ndersecretariat of Treasury, are as follows: 2, 5�, 5�, 10�, 20�,
25�, 30�, 35�, 45�, 55�, 75� and 100�. The Company has not preferred gradually increase
methods and has been indicated full amount of emerged rise as regards IBNR calculation in the previous
3 months periods as of December 31, 201� in the financial statements.

Following the related circular, IBNR has been calculated gross by Company’s actuary using the methods
listed below by considering claim periods. For related gross IBNR amounts among the related claim
periods net IBNR has been calculated by considering reinsurance rates to register the effect of current
reinsurance agreements.

December 31, 2016 December 31, 201�

�sed
�ethod

I��R to reserve
(�100

transaction level
- Salvaged)

I��R without
accrued

salvages
(�100 level -

negative �100)

I��R to
reserve (�100

transaction
level -

Salvaged)

I��R without
accrued

salvages
(�100 level -

negative �100)

Motor �ehicles Standard (1�.232.208) (34.�41.213) (12.15�.482) (27.974.225)
� ater Crafts Standard 181.391 147.423 404.874 404.874

Third party liability for motor
vehicles (MTP�) Standard 350.9�5.193 34�.134.910 81.472.903 80.4�5.787

Facultative motor liability Standard 10.�24.329 10.841.��1 8.731.80� 8.702.378
� ater crafts liability Standard (3.189.047) (3.189.047) (2.240.959) (2.241.159)
Fire and natural disasters Standard 894.700 (983.�7�) (��8.119) (1.5�9.3��)
Accident Standard 1.284.054 1.278.13� 991.538 991.538
�eneral �osses Standard 17.100.300 1�.893.302 7.�95.8�2 7.582.077
Financial �osses Standard 19.571 17.354 5.550 5.550
Health Standard 190.848 190.848 83.779 83.779
Marine Standard 73.380 (19�.795) (3.455.709) (3.910.177)
Credit Standard - - 21 21
�eneral �iability Standard 43.738.115 43.738.113 30.509.248 30.509.248
Suretyship Standard 11.485.483 11.3�8.752 5.940.45� 5.940.45�
�egal Protection Standard �50.411 �50.411 133.748 133.748

Total 41�.�86.�20 3�2.2�0.1�� 11�.448.�18 ��.124.�2�

Company, has considered the �100 result of IBNR calculation and has reflected T� 417.78�.520
(December 31, 2015 – T� 117.448.518) gross and T� �0.850.208 (December 31, 2015 – T� 33.758.�32)
reinsurance share on financial statements. As of December 31, 201� Company has reflected net amount
of T� 738.841.514 (December 31, 2015 - T� 28�.�54.171) outstanding claims reserve on its financial
statements.

Considering the Company actuary’s opinion; for the third party liability for motor vehicles (MTP�) branch
as a result of the Precautionary Principle regarding the Sector Announcement dated �une 17, 2013 and
numbered 2013�13 Retrospectively �pdating the IBNR files and by following the dated �uly 17, 2012
numbered 2835� regulation �Regulation for change in regulations for Technical Provisions for Insurance,
Pension and Reinsurance Companies and for the assets which is formed by those provisions� Company
has made outstanding claim reserve adjustment for the litigious claims as at December 31, 2015.
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2. Summary of Significant Accounting Policies (Continued)

2.2� Provision for outstanding claims (Continued)

Additionally, for the third party liability for motor vehicles (MTP�) branch corrections are made for the
factors that may affect the actuarial analysis by using the data which is committed inflation adjustment
in realized claim data. Trend analysis are made for all branches by analyzing realized claim triangles
and development factors which disrupts the trend are identified and some adjustments are made
periodically.

Company has separated death and disability compensation with treatment costs according to circular
numbered 2011�18, and only treatment costs are included in the calculations made for preparing the
financial statements.

� ithin the scope of third party liability for motor vehicles (MTP�) Insurance, for the financial year 2011,
for the amount transfer to Social Security Institution for incurred accidents which happened before
publishing the law numbered �111 and within the scope of Compulsory Third Party �iability Insurance
for Road Passenger Transportation and Compulsory Road Passenger Transportation Personal Accident
Insurance, for the financial year 2011, for the amount transfer to Social Security Institution for incurred
accidents which happened before publishing the law numbered �111, the factors to use are notified by
�ndersecretariat of Treasury.

� ithin this scope, Company has reflected the notified and calculated amounts to its financial statements
which are calculated according to the explanations made in circular numbered 2011�18 before and after
the publishing date of the law.

Regarding the law and legislations mentioned above, due to the transfer to SSI, as of December 31,
201�, Company has T� 38.281.713 (December 31, 2015 - T� 21.�8�.823) liability in short term liabilities
due to SSI from treatment costs. As of December 31, 201� the amount of premium transfer to SSI
related with the period after the law is T� 139.739.122 (December 31, 2015 - 37.24�.520).

Regulation related with “Litigious �utstanding Claims” in the scope of “Circular related with the
explanations about the calculation of Incurred but �ot Reported (I��R) indemnity provision”
numbered 2011�23:

According to the 1st paragraph of 4th item of the Regulation for Reporting of Insurance, Pension and
Reinsurance Firms �with this regulation, Company’s activities are accounted in the frame of legislation
provisions of Turkish Accounting Standards Corporation for the preparation and presentation of financial
statements, except the notifications made by �ndersectariat of Treasury for the topics stated in the
second paragraph�. In the 1st paragraph of �th item of the same regulation balance sheet is defined as
�a table which reflects the fiscal and financial position of the Companies at a given period, which shows
assets, liabilities and equities of the Company truly and fairly dividing them into active and passive
accounts�.

In this framework, for a true presentation of financial statements with the circular numbered 2011�23,
for the files in the lawsuit process, provisions should be made evaluating the winning and losing
possibilities and for the files in the lawsuit process, deductions to make for which principles are identified.

As following the principles in the related circular, regarding the end date of the case for the end of the
period �anuary 1, 201�- December 31, 201� in which calculations are made, retrospectively last 5 years’
results, winning ratio is not calculated over the amount of cases against the Company with sub-branch
based (December 31, 2015 - �13) and deductions are not made for accrued outstanding files for the
files in the lawsuit process (December 31, 2015- T� 1�.94�.40�).
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2. Summary of Significant Accounting Policies (Continued)

2.26 E�uali�ation Reserve

In accordance with the Regulation on Technical Reserves, insurance companies are required to record
an equalization reserve for the insurance contracts including earthquake and credit coverage, in order
to cover the catastrophic risks and in order to equalize the fluctuations within the claim ratios that may
occur during the following accounting periods. Such reserve is calculated over 12� of net earthquake
and credit premiums corresponding to each year. In the calculation of the net premium, the amounts
paid for the non-proportional reinsurance agreements are regarded as ceded premiums. Provisions are
made until it meets the 150� of the highest amount of net premium written in the last 5 years.

Following the end of the 5th year, depending the premium production amount under the condition of
provision amount is lower than the previous year balance sheet amount, the difference is classified in
the other profit reserves under the owner’s equity. Related amount which is transferred to equity could
be kept as a reserve or may be subject to a capital increase or may be used in the compensation
payments.

If the damage occurs, amounts hit the reinsurer and amounts which are under exemption limit can not
be deducted from equalization reserve. If there are claims paid due to the commitments given, starting
with the provision made 1st year, it is deducted from the provision by using the FIFO method.

Equalization reserves are stated in the accompanying financial statements under the non-current
liabilities in the �Other Technical Reserves� account. As of balance sheet date, net T� 21.884.710
(December 31, 2015 - T� 18.273.545) equalization reserve is booked.

Following the �Circular About �sage of Equalization Reserve and Additional Explanations for Some
Circulars�  published by �ndersecretariat of Treasury numbered 2012�1, equalization reserve booked
for the related branches for the beginning years, is booked as debit in balance sheet and is booked as
credit in Change in Other Technical Provisions account.

2.2� �nexpired Risks Reserve

� ithin the framework of Regulation on Technical Reserves, as of each balance sheet date, Companies
has to make liability adequacy test for the last 12 months, while booking the unexpired risk reserves,
due to the possibility of claims and compensations to occur according to the current insurance contracts
are higher than the unexpired risks reserves booked for those insurance contracts. � hile making related
test, net unexpired risks reserves amount should be multiplied with the expected net claim premium
ratio. Expected net claim premium ratio is calculated by dividing incurred claims (outstanding claims
(net) � paid claims (net) – ceded outstanding claims (net)) into earned premium (written premiums (net)
� ceded unexpired risks reserve (net) – unexpired risk reserve (net)). � hile calculating the earned
premiums, ceded unexpired risk reserves and commissions paid to intermediaries and deferred portion
of commissions received from reinsurer which are stated as net in the unexpired risk reserve of the
period are ignored.

If the loss ratio for a branch is higher than 95�, net unexpired risk reserve for that branch is calculated
by multiplying the ratio in excess of 95� with net unearned premium reserve for the related branch; and
gross unexpired risk reserve for that branch is calculated by multiplying the ratio in excess of 95� with
gross unearned premium reserve for the related branch. The difference between gross and net amounts
is considered as the reinsurance share. As a result of the related test, as at the end of the reporting
period Company has booked T� 3.75�.908 (December 31, 2015 – T� 19.824.141) unexpired risk
reserves and T� 3.�09.717 (December 31, 2015- T� 2.329.804) reinsurance share of unexpired risk
reserves.
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2. Summary of Significant Accounting Policies (Continued)

2.2� �nexpired risk reserves (continued)

� ith the numbered 2012�15 �Circular about the change made in the calculation of unexpired risk
reserve� and within the framework of numbered 5�84 Insurance �aw, while calculating the unexpired
risk reserve, it is approved to base on all main branches included in the Insurance �niform Chart of
Accounts as determined by �ndersecteriat of Treasury. The method specified by the �Circular about the
�nexpired Risk Reserve� numbered 201��37 and published on November 11, 201�; has not been
applied by the Company as of December 31, 201�.

2.28 Related parties

Parties are considered related to the Company if;

(a)  A person or a close member of that person�s family is related to a reporting entity if that person:

(i)  has control or joint control over the reporting entity,
(ii)  has significant influence over the reporting entity,
(iii)  is a member of the key management personnel of the  reporting entity or of a parent of

the reporting entity.

(b)  An entity is related to a reporting entity if any of the following conditions applies:

(i)  The entity and the reporting entity are members of the same group (which means that each
parent, subsidiary and fellow subsidiary is related to the others).

(ii)  One entity is an associate or joint venture of the other entity (or an associate or joint venture
of a member of a group of which the other entity is a member).

(iii)  Both entities are joint ventures of the same third party.
(iv)  One entity is a joint venture of a third entity and the other entity is an associate of the third

entity.
(v)  The entity is a post-employment benefit plan for the benefit of employees of either the reporting

entity or an entity related to the reporting entity. If the reporting entity is itself such a plan, the
sponsoring employers are also related to the reporting entity.

(vi)  The entity is controlled or jointly controlled by a person identified in (a)
(vii)  A person identified in (a) (i) has significant influence over the entity or is a member of the key

management personnel of the entity (or of a parent of the entity).

A related party transaction is a transfer of resources, services or obligations between related parties,
regardless of whether a price is charged.

As an aim of the financial statements partners, upper level managers and board of directors, affiliates
controlled by themselves and their family or affiliated companies to themselves, participations and jointly
controlled entities are accepted as related parties.
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2. Summary of Significant Accounting Policies (Continued)

2.2�   Earning per share

Earnings per share is calculated by dividing net profit for the period into weighted average unit share of
the Company. Firms in Turkey, by distributing at the share rate of actual shareholders may increase
share capital (�No-par shares�) from retained earnings. In the calculation of earnings per share, no-par
shares are determined as issued shares.

2.30 Events after reporting period

As at the end of the Company’s reporting period, events after reporting period which gives additional
information of Company’s financial position (events occurred after reporting period and which need to
be adjusted) are reflected to financial statements. Significant events occurred after reporting period and
not needed to be adjusted are explained in the disclosures.

3.   Critical accounting estimates and �udgments

The preparation of financial statements requires the use of estimates and assumptions which define
possible liability and commitments as of balance sheet date and income and expenses for the period
ended. Although these estimates are based on management’s best knowledge of current event and
actions, actual results ultimately may differ from those estimates. Estimates are reviewed regularly and
changes are made in the profit and loss accordingly. Major accounting estimates made by the Company
are related with outstanding claim reserves and other technical reserves and impairment of assets, and
these estimates and assumptions are disclosed in the notes.

Further, significant estimates used in preparation of financial statements as follows:

�enefits Provided to Employees:

The Company has calculated and accounted retirement pay liability in the accompanying financial
statements using actuarial estimations. As of December 31, 201� Company’s retirement pay liability is
T� 1.709.77� (December 31, 2015 – T� 1.193.153) (Note 23).

Provision for Receivables from Insurance �perations:

Company has made allowance for doubtful receivable amounted T� 4.884.480 (December 31, 2015 –
T� 4.884.901) on its financial statements ended as at December 31, 201� for receivables under the
executive and legal follow-up phase from insurance companies and intermediaries. Besides, Company
has made provision amounted T� 3.49�.739 (December 31, 2015 – T� 2.2�8.379) for receivables from
insurance operations which are not under legal follow-up but Company believes that receivables are not
collectible (Note 12).

Doubtful Receivables from �ain �perations:

As of December 31, 201� Company has booked net subrogation receivables amounted T� 43.755.793
(December 31, 2015 – T� 34.082.503) according to the accrual basis for the subrogation receivables
under legal and execution phase and for the not confirmed personal subrogation receivables before
allowance for doubtful receivable (after deducting the reinsurance share) (Note 12).

�utstanding Claims Reserve:

As of December 31, 201� Company’s net outstanding claims reserve is T� 738.841.514 (December 31,
2015 – T� 28�.�54.171) (Note 2.25, Note 4, Note 17).

Deferred tax:

� hen determining the deferred tax assets, various estimations and evaluations are used. As of
December 31, 201� Company has calculated and booked deferred tax asset amounted T� 8.370.77�
(December 31, 2015 – T� 8.454.478) (Note 21).
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4. Insurance and Financial Risk �anagement

4.1 Insurance Risk �anagement

The risk under any one insurance contract is the possibility that the insured event occurs and the
uncertainty of the amount of the resulting claim. Risk is incidental due to the nature of the insurance
process. The most basic risk in insurance contracts is the possibility of realized claims and rights and
benefits provided to policyholders are realized above the technical provisions in the financial statements
made for insurance contracts.

In the every field and stage of insurance operations the definition of risk is made clearly and risk is
abolished, possibilities of risks under control or to be insurable should be examined comprehensively.

First condition to manage risk is being able to define the risk. Basic risk fields to manage in Insurance
Operations by Company are identified as follow:

- Insurable assets
- Pricing models, tariff structure
- Reinsurance
- Optimum conservation
- Claim costs
- Intermediaries
- Insurance contract provisions

The most significant resource to manage the risk is the convenience of the data for analyzing which is
produced by Company’s operations (premium production resources, client, policy, product, branch,
commitment, claim file, numbers, premiums etc.)

Risk, in essence is a variable factor, therefore it is vital for Companies to follow the development of risk
down to the last detail and form and�or direct strategies according to risk. To manage risk, essential
point is to set up and activate internal control mechanisms for the identification of risk areas and points.
For this purpose, Company primarily has formed committees for risks for which they regard as
significant. Agency Risk Tracing Committee, Pricing and � atching Tariffs Committee, Claim and Risk
Acceptance Basics Committee are the main committees formed for risk management.

Insurable Assets

In insurance, segmentation is crucial for the identification of insurable assets. As it is prescribed by the
law, segmentation by branches, is not enough for the definition of risk. Defining various factors
separately by Company via the systems maintain meaningful connections like client, client’s insurance
demands, operation type, locality, external factor, past statistics, possible damage volume and
frequency, insurable securities and assets become convenient for pricing. In this stage today’s
communication platforms and technological advances enable to make faster and more accurate
definitions.

In addition to these, during insurance of Small and Middle Sized Enterprises (�SME�) and industrial risks,
risk acceptance and expertise evaluation criterias should be identified clearly and should put down in
black and white. Criterias for the acceptance of this kind of significant risks must be convenient with the
scope of reinsurance contracts made.
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4. Insurance and Financial Risk �anagement (continued)

4.1     Insurance Risk �anagement (continued)

Pricing models, tariff structure

Most important resource for to create the price of an insurance product is the past statistics. By using
the advanced technology, the accuracy of statistical data, security, entrance to the system convenient
for creating price and tariff and becoming meaningful information in the data set become possible. For
this purpose Company has made software investment in 2008. By this investment detailed analysis can
be made on the basis of distribution channel, risk location, style of use, client and policy. By this analysis
damage frequency and violence modeling systems and tariff and pricing process are implemented much
more sensitively. � ith the developments in planning and reporting fields, the effect of analysis of
Company’s premium production for current and previous year to period end and future periods can be
made via using current data and projected assumptions.

Reinsurance

Company is under risk due to assets taken under insurance commitment. By considering the
qualification (risk size, risk possibility) of insurance assets and Company’s equity power, Company
transfers some part of risks taken on to reinsurers via made agreements. After this transfer, while
Company is sharing the obtained premiums with transfer rate to reinsurer, Company takes commission
over it and shares the claim liability that it has to endure with same transfer rate to reinsurer too.

The power of the reinsurer that Company has made agreement for risk sharing, dependency of the
matters that put sides under obligation, criterias to transfer reinsurer (which kind of risks, commission to
receive, payment dates etc.) are determined as the significant risk areas in this matter.

Company transfer the risks as part of the proportional reinsurance agreements with surplus and quota-
share treaties by branches. For the business which exceeds treaty capacities varies for different
branches, facultative reinsurance is practiced by technical units.

Reinsurance firms which is worked mostly and their latest credit rating grades as follows:

Standard � Poor�s A� �est
Reinsurer �rading Appearance Date �rading Appearance Date

Milli Re  trAA  - - February 1, 2017 B� (�ood) Negative �une 24, 201�
Sompo �apan Nipponkoa
Insurance Inc. A� Stable �une 2, 201� A� (Superior) Stable �uly 21, 201�
Mapfre Re A Stable �uly 11,  201� A (Excellent) Stable October 21, 201�
Munich Re AA- Stable December 22, 200� A� (Superior) Stable October 22, 2015
Everest Re A� Stable March 13, 2009 A� (Superior) Stable September 9, 2015
�BE A� Stable May 11, 201� A (Excellent) Stable March 10, 201�

�ptimum conservation

Some of the risks that Company decided to adopt are valid which is similar to the risk emerged during
the reinsurance plan matter. For the risks which is under its conservation, Company purchases
protection in definite criterias (����) too. Company management believes that, Company’s data set’s
(statistics) quality helps the right evaluation of these data and the determination of optimum conservation
level.
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4. Insurance and Financial Risk �anagement (continued)

4.1    Insurance Risk �anagement (continued)

Claim costs

Claim costs is the Company’s main expense factor. From the risk standpoint, alongside it’s a direct cash
outflow factor, due to the obligation of compensating the victimization of insured, every process from the
notification of claim to the payment of claim should be divided into risk areas and should be followed.
Claim handling costs are settled down to every claim has reached to its real compensation amount and
to provide that every claim has been paid to right person or institution. During this process, arrangement
of insurance policy, client, insured assets, quality of claim, expertise, elimination of claim, spare parts
and labor etc. and other expense items are the risk and cost factors and they directly affect the technical
results of the Company. Company follows the relevant risk related with claim costs via Claim and Risk
Acceptance Basics Appraisal Committee.

Intermediaries

Company realizes significant part of premium production from insurance intermediaries (agency, broker,
banks etc.). Authorities of policy issuance and premium collections of intermediaries are transferred
authorities from insurance companies. From the selection of risk and client to offer right price, on the
other hand from incurred claims to collection of premium on time the senility that Companies are
responsible to show is to be expected from agencies too. However, Company makes the controls
whether authorized agencies rule their operations or not convenient with Company’s policy, via
analyzing the collected data by agency.

At the same time, in order to manage receivable transfer risk accurately, proper commitments are taken
by agency and it is practiced to increase the application of direct collection systems.

Insurance Contract Provisions

Company makes provisions for not yet due, not certain debts and liabilities and even if it has not occurred
per statistics income and expense factors that may bring right and�or liability. The primary objective here
is, Company’s responsibilities to government, clients, partners and shareholders are convenient with
laws and they are accurately stated in financial statements and Company’s books.

It is a significant risk that the technical provisions booked are not entirely enough to meet Company’s
liabilities. In this context, with the regulations it made legal authority has clearly stated that insurance
companies has to book the reserves that they need to make provisions are calculated standard and
accurately. In order to eliminate those risks, Company make practices for management of all risk areas
oriented to provide the security and accuracy of the data used and decent and fast practice of
management reporting system.

4.2. Financial risk management

Introduction and overview

This note shows the risks that Company is exposed to each one of stated below, accordingly Company’s
policy, procedures and aims in order to manage and measure it’s risks and information about capital
management. Company is exposed to the below risks emerged due to the usage of financial
instruments.

 Credit risk
 �iquidity risk
 Market risk
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4. Insurance and Financial Risk �anagement (continued)

4.2 Financial risk management (continued)

� hole responsibility belongs to the Board of Directors during the establishment and supervision of
structure of risk management. Board of Directors manage the effectiveness of risk management system
via Company’s internal audit department.

Company’s risk management policy are established in order to, identify and analyze the risks that
Company faces, determine the risk limits and controls, follow the risks and convenience of them to the
defined limits. Risk management policy and systems are reviewed regularly the way that they reflect the
changes in products and services presented and market conditions. Company aims to develop a
disciplined and constructive control environment that every employee understands their duty and
responsibilities via education and management standards.

Credit risk

Credit risk is simply defined as the possibility of other side is not able to fulfill its obligations convenient
with the confirmed agreement conditions. The main areas that Company is exposed to the credit risk
are as follows:

 Banks
 Cash and cash equivalents
 Financial instruments available for sell
 Held to maturity financial instruments
 Premium receivables from insured
 Receivables from agencies
 Receivables from reinsurers related with commission and claims paid
 Reinsurance shares arised from insurance liabilities
 Dues from related parties
 Other receivables

The Company’s financial assets, except for loans and receivables, which are subject to credit risk are
generally composed of domestic government bonds and time and demand deposits kept in banks and
other financial institutions in Turkey and such receivables are not deemed to have high credit risk.

Most common method to manage insurance risk is to make reinsurance contract. However, the transfer
of insurance risk via insurance contract does not remove the liability of first insurer Company. If
reinsurance firm does not pay the claim, Company’s responsibility against policyholder continues.
Company evaluates the reliability of reinsurance firm by investigating the financial position of the related
firm before the yearly contract made and by regarding the compensation payment performance of the
firm.

As of December 31, 201� and 2015, book value of assets that exposed to the credit risks are shown in
the table below.

December 31,
2016

December 31,
201�

Cash and cash equivalents (Note 14) 1.951.52�.�23 849.34�.420
Receivables from main operations (Note 12) 270.125.580 217.277.880
Reinsurer share in outstanding claims reserve (Note 10), (Note 17) 381.598.50� 2�2.1�7.751
Financial instruments (Note 11) - 31.132.95�
Other receivables (Note 12) 1.0�4.537 749.720
Due from related parties (Note 12) 1.158 18.427

Total 2.604.316.404 1.360.6�3.1�4
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4. Insurance and Financial Risk �anagement (continued)

4.2     Financial risk management (continued)

Li�uidity risk

�iquidity is the risk that the Company’s struggle to perform its obligations which is arised from financial
liabilities.

Management of liquidity risk

To avoid liquidity risk, maturity match between the assets and liabilities are considered, liquid assets are conserved
in order to meet liquidity need completely.

As of December 31, 201� and 2015 remaining maturity distribution of monetary assets and liabilities
are:

December 31, 2016 �ook value
�p to 1
month

1 �3
months

3 �6
months 6 � 12 months �ver 1 year

Cash and cash equivalents 1.951.52�.�23 420.872.100 595.025.349 5�2.104.3�3 354.703.753 18.821.058
Receivables from main operations 270.125.580 117.581.837 41.794.497 87.442.073 18.332.�57 4.974.51�
Due from shareholders 1.158 1.158 - - - -
Other receivables 1.0�4.537 1.0�4.537 - - - -

Total �onetary Assets 2.222.�1�.8�8 �3�.�1�.632 636.81�.846 64�.�46.436 3�3.036.410 23.���.��4

Payables from main operations 121.319.8�3 48.102.�10 18.054.7�1 45.140.921 10.021.571 -
Due to related parties - - - - - -
Other payables 49.210.7�5 23.571.784 25.�38.981 - - -
Insurance technical provisions (�) 738.841.514 - - - 738.841.514 -
Tax and other similar liabilities and
provisions for them 5�.423.711 39.389.154 17.034.557 - - -

Provisions related with other risks 7.929.897 - - - 4.511.821 3.418.07�

Total �onetary Liabilities ��3.�2�.��0 111.063.�48 60.�28.2�� 4�.140.�21 ��3.3�4.�06 3.418.0�6

�et �onetary Position 1.248.��2.148 428.4�6.084 ��6.0�1.�4� 604.40�.�1� (380.338.4�6) 20.3��.4�8

December 31, 201� �ook value
�p to 1
month

1 �3
months

3 �6
months 6 � 12 months �ver 1 year

Cash and cash equivalents 849.34�.420 170.305.745 2�2.423.247 173.110.414 243.507.014 -
Financial instruments and financial
investments that risk of them
belongs to insured 31.132.95� 31.132.95� - - - -

Receivables from main operations 217.277.880 79.80�.703 45.803.99� �9.092.252 5.884.847 1�.�90.082
Due from shareholders 18.427 18.427 - - - -
Other Receivables 749.720 749.720 - - - -

Total �onetary Assets 1.0�8.�2�.403 282.013.��1 308.22�.243 242.202.666 24�.3�1.861 16.6�0.082

Financial debts ��3.359 ��3.359 - - - -
Payables from main operations 90.�19.2�8 3�.820.953 21.�1�.83� 18.8�7.058 �.483.822 �.830.599
Due to related parties - - - - - -
Other payables 27.988.253 10.511.422 17.47�.�24 207 - -
Insurance technical provisions (�) 28�.�54.171 - - - 28�.�54.171 -
Tax and other similar liabilities and
provisions for them 20.954.584 20.954.584 - - - -

Provisions related with other risks �.329.5�5 - - - 3.�9�.208 2.�33.357

Total �onetary Liabilities 433.20�.200 68.��0.318 3�.0�3.460 18.86�.26� 2�6.834.201 �.463.��6

�et �onetary Position 66�.316.203 213.063.233 26�.133.�83 223.33�.401 (4�.442.340) �.226.126

(�) Outstanding claims reserves are classified in the current liabilities in the related financial statements.
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4. Insurance and Financial Risk �anagement (continued)

4.2     Financial risk management (continued)

�arket risk

Market risk is the risk that changes might happen in interest rate and currency rates may affect the
Company’s income or the value of financial assets that Company holds. The purpose of managing the
market risk is to control of market risk amount is at acceptable parameters by optimizing the risk
profitability.

Currency risk

Company is exposed to the currency risk due to insurance and reinsurance operations made indexed
to foreign exchange.

Foreign exchange gains and losses arised from foreign currency transactions are booked in records in
the period which process is taken place. At the end of the period, amount of foreign currency active and
passive accounts are valued using the T.C. Central Bank’s buying rate of exchange and converted to
T� and exchange differences occurred are reflected to books as a foreign exchange gain or loss.

The details of currency risk that Company is exposed to be is listed in the table below:

December 31, 2016 �SD E�R� �ther currencies Total

Cash and cash equivalents 1.75�.117 2.581.532 18.231 4.3��.880
Receivables from main operations 31.473.00� 48.442.048 54.372 ��.�6�.426

Total foreign exchange assets 33.22�.123 �1.023.�80 �2.603 84.32�.306

Payables from main operations 19.19�.129 35.013.401 14�.787 �4.3�6.31�
Insurance technical provisions 1.759.401 1.881.532 39.978 3.680.�11
Other payables 1.9�2.085 728.�14 - 2.6�0.6��

Total foreign exchange liabilities 22.�1�.61� 3�.623.�4� 186.�6� 60.�2�.�2�

�alance sheet position 10.311.�08 13.400.033 (114.162) 23.���.3��

December 31, 201� �SD E�R� �ther currencies Total

Cash and cash equivalents 3.009.090 1.849.7�7 4.008 4.862.86�
Receivables from main operations 34.�13.1�1 41.979.1�5 50.558 �6.642.884

Total foreign exchange assets 3�.622.2�1 43.828.�32 �4.�66 81.�0�.�4�

Payables from main operations 19.002.342 28.084.708 �2.412 4�.14�.462
Insurance technical provisions 1.38�.5�8 2.230.52� 13.817 3.630.�11
Other payables 8�2.19� 358.273 - 1.220.46�

Total foreign exchange liabilities 21.2�1.106 30.6�3.�0� �6.22� �2.000.842

�alance sheet position 16.3�1.14� 13.1��.42� (21.663) 2�.�04.�0�

In order to evaluate the table above related foreign currency amounts are converted to T�.
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4. Insurance and Financial Risk �anagement (continued)

4.2     Financial risk management (continued)

Currency risk (continued)

As at the end the of reporting period currency rates used to convert to foreign currencies are listed
below:

�SD E�R�

December 31, 201� 3,5192 3,7099
December 31, 2015 2,907� 3,177�

Exposed currency risk

Due to the possibility of T�’s �10 value decrease against currencies below, as of the period ended at
December 31, 201� and 2015 increase�(decrease) to be stated in equity and income statement (net of
deferred tax) is shown in the table below. This analysis is prepared assuming that all other variables,
especially interest rates remained stable. If T�’s value increases 10� against related currencies the
effect will be at the same amount but with reverse direction.

December 31,
2016

December 31,
201�

Income Statement Income Statement

�SD (1.031.151) (1.�37.115)
Euro (1.340.003) (1.315.543)
Other 11.41� 2.1��

Total, net (2.3��.�38) (2.��0.4�2)

The risk that available for sale financial instrument portfolios face is the fluctuation in the market value
of financial instruments as a result of the changes in interest rates. The basic risk that not available for
sale financial instrument portfolios experience is the loss which will emerge due to the fluctuation that
will occur in the upcoming cash flows and the decrease in fair value of financial instruments, as a result
of the changes in interest rates in the market. Management of interest rate risk is made by following the
interest rate margin and determining the previously approved limits for repricing bands.

As of December 31, 201� and 2015, interest profile of Company’s interest yield and not interest yield
financial assets and liabilities are detailed in the table below:

December 31, 2016 December 31, 201�
Fixed interest financial assets:

Banks deposit (Note 14) 1.503.593.0�3 581.300.212
     Financial instruments held to maturity - 10.425.440

Variable interest financial assets:
Available for sale financial instruments –
�overnment debt securities (Note 11) - 20.707.51�
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4. Insurance and Financial Risk �anagement (continued)

4.2     Financial risk management (continued)

Interest sensitivity of financial instruments

Interest senility of income statement is the effect of net interest income to the change of interest rate in
assumed defiance’s below, as of at the end of the years of December 31, 201� and 2015, fair value of
financial assets that their fair value differences are reflected to profit or loss, variable interest not
available for sale financial assets and liabilities. During this analysis, other variables, especially the
currency rates are assumed as stable. In below stated items, the effect of percentaged change in interest
rates to the income statement and equity is shown as ignoring the tax effect of related gain and losses.

As of December 31, 201�: None.

Income Statement E�uity

December 31, 201� 100 bp increase
100 bp

decrease
100 bp

increase
100 bp

decrease
Financial instruments available for sale (207.075) 207.075 (207.075) 207.075
Financial assets held to maturity (�) (8.875) 8.974 (8.875) 8.974
Total, net (21�.��0) 216.04� (21�.��0) 216.04�

(�) Equity effect also contains the effect of change in interest rate in items stated above to the income
statement.

Fair value demonstration

Estimated market value of financial instruments are determined by using the available market data and if it is
possible by using the favorable valuation methods. Company has classified the financial assets it holds as held for
trading and available for sale financial instruments. All financial assets has been measured by their fair value in
accompanying financial statements.

Company management estimates that the fair value of other financial assets and liabilities are not
significantly different than their registered value.

Classification related with fair value and measurement

�IFRS 7- Financial Instruments: Explanation� standard requires to state in a row by reflecting the
significance of the data which used to identify the fair value of financial instruments which is stated in
financial statements over their measured fair values. This classification essentially depends on the
relevant data is whether observable or not. Observable data means the usage of market data gathered
from independent resources and not observable data means the usage of Company’s market estimation
and assumptions. This kind of segregation generally reveals the below classifications.

1st �evel: Registered (unadjusted) prices in the active market for identical assets and liabilities,

2nd �evel: Directly (via prices) or by implication (by deriving from prices) observable data except the
registered prices for assets and liabilities which taken part in the 1st level.

3rd �evel: The data (not observable data) related to the assets and liabilities which does not depend on
the observable market data.
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4. Insurance and Financial Risk �anagement (continued)

4.2 Financial risk management (continued)

Classification requires that the usage of observable market data if it is applicable.

� ithin this framework, fair value classification of financial assets and liabilities measured by their fair
value is as stated below:

As of December 31, 201�: None.

December 31, 201� Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Total
Financial assets:
Financial assets held for trading –
Investment funds (Note 11) 20.707.51� - - 20.707.51�
Total financial assets 20.�0�.�16 - - 20.�0�.�16

Capital management

Company’s major capital management policies are stated below:

 To adapt the capital adequacy conditions determined by �ndersecretariat of Treasury
 By ensuring the Company’s sustainability providing permanent returns to shareholders and partners
 By determining the price of insurance policies in proportion with received insurance risk level,

providing sufficient return to shareholders

As of December 31, 201� Company’s minimum required equity capital amount calculated is T�
540.752.292 (December 31, 2015 – T� 285.�59.1�3). As of December 31, 201� Company’s equity
capital is T� 99.008.�23 (December 31, 2015 - T� 10.835.274 more) less than minimum required equity
capital amount.
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4. Insurance and Financial Risk �anagement (continued)

4.2     Financial risk management (continued)

�ains and losses arised from financial assets

December 31,
2016

December 31,
201�

Interest income gained from bank deposits 117.12�.900 52.701.980
Interest income gained from debt securities which is classified as held for
trading financial assets 1.��8.827 705.01�
Interest income gained from held to maturity bank bills 595.4�7 2.853.329
Foreign exchange gains 14.2�4.807 13.1�9.971
Maturity difference interest income 1.0�5 -
Income gained from Building, �and and Property 3�.590 9.418
Other income � (expenses) (104.318) 14.5�5
�ains obtained from financial assets 133.�8�.338 6�.4�4.2��

Foreign exchange loss (11.521.181) (7.�75.418)
Losses obtained from financial assets (11.�21.181) (�.6��.418)

�et financial gains and losses recogni�ed in the income statement 122.068.1�� 61.��8.861

� Segment information

A segment is a severable part of Company’s product or service production (operating segments) or
economic environment (geographical section) in which risk and benefits of products and services
produced may be distinguished from other segments.

Scope sections: As of the end of the reporting period, since the Company carries operations in the
non-life insurance field which is followed as a sole reporting section, segment reporting is not presented.

Reporting by geographical sections: Since the main geographical area in which Company operates
is Turkey, reporting by geographical sections is not presented.
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6 Tangible fixed assets

Movement of tangible fixed assets between the periods of �anuary 1 - December 31, 201� and �anuary
1 - December 31, 2015 are as follows:

January 1,
2016 Addition Disposal

December 31,
2016

Cost:
Investment properties (Note 7) 1.410.850 240.150 - 1.�51.000
Furniture and fixtures 9.549.299 5.800.593 (1.448.5�3) 13.901.329
Motor vehicles 322.587 - - 322.587
Other tangible assets (including leasehold
improvements) 5.871.�22 2.151.954 (1.120.78�) �.902.790
Fixed assets obtained via leasing 797.040 - (724.231) 72.809
Advances given for tangible fixed assets 17�.9�8 - (17�.9�8) -

18.128.366 8.1�2.6�� (3.4�0.�48) 22.8�0.�1�

Accumulated depreciation:
Investment properties (Note 7) (53.783) (31.280) - (85.0�3)
Furniture and fixtures (5.373.7�1) (1.8�0.724) 1.377.50� (5.85�.979)
Motor vehicles (22�.154) (49.331) - (275.485)
Other tangible assets (including leasehold
improvements) (2.094.3��) (1.142.08�) 981.�07 (2.254.845)
Fixed assets obtained via leasing (797.039) - 724.230 (72.809)

(8.�4�.103) (3.083.421) 3.083.343 (8.�4�.181)

�et book value �.�83.263 �.10�.2�6 (38�.20�) 14.30�.334

January 1,
201� Addition Disposal

December 31,
201�

Cost:
Investment properties (Note 7) 2.835.850 - (1.425.000) 1.410.850
Furniture and fixtures 8.383.422 1.757.892 (592.015) 9.549.299
Motor vehicles 320.427 2.1�0 - 322.587
Other tangible assets (including leasehold
improvements) 5.059.748 1.084.85� (272.982) 5.871.�22
Fixed assets obtained via leasing 911.541 - (114.501) 797.040
Advances given for tangible fixed assets - 17�.9�8 - 17�.9�8

1�.�10.�88 3.021.8�6 (2.404.4�8) 18.128.366

Accumulated depreciation:
Investment properties (Note 7) (155.�05) (32.928) 134.750 (53.783)
Furniture and fixtures (4.477.194) (1.383.134) 48�.5�7 (5.373.7�1)
Motor vehicles (1�3.054) (�3.100) - (22�.154)
Other tangible assets (including leasehold
improvements) (1.451.708) (878.72�) 23�.0�8 (2.094.3��)
Fixed assets obtained via leasing (911.540) - 114.501 (797.039)

(�.1��.101) (2.3��.888) ��1.886 (8.�4�.103)

�et book value 10.3�1.88� 663.�88 (1.432.612) �.�83.263

Revaluation is not applied over tangible fixed assets.

There is no change in depreciation calculation methods in current year.
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�. Investment properties

As of balance sheet date, details of investment properties as follows:

December 31, 2016 December 31, 201�
�ook value �ook value

Malatya – Office 4�.294 4�.294
�onya – �aratay, �and �.931 �.931
stanbul Esenyurt Flat 85.000 85.000

Heybeli Ada- House 749.022 749.022
zmir Bornova- Building 523.�03 523.�03

Sapanca 240.150 -

Total 1.6�1.000 1.410.8�0

Accumulated depreciations (85.0�3) (53.783)

�et book value 1.�6�.�3� 1.3��.06�

Rent income gained from investment properties in current year is T� 3�.590 (December 31, 2015: T�
9.418)

8. Intangible fixed assets

Movement of intangible fixed assets between the periods of �anuary 1 - December 31, 201� and �anuary
1 - December 31, 2015 are as follows:

January 1, 2016 Additions Disposals December 31, 2016
Cost:
Other intangible fixed assets 10.2�9.484 2.25�.311 - 12.525.795
Advances given 200.000 1.294.829 - 1.494.829

10.46�.484 3.��1.140 - 14.020.624

Accumulated amorti�ation:
Other intangible fixed assets (5.�88.381) (1.570.310) - (7.258.�91)

�et book value 4.�81.103 1.�80.830 - 6.�61.�33

January 1, 201� Additions Disposals December 31, 201�
Cost:
Other intangible fixed assets 8.875.549 1.415.175 (21.240) 10.2�9.484
Advances given - 200.000 - 200.000

8.8��.�4� 1.61�.1�� (21.240) 10.46�.484

Accumulated amorti�ation:
Other intangible fixed assets (4.570.281) (1.131.�70) 13.570 (5.�88.381)

�et book value 4.30�.268 483.�0� (�.6�0) 4.�81.103
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�. Investments in associates

December 31, 2016 December 31, 201�
Registered value Share rate� Registered value Share rate�

Tar m Sig. Havuz lt. A. . 220.125 4,17 220.125 4,17

Associates, net 220.12� 220.12�

�ame
Total

Assets Total E�uity

Retained
earnings�

(losses)

�et profit�
(loss) of

the period Audited Period

Tar m Sig. Havuz lt. A 15.153.713 9.070.575 - 1.121.5�5 None December 31, 2016

Tar m Sig. Havuz lt. A 12.325.052 7.949.010 - 790.4�0 None December 31, 201�

10. Reinsurance assets and liabilities

Reinsurance assets and liabilities of Company’s cedent business title as a result of the current
reinsurance agreements are showed detailed in the table below.

Reinsurance assets
December 31,

2016
December 31,

201�

Reinsurer’s share of outstanding claim reserve (Note 17) 381.598.50� 2�2.1�7.751
Reinsurer’s share of unearned premiums reserve (Note 17) 18�.237.499 1�3.991.224
Reinsurer’s share of equalization reserve (Note 17) 52.284.152 39.851.21�
Receivables from reinsurance firms (Note 12) 3.778.004 1.033.372
Reinsurer’s share of unexpired risks reserve (Note 17) 3.�09.717 2.329.804
Total 62�.�0�.8�8 46�.3�3.36�

There is not recognized impairment related with reinsurance assets.

Reinsurance liabilities
December 31,

2016
December 31,

201�
Payables to reinsurance firms, net (Note 19) 97.941.255 �7.53�.381
Deferred commission income (Note 19) 37.9�4.557 33.44�.835
Total 13�.�0�.812 100.�83.216
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10. Reinsurance assets and liabilities (continued)

�ains and losses which recognized in the income statement according to the Company’s reinsurance
agreements are shown in the table below:

December 31,
2016

December 31,
201�

Ceded premiums to reinsurer in the current period (322.192.15�) (29�.��1.805)
Reinsurer’s share of unearned premiums reserve at the beginning of the year (1�3.991.224) (120.882.717)
Reinsurer’s share of unearned premiums reserve at the end of the year 18�.237.499 1�3.991.224
Earned reinsurer premiums (2��.�4�.881) (2�3.��3.2�8)
Reinsurer share of claims paid in the current period (Note 17) 93.47�.�08 91.114.427
Reinsurer share of outstanding claims reserve at the beginning of the year
(Note 17) (2�2.1�7.751) (128.813.202)
Reinsurer share of outstanding claims reserve at the end of the year
(Note 17) 381.598.50� 2�2.1�7.751
Reinsurer�s share in claims (�ote 1�) 212.�0�.363 224.468.��6

Accrued commission income in the period from reinsurers (Note 32) 58.935.�15 59.543.91�
Deferred commission income at the beginning of the year 33.44�.835 29.935.524
Deferred commission income at the end of the year (Note 19), (Note 32) (37.9�4.557) (33.44�.835)
Commission income earned from reinsurers (�ote 32) �4.41�.8�3 �6.032.60�

Change in unexpired risk reserves, reinsurer share (Note 17) 1.279.913 (7.158.158)
Change in equalization reserve, reinsurer share (Note 17) 12.432.93� 11.937.�03

Total, net (18.�0�.��6) 31.�2�.�28

11. Financial assets

Details of Company’s held for trading financial assets are as follows:

As of December 31, 201�: None.

December 31, 201�
�ominal

value Ac�uiring cost Fair value �ook value

Debt Instruments:
Investment funds – T� 19.997.485 19.997.485 20.707.51� 20.707.51�

Total financial assets held for trading 1�.���.48� 1�.���.48� 20.�0�.�16 20.�0�.�16
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11. Financial assets (continued)

Details of Company’s financial assets held to maturity are as follows:

As of December 31, 201�: None.

December 31, 201�
�ominal

value Ac�uiring cost Fair value �ook value

Debt securities:
Bank bills – T� 10.550.000 10.01�.�33 10.425.440 10.425.440

Total financial assets held to maturity 10.��0.000 10.016.633 10.42�.440 10.42�.440

There is not overdue but not impaired yet financial assets in Company’s financial asset portfolio.

There is not security that represents borrowing which is issued in the current period or amortized in the
current period of previously issued.

Movement of financial assets in the period is as follows:

December
31, 2016

�eld for
trading FV

Available
for sale FV

�eld to
maturity Total

Value at the beginning of the period 20.707.51� - 10.425.440 31.132.955
Acquisitions in the current period - - 11.029.093 11.029.093
Disposals (amortization and sales) (22.0�9.584) - (21.8��.904) (43.93�.488)
Change in fair value of financial assets (Note 1�) 1.3�2.0�8 - 412.371 1.774.440

Value at the end of the year - - - -

December
31, 201�

�eld for
trading FV

Available
for sale FV

�eld to
maturity Total

Value at the beginning of the period - - 39.472.113 39.472.113
Acquisitions in the current period 19.997.485 - 24.317.998 44.315.483
Disposals (amortization and sales) - - (52.17�.300) (52.17�.300)
Change in fair value of financial assets (Note 1�) 710.031 - 408.807 1.118.838
Change in acquisition cost of amortized financial
assets - - (1.597.178) (1.597.178)

Value at the end of the year 20.�0�.�16 - 10.42�.440 31.132.��6
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12. Loans and receivables

December 31, 2016 December 31, 201�

Receivables from main operations (Note 4.2) 270.125.580 217.277.880
Other receivables (Note 4.2) 1.0�4.537 749.720
Due from related parties (Note 4.2), (Note 45) 1.158 18.427

Total 2�1.1�1.2�� 218.046.02�

Short term receivables 2��.21�.759 201.355.945
Middle and long term receivables 4.974.51� 1�.�90.082

Total 2�1.1�1.2�� 218.046.02�

(�)  As of December 31, 201� Company’s other receivables amounted T� 1.0�4.537 (December 31,
2015 – T� 749.720) consists of receivables from TCIP, deposits and commitments given and
other receivables.

As of December 31, 201� and 2015 details of Company’s receivable from main operations account is
as follows:

December 31,
2016

December 31,
201�

Receivables from agency, broker and intermediaries 238.175.928 194.274.512
Allowance for doubtful receivables from main operations- subrogation receivables 43.755.793 34.082.503
The amounts to be collected via subrogation and salvage 24.758.741 17.752.817
Receivables from main operations- �egal follow-up �.141.792 �.370.139
Receivables from insured 3.939.383 4.034.725
Receivables from reinsurance firms (Note 10) 3.778.004 1.033.372
Receivables from insurance companies 4.108.934 2.8�0.833
Rediscount of receivables from insurance operations (1.344.525) (1.�32.491)

Total receivable from insurance operations 323.314.0�0 2�8.��6.410

Allowance for doubtful receivable from main operations – subrogation receivables (Note 4.2) (43.755.793) (34.082.503)
Allowance for doubtful receivable from main operations – legal and execution follow-up
(Note 4.2) (4.884.480) (4.884.901)

Impairment provision of premium receivables from agency, broker and intermediaries (3.49�.739) (2.2�8.379)
Provision of subrogation and salvage receivable (1.051.458) (2�2.747)

Total provisions for receivables from insurance operations (�3.188.4�0) (41.4�8.�30)

Receivables from main operations, net 2�0.12�.�80 21�.2��.880

Company makes provisions for receivables as following the dated September 20, 2010 published by
�ndersecretariat of Treasury �Circular numbered 2010�13 Related with Subrogation and Salvage
Income� which states following the � months of claim payment of accrued subrogation receivables for
in debt insurance firm or following the 4 months for 3rd parties. As of December 31, 201� Company has
made provisions for receivable amounted to T� 391.040 (December 31, 2015 – T� 2�2.747) for the
subrogation receivables not collected in the periods stated in the circular above.
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12. Loans and receivables (continued)

As of December 31, 201� and 2015 aging of receivables from main operations is as follows:

December 31, 2016 December 31, 201�

�ross Amount
�ooked

provision
�ross

Amount
�ooked

provision

Not yet due receivables 2�8.8�8.2�8 - 1�1.018.834 -
0-30 days overdue receivables - - 21.972.884 -
31-�0 days overdue receivables - - 14.800.597 -
�1-180 days overdue receivables - - 12.43�.049 -
181-3�5 days overdue receivables (�) 4.548.197 (4.548.197) 4.7�8.433 (2.531.12�)
More than 1 year overdue receivables �.141.792 (4.884.480) 9.�97.110 (4.884.901)
Doubtful subrogation receivables from main
operations 43.755.793 (43.755.793) 34.082.503 (34.082.503)

Total 323.314.0�0 (�3.188.4�0) 2�8.��6.410 (41.4�8.�30)

(�)  As following the article dated February 3, 2005 and numbered B.02.1.HM.O.S�M.0.3.1�01�05 which is
published by �ndersecretariat of Treasury, if subrogation transactions are made via case�execution way
related amounts are followed in the financial statements under allowance for doubtful receivables from main
operations and allowance for doubtful receivable with the same amount is booked. Additionally in the
financial statements prepared as of December 31, 201� and 2015, Company recognizes and make
provisions according to the bases stated in the circular dated September 20, 2010 and numbered 2010�13
published by �ndersecretariat of Treasury.

Movement of provision for receivables from insurance operations in the period as follows:

December 31,
2016

December 31,
201�

Provision for receivables from insurance operations at the
beginning of the period 41.498.530 27.855.374
Booked provisions in the period for agency receivables 1.227.938 2.207.243
Booked provisions in the period for subrogation and salvage
receivables 10.4�2.002 11.435.913

Provision for receivables from insurance operation at the
end of the year �3.188.4�0 41.4�8.�30

As of December 31, 201� and 2015, details of received mortgage and other commitments for
receivables are as follows:

December 31,
2016

December 31,
201�

Mortgage bonds 23.725.000 24.350.000
�uarantee letters 19.180.500 19.525.500
Other commitments received 4.723.324 3.004.405
Other guarantee and bails 5.733.902 5.283.�41

Total �3.362.�26 �2.163.�46
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12. Loans and receivables (continued)

Doubtful receivable amounts booked for due and not yet due receivables

a)  Movement of allowance for doubtful receivables (due) in legal and execution follow-up in the
period as follows:

December 31,
2016

December 31,
201�

Receivable provision in legal and execution follow-up at the beginning of
the period 4.884.901 3.�02.498
Cancellations in the period (1�.079) (1.102)
Booked provision in current period 15.�58 1.283.505

Receivable provision in legal and execution follow-up at the end of
the year 4.884.480 4.884.�01

b)  Movement of premium receivable provisions in the period as follows:

December 31,
2016

December 31,
201�

Premium receivable provision at the beginning of the period 2.2�8.379 1.343.539
Cancellations in the period - (424.753)
Booked provision in current period 1.228.3�0 1.349.593

Premium receivable provision at the end of the year 3.4�6.�3� 2.268.3��

c)  Movement of subrogation receivable provision which is subject to a suit in the period as follows:

December 31, 2016
December 31,

201�

Receivable provision which is subject to a suit at the beginning of the
year 34.082.503 21.782.881
Net booked provision in current period 9.�73.290 12.299.�22

Receivable provision which is sub�ect to a suit at the end of the
year 43.���.��3 34.082.�03

d) Movement of subrogation and salvage receivables provisions in the period as follows:

December 31,
2016

December 31,
201�

Subrogation and salvage receivables provision at the beginning of the
year 2�2.747 1.12�.45�
Booked�cancelled provisions in the current period 788.711 (8�3.709)

Subrogation and salvage receivables provision at the beginning
of the year 1.0�1.4�8 262.�4�

Company’s receivable and payable relationship with shareholders, subsidiaries and associates are
stated detailed in Note 45.

Receivables and payables which does not have an exchange rate guarantee and represented via foreign
currencies and the separate amounts of current foreign exchange moneys and their conversion rate to
T� is stated in Note 4.2.
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13. Derivative financial instruments

As of December 31, 201� and 2015 Company does not have any derivative financial instruments.

14. Cash and cash e�uivalents

As of December 31, 201� and 2015 the details of cash and cash equivalents is as follows:

December 31,
2016

December 31,
201�

Bank deposits 1.512.991.801 584.202.352
Bank guaranteed credit card receivables with a maturity of less
than  3 months 437.818.457 2�4.204.425
Other Cash and Cash Equivalents 71�.3�5 939.�43

Total 1.��1.�26.623 84�.346.420

As of December 31, 201� and 2015 details of bank deposits account as follows:

December 31, 2016 December 31, 201�
�riginal amount TL amount �riginal amount TL amount

Demand:
�SD 145.0�1 510.499 142.192 413.437
E�R �02.1�4 2.233.9�9 290.039 921.�28
�BP 3.�44 15.739 707 3.041
�P� 83.000 2.492 40.174 9�7
T� �.�3�.039 �.�3�.039 1.5�3.0�7 1.5�3.0�7

Time:
�SD 328.17� 1.154.917 885.019 2.573.282
E�R 92.�00 343.53� 275.003 873.850
T� 1.502.094.�10 1.502.094.�10 577.853.080 577.853.080

Total 1.�12.��1.801 �84.202.3�2

As of December 31, 201� and 2015 other cash and cash equivalents consist of credit card receivables.
Credit card receivables are hold for 2� and 90 days blockage in account.

As of December 31, 201� maturity of amounted T� 1.503.593.0�3 (December 31, 2015 – T�
581.300.212) time deposits is between 3 to 749 days (December 31, 2015 – 1 to 73� days). As of
December 31, 201� time deposits T� interest rate is between �10,85 - � 13,70 (December 31, 2015 -
�10,45 - �13,75) and foreign currency time deposits interest rate is between �0,10 - �0,20 (December
31, 2015 - �0,10 - �0,20).
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14. Cash and cash e�uivalents (continued)

Details of financial assets which Company gave as a commitment on behalf of �ndersecretariat of
Treasury as a need of insurance operations is as follows:

December 31, 2016
�ominal value Ac�uisition cost Fair value �ook value

Time deposits (Note 17) 159.700.000 159.700.000 172.150.5�4 172.150.5�4

Total 1��.�00.000 1��.�00.000 1�2.1�0.�64 1�2.1�0.�64

December 31, 201�
�ominal value Ac�uisition cost Fair value �ook value

Time deposits (Note 17) 72.050.000 72.050.000 78.707.�57 78.707.�57

Total �2.0�0.000 �2.0�0.000 �8.�0�.6�� �8.�0�.6��

1�. Capital

Paid Capital

As of December 31, 201� and 2015 Company’s registered capital is T� 40.000.000 and Company’s
capital is comprised of issued and worth of �uru  1 nominal value for each one of 4.000.000.000
numbers of shares.

There is no privilege recognized to equity shares which represents the capital.

As of December 31, 201� and 2015 Sompo �apan Nipponkoa Insurance Inc is the capital group which
has a dominance on Company’s capital directly or implicitly.

Sompo �apan Insurance Inc. has merged with Nipponkoa Insurance Co., �td. and Company’s title has
changed as Sompo �apan Nipponkoa Insurance Inc. as of September, 2014.

There is not Company’s own equity shares which is kept by Company or Company’s associate or
Company’s subsidiaries. There is not equity shares in Company to issue for float shares by force of
futures and contracts.

Company’s main shareholder in 2010, Fiba Holding A. . has signed a contract on �une 15, 2010 with
Sompo �apan Nipponkoa Insurance Inc. to transfer the all the shares it holds to. Following the
permission of �ndersecretariat of Treasury dated on October 8, 2010 and numbered 47481, on
November 2, 2010 Company has transferred its majority shares to Sompo �apan Nipponkoa Insurance
Inc.

� ith Board of Directors decision dated October 31, 201� and numbered 538, the 399.�00.000 number
of shares with a nominal value of T� 3.99�.000 which European Bank for Reconstruction and
Development holds has been transferred to Sompo �apan Nipponkoa Insurance Inc.

Legal reserves

The legal reserves consist of first and second reserves, appropriated in accordance with the Turkish
Commercial Code (�TCC�), The TCC stipulates that the first legal reserve is appropriated out of statutory
profits at the rate of 5� p.a., until the total reserve reaches 20� of the Company’s paid-in share capital.
The second legal reserve is appropriated at the rate of 10� p.a. of all cash distributions in excess of 5�
of the paid-in share capital. �nder the TCC, the legal reserves can only be used to offset losses and are
not available for any other usage unless they exceed 50� of paid-in share capital.
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1�. Capital (continued)

Movement table of legal reserves is as follows:

December 31, 2016 December 31, 201�

�egal reserves at the beginning of the year 17.548.971 15.572.1�7
Transfer from current year profit 1.359.59� 1.97�.804

Legal reserves at the end of the year 18.�08.�6� 1�.�48.��1

Extraordinary reserves

Movement table of extraordinary reserves as follows:

December 31, 2016 December 31, 201�

Extraordinary reserves at the beginning of the year 184.843.911 147.284.�2�
Transfer from current year profit 25.832.315 37.559.285

Extraordinary reserves at the end of the year 210.6�6.226 184.843.�11

�ther profit reserves

At dated �uly 4, 2007 and numbered 2007�3 published by �ndersecretariat of Treasury �Circular of
Orientation of Provisions of Insurance, Reinsurance and Pension Firms to the numbered 5�84 Provisions
of Insurance �aws� for the year 2007 it is sentenced not to book earthquake damage provision. However,
previously booked earthquake damage provisions (earthquake damage provision amount which is stated in
balance sheet as of December 31, 200�) are required to transfer to voluntary reserves according to the
temporary 5th item of mentioned law, for this purpose it is stated that the current earthquake damage
provision amount as of December 31, 200� and including the gains obtained via directing related amount
to investment, related provisions are going to be transferred to 549.01 account �transferred earthquake
damage provisions� which will be identified as of September 1, 2007 and it will not be a subject to dividend
payment and will not be transferred to another account under no circumstances. Following related circular
Company has stated T� 8.808.507 (December 31, 2015 – T� 8.808.057) earthquake damage provision
under other profit reserves which Company has booked in its December 31, 200� financials due to the
earthquake damage provision Company has booked and including the gains obtained via directing related
amount to investment.

16. �ther Provisions and Capital Component of Discretionary Participation

As of December 31, 201� and 2015 there is not any other reserves which is stated under equity except
the previously booked earthquake damage provision which is recognized under �other profit reserves�.
As of December 31, 201� and 2015 Company does not have a contract with a future of capital
component of discretionary participation.
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1�. Insurance liabilities and reinsurance assets

Details of Company’s insurance technical provisions as of December 31, 201� and 2015 is as follows:

December 31, 2016 December 31, 201�

�ross unearned premiums reserve 1.228.527.91� �33.470.787
Reinsurer’s share of unearned premiums reserve
(Note 10) (18�.237.499) (1�3.991.224)
SSI’s share of unearned premiums reserve (75.�4�.023) (2�.83�.292)
�nearned premiums reserve, net �66.644.3�4 442.643.2�1
�ross outstanding claim reserve 1.120.440.020 548.821.922
Reinsurer’s share of gross outstanding claim reserve
(Note 4.2) (Note 10) (381.598.50�) (2�2.1�7.751)
�utstanding claim reserve, net �38.841.�14 286.6�4.1�1
Equalization reserve 74.1�8.8�2 58.124.7�1
Reinsurer’s share of equalization reserve (Note 10) (52.284.152) (39.851.21�)
E�uali�ation reserve, net 21.884.�10 18.2�3.�4�
�nexpired risks reserve 3.75�.908 19.824.141
Reinsurer’s share of unexpired risks reserve (Note 10) (3.�09.717) (2.329.804)
�nexpired risks reserve, net 14�.1�1 1�.4�4.33�
Total technical provisions, net 1.�2�.�1�.80� �6�.06�.324

Short term 1.705.�33.099 74�.791.779
Middle and long term 21.884.710 18.273.545

Total technical provisions, net 1.�2�.�1�.80� �6�.06�.324

Unearned premiums reserve:

December 31, 2016

�ross
Reinsurer and

SSI share �et
�nearned premiums reserve at the beginning of the year �33.470.787 (190.827.51�) 442.�43.271
� ritten premiums in the period 2.23�.15�.139 (4�1.931.278) 1.774.224.8�1
Earned premiums in the period (1.�41.099.010) 390.875.272 (1.250.223.738)
�nearned premiums reserve at the end of the year 1.228.�2�.�16 (261.883.�22) �66.644.3�4
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1�. Insurance liabilities and reinsurance assets (continued)

December 31, 201�

�ross
Reinsurer and

SSI share �et
�nearned premiums reserve at the beginning
of the year 357.�34.493 (128.275.153) 229.359.340
� ritten premiums during the period 1.0�3.474.233 (333.908.325) 729.5�5.908
Earned premiums during the period (787.�37.939) 271.355.9�2 (51�.281.977)
�nearned premiums reserve at the end of the year 633.4�0.�8� (1�0.82�.�16) 442.643.2�1

Outstanding claim reserve:

December 31, 2016

�ross
Reinsurer and

SSI share �et
Outstanding claim reserve at the beginning
of the year 548.821.922 (2�2.1�7.751) 28�.�54.171
Reported claims in the period and the changes in
estimations of outstanding claim reserve at the
beginning of the year 1.124.99�.431 (212.907.3�3) 912.089.0�8
Claim payments during the period (553.378.333) 93.47�.�08 (459.901.725)
�utstanding claim reserve at the end of the year 1.120.440.020 (381.��8.�06) �38.841.�14

December 31, 201�

�ross
Reinsurer and

SSI share �et
Outstanding claim reserve at the beginning
of the year 337.531.�42 (128.813.202) 208.718.440
Reported claims in the period and the changes in
estimations of outstanding claim reserve at the
beginning of the year 595.272.848 (224.4�8.97�) 370.803.872
Claim payments during the period (383.982.5�8) 91.114.427 (292.8�8.141)
�utstanding claim reserve at the end of the year �48.821.�22 (262.16�.��1) 286.6�4.1�1

December 31, 2016 December 31, 201�

�ross
Reinsurer

share �et �ross
Reinsurer

share �et

Incurred and reported claims 702.�53.500 (320.748.298) 381.905.202 431.373.405 (228.409.120) 202.9�4.285
Incurred but not reported claims 417.78�.520 (�0.850.208) 35�.93�.312 117.448.517 (33.758.�31) 83.�89.88�

Total 1.120.440.020 (381.��8.�06) �38.841.�14 �48.821.�22 (262.16�.��1) 286.6�4.1�1
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1�. Insurance liabilities and reinsurance assets (continued)

Equalization reserve:

December 31, 2016
�ross Reinsurer share �et

Equalization reserve at the beginning of the year 58.124.7�1 (39.851.21�) 18.273.545
Net change 1�.044.101 (12.432.93�) 3.�11.1�5

E�uali�ation reserve at the end of the year �4.168.862 (�2.284.1�2) 21.884.�10

December 31, 201�
�ross Reinsurer share �et

Equalization reserve at the beginning of the year 42.975.751 (27.913.�13) 15.0�2.138
Net change 15.149.010 (11.937.�03) 3.211.407

E�uali�ation reserve at the end of the year �8.124.�61 (3�.8�1.216) 18.2�3.�4�

Unexpired risk reserve:

December 31, 2016
Gross Reinsurer share Net

Unexpired risk reserve at the beginning of the year 19.824.141 (2.329.804) 17.494.337
Net change (16.067.233) (1.279.913) (17.347.146)

Unexpired risk reserve at the end of the year 3.756.908 (3.609.717) 147.191

December 31, 2015
Gross Reinsurer share Net

Unexpired risk reserve at the beginning of the year 19.401.907 (9.487.962) 9.913.945
Net change 422.234 7.158.158 7.580.392

Unexpired risk reserve at the end of the year 19.824.141 (2.329.804) 17.494.337

Claims development table

The main assumption used to predict the outstanding claim reserve is Company’s claim development
experience from the past periods. Company management uses its own judgments while determining
how external factors like legal decisions and changes in regulations will affect the outstanding claim
reserve. Sensitivity of some estimations like legal changes and uncertainties during the prediction
process is not measurable. Besides, long delays between the time of claim incurred and the time
payment is made inhibits the determination of outstanding claim reserve definitely as of balance sheet
date. Therefore, total liabilities may differ depending on the subsequent events and the differences
occurred due to the re-estimation of liabilities are reflected to financial statement in upcoming periods.
The development of insurance liabilities enables to measure the Company’s performance of estimation
of total claim liabilities. The numbers that is shown in the upside of below tables, from the years claims
has incurred in, show the change of Company’s total estimations for claims in the subsequent years.
The numbers that is shown in the underside of the tables, give the outstanding claim reserves stated in
financial statements and their confirmation.
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17. �nsurance liabilities and reinsurance assets (continued)

�uarantees to be provided for life and non-life insurance branches and guarantees provided for life and
non-life insurances based on assets

December 31, 2016 December 31, 2015
�o be

provided(��) �rovided(�) �ook value
�o be

provided(��) �rovided(�)
�ook
value

Non-life�
�inancial assets (Note 11) (�) 159.415.251 159.700.000 172.150.564 72.035.132 72.050.000 78.707.657

�otal 159.415.251 159.700.000 172.150.564 72.035.132 72.050.000 78.707.657

(�) �n accordance with the article 6 of Communiqu� regarding �The �inancial Structure of �nsurance, �einsurance and �ension
Companies�, government bonds classified under financial assets are shown by using the daily prices published by CB�T as
of �ecember 31, 2016 and 2015.

(��) �n accordance with the article 7 of Communiqu� regarding �The �inancial Structure of �nsurance, �einsurance and �ension
Companies�, insurance companies and pension companies operating in the life and personal accident branches have to
provide their guarantees following the 2 months of capital adequacy calculation periods. �n accordance with Communiqu�
regarding �The �inancial Structure of �nsurance, �einsurance and �ension Companies� Companies send their capital
adequacy table to Undersecretariat of Treasury for the �une and �ecember periods within the 2 months period.

�nsurance �uarantee amounts �iven by branches

December 31,
2016

December 31,
2015

Third party liability for motor vehicles (�T��) 6.992.291.487.653 3.001.083.725.813
�ire and natural disasters 435.183.684.347 398.402.745.186
�eneral losses 102.729.329.532 93.829.586.089
�arine 102.463.578.551 81.450.010.891
�ealth 66.061.072.164 42.270.846.490
�ccident 23.728.600.865 18.517.585.310
�eneral liability 21.289.677.540 16.503.542.299
�otor �ehicles 18.841.852.458 14.517.589.882
�egal protection 13.841.274.345 9.001.569.307
�inancial losses 11.108.127.986 10.771.425.332
� ater Crafts 668.509.603 347.212.147
�ircraft 612.409.120 1.536.935.445
� ater crafts liability 491.768.482 488.204.331

�otal 7.789.311.372.646 3.688.720.978.522
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17. �nsurance liabilities and reinsurance assets (continued)

Number of life policies, the number and mathematical reserve amount of the life policies that enter
and exit durin� the year�

None.

Number and net premium amounts of life policies that ender durin� the year and their distribution
by individual and �roup�

None.

Number and net premium amounts of life policies that exit durin� the year and their distribution by
individual and �roup�

None.

�ccrued subro�ation and salva�e income

�s of �ecember 31, 2016 Company has subrogation and salvage income amounted T� 15.890.503
(�ecember 31, 2015 � T� 13.050.632).

Deferred production expenses

�anging in the following periods of paid commissions to related intermediaries for premium production is
capitali�ed under the �prepaid expenses� account. �repaid expenses amounted T� 166.143.288
(�ecember 31, 2015 � T� 100.381.785) consists of deferred production commissions amounted T�
156.557.030 (�ecember 31, 2015 � T� 94.793.346) and other prepaid expenses amounted T� 9.586.258
(�ecember 31, 2015 � T� 5.588.439).

�ovement of deferred production commissions as of �ecember 31, 2016 and 2015 is as follows�

December 31, 2016 December 31, 2015

�eferred production commissions at the beginning
of the year 94.793.346 59.493.283
Commissions to intermediaries accrued during the period
(Note 32) 296.432.012 171.900.639
Commissions recogni�ed as expense during the period
(Note 32) (234.668.328) (136.600.576)

Deferred production commissions at the end of the year 156.557.030 94.793.346

�ndividual pension

None.

18. �nvestment contract liabilities

None.
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19. �rade and other payables, deferred income

December 31,
2016

December 31,
2015

�ayables from main operations 121.319.863 90.619.268
�ncome related to future months�years and expense
accruals 41.012.557 35.115.723
Taxes and other similar liabilities to be paid and
their provisions 56.423.711 20.954.584
�ther payables 49.210.765 27.988.253
�ues to related parties - -

�otal 267.966.896 174.677.828

Short term payables 262.680.257 171.333.751
�iddle and long term payables 5.286.639 3.344.077

�otal 267.966.896 174.677.828

� ith �Numbered 6111 �aw to make change in �estructuring of Some �eceivables and Social �nsurance
and �eneral �ealth �nsurance �aw and Some �ther �aw and �elegated �egislations� dated �ebruary 25,
2011 and numbered 27857 came into force by issued in �fficial �a�ette and dated �ugust 27, 2012 and
numbered 28038 issued in the �fficial �a�ette ��egulation of �ules and �rocedures �elated with the
Collection of Service �ees which is presented to � hom it may Concern due to the Traffic �ccidents� and
written premiums between the time period of �egulation numbered 2012�17 and all of the payable amount
T� 38.281.713 (�ecember 31, 2015 � T� 21.686.823) to be ceded to SS� for those premiums, is classified
under current liabilities as ��ther �ayables�.

�s of �ecember 31, 2016 and 2015 other payables consist of premiums to be ceded to SS� related with
treatment costs and payments to make for external benefit and services.

�ncome related to future months and expense accruals consist of deferred commission income amounted
T� 37.964.557 (�ecember 31, 2015 � T� 33.446.835) (Note 10) and other expense accruals amounted to
T� 3.032.995 (�ecember 31, 2016 � T� 1.378.525).

�etails of Company’s payables from main operations account as of �ecember 31, 2016 and 2015 is as
follows�

December 31, 2016 December 31, 2015

�ayables to reinsurance firms (Note 10) 100.195.091 69.977.565
�ayables to agency and insurance companies 14.671.445 10.246.069
�ediscount on payables to reinsurance firms (Note 10) (2.253.836) (2.441.184)

�otal payables from insurance operations 112.612.700 77.782.450

�ther payables from main operations 8.707.163 12.836.818

�ayables from main operations 121.319.863 90.619.268

�s of �ecember 31, 2016 and 2015 other payables from main operations consist of payables to suppliers and
authori�ed services.
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19. �rade and other payables, deferred income (continued)

Calculated corporation tax and prepaid taxes are detailed in the table below.

December 31,
2016

December 31,
2015

�rovision of calculated corporate tax (Note 35) (35.322.692) (8.263.889)
�repaid taxes and funds in current period 39.322.145 10.790.431

�repaid taxes and funds 3.999.453 2.526.542

Calculated corporate tax and the taxes to be paid in the current period are detailed in the table below.

December 31,
2016

December 31,
2015

Corporate tax liability provision on period profit 35.322.692 8.263.889
�repaid taxes and other liabilities on period profit (18.288.135) (8.263.889)

Corporate tax to be paid 17.034.557 �

20. �inancial payables

December 31,
2016

December 31,
2015

�ther financial payables (�) - 663.359

� 663.359

(�)  �mount which is related to spot loans that Company used for the employees’ SS� payments.

21. Deferred taxes

�tems that resulted in deferred tax assets and liabilities as of �ecember 31, 2016 and �ecember 31, 2015
are as follows�

December 31, 2016 December 31, 2015
�mpairment provision expense for receivables from main operations 1.051.603 662.814
�quali�ation reserve 3.964.864 3.229.579
�rovision for retirement pay and unused vacation 683.615 526.670
Unexpired risk reserve 29.438 3.498.867
�rovision for business cases 117.107 110.325
�rovision for sales commission 11.487 11.487
�ifference between local Tax �egislation and �eporting Standards
for tangible and intangible fixed assets (725.211) (440.890)
�inancial items valuation differences � rediscounts (463.165) (525.636)
Bonus provision 785.257 628.917
Sliding scale commission provision 2.071.975 405.389
�ther 843.806 346.956

Deferred tax asset, net 8.370.776 8.454.478

2016 2015
Beginning of period - 1 �anuary 8.454.478 6.941.626
�eferred tax income, net (Note 35) (179.667) 1.485.992
�eferred tax income� (loss) which is stated under equity 95.965 26.860

�nd of period 8.370.776 8.454.478
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22. Retirement social aid liabilities

None.

23. �rovision for other liabilities and expenses

�etails of provision for other risks as of �ecember 31, 2016 and 2015 is shown below�

December 31, 2016 December 31, 2015
Short-term employee rights premium provisions 3.926.285 3.144.585
Business case provisions 585.536 551.623
�llo�ance for cost expenses 4.511.821 3.696.208
�rovisions for employment termination benefit 1.709.776 1.193.153
Unused vacation provision 1.708.300 1.440.204
�otal provisions for other risks 7.929.897 6.329.565

�ovement of provision for employment termination benefit in the period is as follows�

December 31,
2016

December 31,
2015

�rovision for employment termination benefit at the beginning of
the period 1.193.153 992.682
�ayments during the period (655.267) (461.902)
�rovision booked during the period 692.065 528.069
�ctuarial loss 479.825 134.304

�rovision for employment termination benefit at the end of
the year 1.709.776 1.193.153

�ovement of unused vacation provision in the period is as follows�

December 31, 2016 December 31, 2015

Unused vacation provision at the beginning of the period 1.440.204 1.290.091
�ayments during the period (144.145) (134.921)
�rovision booked during the period 412.241 285.034

Unused vacation provision at the end of the year 1.708.300 1.440.204
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23. �rovision for other liabilities and expenses (continued)

�ovement of business cases provision in the period is as follows�

December 31, 2016 December 31, 2015

Business case provisions at the beginning of the year 551.623 332.880
�ayments during the period (154.366) (95.843)
�rovision amount booked � (cancelled) during the period 188.279 314.586

�usiness case provision at the end of the year 585.536 551.623

�etails of other payables as of �ecember 31, 2016 and 2015 is shown below.

December 31, 2016 December 31, 2015

�ayables to suppliers 2.479.556 2.493.835
�ttorney’s fee 4.230 14.845
�ther payables 3.582.027 769.593

�ther payables 6.065.813 3.278.273

Tax �nspection Board of T.C. �inistry of �inance has launched a limited tax investigation related to the
Banking and �nsurance Transaction Tax for the years 2009, 2010, 2011 and 2012 and as a consequence
of the tax inspection, for the year 2009, 2010, 2011 and 2012 tax of T� 2.120.453 and tax penalty of T�
2.974.716 total of T� 5.095.169 tax and tax penalty imposed to the Company. Company has utili�ed from
the capital amnesty under the law of �6736� dated �ugust 3, 2016 which is about restructuring of some
receivables and paid T� 1.060.256 tax and T� 181.419 tax penalty of total T� 1.241.675 tax and tax penalty
on November 30, 2016.

24. Net insurance premium income

�anuary 1 � December 31, 2016
�otor

�ehicles

�otor
�ehicles
�iability

�ire and natural
disasters

General
losses �arine �ccident �ther �otal

�remiums received 376.883.369 1.403.116.448 163.839.920 165.626.059 26.517.267 13.403.526 86.769.550 2.236.156.139
�remiums transferred to the reinsurance (1.269.555) (2.013.790) (133.965.844) (132.394.779) (18.278.119) (2.305.317) (31.964.752) (322.192.156)
�remiums transferred to the SS� - (139.539.347) - - - (199.775) - (139.739.122)

�otal 375.613.814 1.261.563.311 29.874.076 33.231.280 8.239.148 10.898.434 54.804.798 1.774.224.861

�anuary 1 � December 31, 2015
�otor

�ehicles

�otor
�ehicles
�iability

�ire and natural
disasters

General
losses �arine �ccident �ther �otal

�remiums received 263.971.490 377.010.921 158.771.609 149.597.575 30.068.245 8.854.840 75.199.553 1.063.474.233
�remiums transferred to the reinsurance (2.227.805) (261.724) (127.945.127) (111.447.615) (22.608.613) (1.665.321) (30.505.600) (296.661.805)
�remiums transferred to the SS� - (37.100.694) - - - (145.826) - (37.246.520)

�otal 261.743.685 339.648.503 30.826.482 38.149.960 7.459.632 7.043.693 44.693.953 729.565.908
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25. �ee income

None.

26. �nvestment income � (expense)

Shown in the ��inancial risk management� note (Note 4.2) above.

�s of �ecember 31, 2016, the amount of �nsurance Transaction Tax is T� 7.729.558 (�ecember 31, 2015
� T� 3.426.039).

27. Net income accrual on financial assets

Shown in the ��inancial risk management� note (Note 4.2) above.

28. �ssets that their fair value differences reflected to the profit or loss

Shown in the ��inancial risk management� note (Note 4.2) above.

29. �nsurance ri�hts and demands

December 31,
2016

December 31,
2015

Claims paid as deducted reinsurer’s share (459.901.725) (292.868.141)
Change in unearned premium reserve as deducted reinsurer’s share and
SS� (524.001.123) (213.283.931)
Change in outstanding claims reserve as deducted reinsurer’s share (452.187.343) (77.935.731)
Change in equali�ation reserve as deducted reinsurer’s share (3.611.165) (3.211.407)
Change in provision for unexpired risk reserve as deducted reinsurer’s
share 17.347.146 (7.580.392)
�otal (1.422.354.210) (594.879.602)

30. �nvestment a�reement ri�hts

None.

31. �andatory �ther �xpenses

�rouping of expenses based on the characteristics and functions of the company is given in the note 32.
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32. �xpense by nature

�etails of operating expenses for the periods ended �ecember 31, 2016 and 2015 are as follows�

December 31, 2016 December 31, 2015

Commission expenses (Note 17) (234.668.328) (136.600.576)
Intermediary commissions accrued during the period (Note 17) (296.432.012) (171.900.639)
Change in deferred production commissions (Note 17) 61.763.684 35.300.063

�mployee benefit expenses (Note 33) (54.357.886) (43.270.283)
Commission income earned from reinsurers (Note 10) 54.417.893 56.032.605

Accrued commission income from reinsurers during the period (Note 10) 58.935.615 59.543.916
Change in deferred commission income (Note 10) (4.517.722) (3.511.311)

�ent expenses (3.928.671) (3.505.581)
�anagement and service expenses (2.197.096) (1.807.780)
�T expenses (3.422.485) (2.512.349)
�ehicle expenses (2.470.648) (2.163.685)
�arketing and sales expenses (6.033.165) (3.528.042)
Communication expenses (718.044) (617.626)
Travel expenses (520.181) (403.089)
Taxes and funds (276.091) (246.778)
�rinted matter and office supplies expenses (683.680) (532.035)
�ail and cargo expenses (287.713) (265.938)
Consulting expenses (448.568) (277.518)
Bank charges expenses (226.233) (115.000)

�otal (255.820.896) (139.813.675)

33. �mployee �enefit �xpenses

�etails of the employee benefit expenses for the periods ended �ecember 31, 2016 and 2015 are as
follows�

December 31, 2016 December 31, 2015

Salary and wages (36.314.248) (29.363.134)
�ther vested benefits (7.234.370) (5.466.671)
Bonus, premium and commissions (5.300.894) (4.281.683)
�mployer’s share of social security premium (5.508.374) (4.158.795)

�otal (54.357.886) (43.270.283)

34. �inancial Cost

�ll financial costs for the period are shown in the note ��inancial risk management� above (Note 4.2). There
is no financial allowance for the cost of production or the cost of fixed assets.
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35. �ncome �axes

�tems composing the income tax expenses stated in the financial statements is as follows�

December 31, 2016 December 31, 2015
Corporate tax liability�
Calculated corporate tax provision (Note 19) (35.322.692) (8.263.889)

Deferred �ax�
�eferred tax income�(loss) (Note 21) (179.667) 1.485.992
�eferred tax income� (loss) which is stated under equity 95.965 52.013

�otal (35.406.394) (6.725.884)

�s of �ecember 31, 2016 and 2015 confirmation of Company’s operational profit before taxes arised in
Company’s financial statements and Company’s actual income tax provision calculated via active tax rate
are detailed in the table below�

December 31, 2016 December 31, 2015
�ax rate (�) �ax rate (�)

�rofit before tax 177.524.285 33.969.808
�ncome tax provision by legal tax rate (35.504.857) 20,00 (6.793.962) 20,00
Non-deductible expenses (60.838) (0,03) (23.671) (0,07)
�ther 159.301 0,09 91.749 0,27
�otal income tax loss� (income) (35.406.394) (19,94) (6.725.884) (19,80)

36. Net forei�n exchan�e �ains

Shown in the ��inancial risk management� note (Note 4.2) above.

37. �arnin�s per share

�arnings per share is calculated by dividing net profit for the period by weighted average number of shares.

December 31, 2016 December 31, 2015

�rofit by account period 142.021.926 27.191.911
� eighted average number of shares 4.000.000.000 4.000.000.000
�arnings per share (T�) 0,0355 0,0068
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38. Dividends per share

�eneral �ssembly �eeting took place on �arch 29, 2016 Company’s net profit for the period from the
operations of financial year 2015 is transferred to the profit reserves.

39. Cash Generated from �perations

Cash flow from main main operations are disclosed in the statement of cash flow.

40. ��uity �hare Convertible �onds�

None.

41. Cash Convertible �rivile�ed ��uity �hares�

None.

42. Risks

�uring the ordinary operations Company faces many legal conflicts, cases and claims for damages mainly
from insurance operations. These cases are reflected to financial statements by providing necessary
provisions in allowance for cost expenses and outstanding claims reserve.

�s of �ecember 31, 2016 total amount of all cases against the Company is T� 195.236.722 (�ecember 31,
2015 � T� 163.356.780) on the other hand possible responsibility amount that Company is obliged to pay
if the case concludes against the Company including the opened cases and execution proceedings made
is T� 264.545.969. Company considered the related provision amount T� 264.545.969 (�ecember 31, 2015
� T� 196.985.743) against the Company in the related provision accounts in accompanying financial
statements.

�s of �ecember 31, 2016, if all the cases that Company sues concludes in favor of the Company, gross
amount of T� 64.955.170 (�ecember 31, 2015 - T� 54.343.377) subrogation collection is expected and
considering the reinsurer shares by providing income accrual amounted T� 43.755.793 (�ecember 31,
2015 � T� 34.082.503) (Note 12) with the same amount receivable provision is reflected to bookings. �or
the cases Company has opened for its doubtful receivables from agencies, total amount of T� 4.884.480
(�ecember 31, 2015 � T� 4.884.901) (Note 12) provision is booked. �t the same time for the business
cases against the Company amounted T� 585.536 (�ecember 31, 2015 � T� 551.623) (Note 23) provision
is booked.
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43. Commitments

�etails of guarantees given by the Company in the non-life insurance branches in accordance with its activities
are disclosed in Note 17.

�s part of operational lease total minimum rent payment amounts to be paid for the real estates which is rented
for the usage of head office and region offices and rent vehicles assigned to sales team is as follows�

�� commitments
December 31,

2016
December 31,

2015

�ess than 1 year 227.143 265.932
�ore than a year, less than five years 219.050 382.793

�um of minimum rent payments to be paid 446.193 648.725

U�D Dollars commitments
December 31,

2016
December 31,

2015

�ess than 1 year 964.620 891.594
�ore than a year, less than five years 1.510.500 2.234.697

�um of minimum rent payments to be paid 2.475.120 3.126.291

�uro commitments
December 31,

2016
December 31,

2015

�ess than 1 year 3.750 3.750
�ore than a year, less than five years 3.750 3.750

�um of minimum rent payments to be paid 7.500 7.500

44. �usiness mer�es�

None.
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45. Related �arty �ransactions

Sompo �apan Nipponkoa �nsurance �nc. �nd the groups to which they are affiliated and the associates and
subsidiaries of these groups are defined as related parties for these financial statements.

December 31,
2016

December 31,
2015

Sompo �apan Nipponkoa �nsurance �nc. 1.158 18.427

Receivables from affiliates 1.158 18.427

December 31,
2016

December 31,
2015

Sompo �apan Nipponkoa �nsurance Company of �urope 380.207 (116.649)
Sompo �apan Nipponkoa �nsurance Company of �urope �ermany Branch 24.212 95.008
Sompo �apan Nipponkoa �nsurance �nc. 4.531.129 3.666.140
Canopius �anaging �imited - -

�ayables from insurance operations 4.935.548 3.644.499

December 31,
2016

December 31,
2015

Sompo �apan Nipponkoa �nsurance Company of �urope 396.930 58.983
Sompo �apan Nipponkoa �nsurance Company of �urope �ermany Branch 32.734 38.652
Sompo �apan Nipponkoa �nsurance �nc. 10.406.730 13.111.361
Canopius �anaging �imited - 155.219

Commission �aken 10.836.394 13.364.215

December 31,
2016

December 31,
2015

Sompo �apan Nipponkoa �nsurance Company of �urope 1.366.270 382.082
Sompo �apan Nipponkoa �nsurance Company of �urope �ermany Branch 126.919 152.902
Sompo �apan Nipponkoa �nsurance 25.197.155 27.312.026
Canopius �anaging �imited - 517.398

Ceded �remium 26.690.344 28.364.408

December 31,
2016

December 31,
2015

Sompo �apan Nipponkoa �nsurance Company of �urope 208.981 77.830
Sompo �apan Nipponkoa �nsurance Company of �urope �ermany Branch 47.441 22.900
Sompo �apan Nipponkoa �nsurance �nc. 9.445.035 15.452.503

Claim 9.701.457 15.553.233

December 31,
2016

December 31,
2015

Sompo �apan Nipponkoa �nsurance �nc. 17.898 3.778

Non�operatin� income 17.898 3.778
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45. Related �arty �ransactions (continued)

No guarantees has taken for receivables from related parties.

There is not any booked doubtful receivable provision and it’s payables for receivables from shareholders,
subsidiaries and associations.

There is not any liabilities like warranty, commitment, bail, advance and endorsement on behalf of
shareholders, subsidiaries and associations.

46. �vents occurred after reportin� period

Company has purchased fixed assets on �ebruary 21, 2017 for �egion Coordinatorship in �mir worth of
T� 6.300.000.

47. �ther

47.1  Details of ��ther� items in the balance sheet �hich exceed 20� of its respective account
�roup of 5� of total assets�

�mount of ��ther �iscellaneous �eceivables� which is classified under ��ther �eceivables� is T� 997.048
(�ecember 31, 2015 � T� 687.412), it consists of TC��’s (Turkish Catastrophe �nsurance �ool) current
balance and adjustment of reverse balances.

47.2  Due from and due to personnel classified in ��ther receivables� and ��ther short�term or
lon��term payables� that exceed 1�of total assets�

None.

47.3  Receivables from salva�e and subro�ation follo�ed under off�balance sheet items�

None.

47.4  �ncome and expenses related to prior periods and the amounts and sources of expenses and
losses�

None.

�ossessed real ri�hts on properties and their values�

None.
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47. �ther (continued)
47.5 �ther information that has been obli�ed to present by Undersecretariat of �reasury

Provision and rediscount income/ (expense) for the period:

a) �rovision expenses

�etails of provision and rediscount expenses for the ended periods as at �ecember 31, 2016 and 2015 is
as follows�

December 31, 2016 December 31, 2015

�mpairment provision expenses booked for receivables
from main operations, net (10.901.229) (14.506.865)
Unused vacation provision expenses (268.096) (150.113)
�etirement pay provision expenses (36.798) (66.167)
Business cases provision (expense)� cancellation (33.913) (218.743)

�rovisions account (11.240.036) (14.941.888)

December 31, 2016 December 31, 2015

�ediscounted interest income � (losses) (1.081.357) (1.547.638)

Rediscount account (1.081.357) (1.547.638)

December 31, 2016 December 31, 2015

Unearned premium provisions (524.001.123) (213.283.931)
�utstanding claim reserve (452.187.343) (77.935.731)
Unexpired risk reserve 17.347.146 (7.580.392)
�quali�ation reserve (3.611.165) (3.211.407)

�echnical provisions (962.452.485) (302.011.461)

b) �ther expense and losses

December 31, 2016 December 31, 2015

Non-deductible expenses(-) (304.190) (118.355)
�ther expense and losses(- (1.428) (1.715)

�ther expense and losses (�) (305.618) (120.070)
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47. �ther (continued)

c) �ther income and revenues

December 31, 2016 December 31, 2015

�ate charge income 2.127.450 1.069.337

�ther income and revenues 2.127.450 1.069.337

d)  �ther �on��term deferred income

December 31, 2016 December 31, 2015

Commission income 31.905 -

�on��term deferred income 31.905 �

e)    �ther technical expenses

December 31, 2016 December 31, 2015

�ssistance service expenses (13.771.693) (4.361.674)
�ther technical expenses (19.829.586) (8.914.787)

�ther technical expenses (33.601.279) (13.276.461)
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47. �ther (continued)

47.6 Convenience translation of the statements of profit distribution as of December 31, 2016

Current year �rior year
�ootnote December 31,

2016
December 31,

2015

�. D���R��U���N �� �R���� ��R ��� ��R��D
1.1. �����T ��� T�� ������ 177.524.285 33.969.808
1.2. T���S ����B�� �N� ����� ���B���T��S (35.502.359) (6.777.897)

1.2.1. Corporate Tax (�ncome Tax) (35.322.692) (8.263.889)
1.2.2. �ncome Tax �eduction - -
1.2.3. �ther Taxes and �iabilities (179.667) 1.485.992

�  N�� �R���� ��R ��� ��R��D (1.1 � 1.2) 142.021.926 27.191.911
1.3. ������US ����S’S ��SS�S (-) - -
1.4. ���ST ����� ��S���� 7.101.096 1.359.596
1.5. ����� ��S����S ���T �N T�� C����N� (-) - -
� N�� D���R��U����� �R���� ��R ��� ��R��D � (� � (1.3 � 1.4 �
1.5) � 134.920.829 25.832.315
1.6. ���ST ������N�S T� S����������S (-) - -

1.6.1.  To Common Shareholders - -
1.6.2.  To �referred Shareholders - -
1.6.3   To �wners �f �articipating �edeemed Shares - -
1.6.4   To �wners �f �rofit-sharing Securities - -
1.6.5   To �wners �f �rofit �nd �oss Sharing Securities - -

1.7. ������N�S T� ��������S (-) - -
1.8. ������N�S T� B���� �� ����CT��S (-) - -
1.9. S�C�N� ������N�S T� S����������S (-) - -

1.9.1. To Common Shareholders - -
1.9.2. To �referred Shareholders - -
1.9.3. To �wners �f �articipating �edeemed Shares - -
1.9.4. To �wners �f �rofit-sharing Securities - -
1.9.5. To �wners �f �rofit �nd �oss Sharing Securities - -

1.10. S�C�N� ����� ��S���� (-) - -
1.11. ST�T�T��� ��S����S (-) - -
1.12. ��T������N��� ��S����S - -
1.13. �T��� ��S����S - -
1.14. S��C��� �UN�S - -
��. D���R��U���N �R�� R���R��� - -
2.1. ��ST��BUT�� ��S����S - -
2.2. S�C�N� ����� ��S���� (-) - -
2.3. ������N�S T� S����������S (-) - -

2.3.1. To Common Shareholders - -
2.3.2  To �referred Shareholders - -
2.3.3. To �wners �f �articipating �edeemed Shares - -
2.3.4  To �wners �f �rofit-sharing Securities - -
2.3.5  To �wners �f �rofit �nd �oss Sharing Securities - -

2.4. ������N�S T� ��������S (-) - -
2.5. ������N�S T� B���� �� ����CT��S (-) - -
���. �R���� ��R ���R� - -
3.1. T� C����N S����������S - -
3.2. T� C����N S����������S ( �  ) - -
3.3. T� ��������� S����������S - -
3.4. T� ��������� S����������S ( �  ) - -
��. D���D�N� ��R ���R� - -
4.1. T� C����N S����������S - -
4.2. T� C����N S����������S ( �  ) - -
4.3. T� ��������� S����������S - -
4.4. T� ��������� S����������S ( �  ) - -

�eneral �ssembly �eeting took place on �arch 29, 2016 Company’s net profit for the period from the
operations of financial year 2015 is decided to transfer to the profit reserves. �uthori�ed member for profit
distribution is �eneral �ssembly and as of financial statements date �eneral �ssemly meeting did not take
place yet. Since profit distribution proposal for financial year 2016 is not yet prepared by Board of �irectors,
in 2016 profit distrubition table only distributable net income for the period is stated.
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